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FOREWORD
At first glance some readers may wonder how it is possible to link
the name of the Blessed Virgin Mary with the remainder of the title
of this volume and in some practical way to discuss her influence on
the problems of social reconstruction. It would not be expected that I
should make any attempt to .a nswer that question in this brief foreword - indeed the very burden of this book IS a reply and an
explanation.
At the same time, however, this occasion gives us opportunity to
recall however-widening is the influence of Mary in the affairs of the
Christian world and how blessed is her effect in the promotion of
present day sanctity. Perhaps there are those who will feel that this
title - The Blessed Virgin and Social Reconstruction - - is, in some
sense, an exaggeration, and if so, I would remind them that the glories
of Mary, however numbered they may be, actually find their source
in a single attribute. Before all else, there is the one fact that Mary
was the Mother of God, and it is because she was this that all her
other qualities have followed as effects, if we may say so, of this single
cause. If we comprehend then, in anything like its fullness the meaning
of the divine Maternity we have understood all the later attributes
at ther root and their source.
In studying the following pages, all of us, but especially those in
religious life, will find new significance in the customary Marian devotions. The life of the soul will be enriched with grace, the powers of
the mind will be reinforced with wisdom and the human heart will
be bathed in love - and all of this through the example and intercession of Mary, "our tained nature's solitary boast."
Thus in this Marian Year, and to readers of this precious Marian
volume, I commend meditations on the Blessed Virgin, the all pure
and all glorious Mother of God. Her role in the work of Redemption.
her role in the life of the Church, her role in the reclaiming of
society - her role in Social Reconstruction .- all of these are so many
implications of her central role as Mother of God. Through her intercession, Virgin and Mother, may the blessings of her Divine Son
descend upon us all and upon our work.
tRichard J. Cushing
Archbishop of Boston
Feast of the Annunciation
Marian Year, 1954
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Introduction . ..
Everywhere today thoughtful men are seeking the solution to the paramount problem of our times: the re :integration of the splintered social order. Plausible and partial
answers of a pragmatic character are proposed periodically
by our philosophers of history, political scientists, socioeconomists, international statesmen, and by men of military
and financial genius. But somehow or other these leaden
seem to be haunted by an inescapable sense of final futility
and frustration. The confronting impact of chaos serves to
overwhelm and confuse the most intelligent viewers of the
contemporary scene. In fad, the advent of nuclear fission
with its potential perils appears to be symbolic of an age
which has already atomized the world by the undisciplined
deployment of human energies in the exploitation of matter_
Significantly, indeed, the Incarnate Lord of Creation proclaimed to His immediate disciples and to all succeeding
generations: "He that gathereth not with Me, scattereth."
The various revolutionary approaches to the rehabilitation of society in our day, have not been sufficiently redical.
That is to say, very simply, they have not penetrated to the
roots of the underlying difficulties. These basic involvements
go far deeper than the prevailing sociological complexitieR
which have so preoccupied the efforts of our guiding masters. They have to do with the essential nature of man and
his position in the cosmos of which he is the centre.
It takes but little analysis to distinguish certain primary
characteristics of the human being. It is evident that man
is dependent, independent and inter-dependent - all to a
degree. Since he is not the author of his being it is obvious
that he is dependent on the Divine Creator for his origin,
his conservation and his ultimate fulfillment. Yet man differs
from inorganic matter, vegetable life and brute beast by
virtue of possessing a rational intellect and the capability
of willing effectively. Hence he is in a measure, autonomous
or independent, self-reliant and responsible. But he is also
a social and political being. Physically, mentally and spiritually he remains incomplete apart from his fellow humans.
Born into society, he works out his destiny amid his fellows
and cannot do otherwise. As a person therefore, he is both
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individual and social, partly incommunicable and partly
communicable, a self but not an absolute.
These elementary observations are verified by the historical experience of our race. The Book of Genesis reveals
to us that God made man "to His image and likeness." This
similarity consisted particularly in the properties of intellect
and will. Man is endowed with the faculties to know the
truth and to love the good. In a. word, he is made to participate in the p~rfections of the Divine Nature. In accordance
with this destiny, there was committed to his trust the
dominion of all lesser creation. He was appointed even in
the strictly natural order, the king and high priest of creation. "Rule over the fishes of the sea, and the fowls of the
air and every creeping creature that moveth upon the earth"
was the charge of the Creator, Who thus deigned to allow
His created "image" to share not only in His being, but in
His causality, to participate not merely in personal existence but in the government of the universe.
The sequel is well known. God determined to test the
worthiness of man for his high stewardship. Seduced by
Satan, man turned his reason and free will away from the
-very Source of his being and preferred the sense-sating
allurements of a material creature. In this very act, he shat·
tered the unity of the moral universe. For as long as man'M
will was united to the Omnipotent Will of God, all lower
creation was rightly subject to his will. But once he revolted
against the ordinances of Divine Wisdom and Justice, lower
nature both in himself and in his terrestrial environment
rebelled against him. The entire Providential order depends
upon the Divine Authority. When man's sin challenged that
Authority, disorder entered the world . Indeed, in the very
moment man sundered his will from the Divine, he found
himself the prey of divisive forces. Congruously, God allowed man's lower nature to militate against his higher, as
his higher had hurled defiance at Him. Likewise God permitted exterior nature to declare war on His disobedient
servant. Thus there came that influx of cumulative evils
which have since plagued humanity at every stage.
First of all, as a consequence of man's upset internal
equilibrium, malicious competition subverted human relations. Human wills severed from the unitive Divine Will
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were soon in conflict. It is no mere coincidence that Adam's
son Cain slew Adam's son Abel, his brother. When the progenitor of humanity forsook the Divine Father he sowed
the seeds of fratricidal strife, of war, of tyranny, of persecutions, of cruelty, of en"y, jealousy, hatred and the collateral host of tensions which breed human misery.
The truth is thu3 startlingly simple, even though the chaos
which presently surrounds us seems insolubly complicated.
Original sin destroyed the order of charity. If all men willed
only the Will of God, that peace which the illustrious Doctor
of Grace, St. Augustine, defined as "the tranquility or
order," would reign on the earth. More, our world would
be one triumphantly orchestrated symphony of created
beings exalted and exulting in glorifying love of God and
all-suffusing love of human kind. But, unfortunately, this
prospective paradise of grace was forfeited when Adam
and Eve yielded to the diabolical suggestions of pride. The
tragic results are written large across the annals of history.
For man's influence has a tendency to evil because original
sin dimmed his intellect and made infirm his will.
Happily, we know that when man inverted the true hierarchy of values and lost his supernatural life of grace, God
did not wholly desert His foolish creature. On the contrary,
He promised him a Redeemer Who would restore the disfigured similitude of God in the souls of men, Who would
reconstitute into a new being the fragmented human personality. This Saviour Who would be the "Prince of Peace"
would re-create in a regenerate human race and reconstruct
into a new social order the dissolved and dissolute humankind descended from Adam. This was the mission of Christ.
This was the vocation of the Incarnate Son of God - to reunify man in himself by returning to him the integrating
principle of sanctifying grace, and to re-unify these redeemed men in a new human society under His own Divine
Headship. Fittingly, this new society would be called the
Mystical Body of Christ because its members are ruled by
Christ, are related in the supernatural consanguinity of HL
Precious Blood and share the very life He possesses in common with the other members of the Blessed Trinity. Christ
came to remove the eclipse of human reason by the light
and certitude of revealed truth, and to re-energize the en7

feebled human will with the dynamic vitality of infinite
charity. All things are recapitulated in Christ. The Son of
God Incarnate stands majestically at the summit of all temporal history as the pivotal centre of all human unity. He
is the personal Principle of all social cohesion. He is the
Key to stabilization of the social order. There is no other
Saviour. To look elsewhere for redemption is sheer delusion.
Christ is the Way, the Way of Love, and He is the Truth
and the Life!
The three abiding realities which man seeks in his quest
for happiness are: LIFE, TRUTH and LOVE. The human
soul seethes with yearning for the fullness of abiding life.
The human intellect craves to assimilate the whole of creation in its unceasing pursuit of absolute and universal truth.
The will of man is powered by an abounding urge towards
the Infinite Good. In the state of primal justice Adam and
Eve enjoyed the delights of this threefold beatitude, for
they were intimately united to the Eternal Source of all
Being, Wisdom and Charity. Sin brought spiritual death to
the soul, obscured the intellect with error and falsehood,
and disoriented the will by conversion to the superficial.
Hence the Divine Plan of Redemption called for the coming
of Christ as the capital reservoir of Life, Truth and Love.
He himself clearly announced: "I am come that men may
have LIFE and have it more abundantly." "For this was I
born and for this came I into the world, to give testimony
to the TRUTH." "I am come to cast fire on the earth and
what would I but that it be kindled?" This was the fire of
love." A new commandment I give unto you, that you LOVE
one another as I have loved you."
It is imperative to remember that Christ has already re
deemed the human race as a whole. It is the application 0
the fruits of His Redemption to individual souls which remains to be accomplished. In the efficacy of this work reposes the success of building the City of God. Christ estab
lished the foundations of this "new Jerusalem" when H
committed to Peter the keys of His Kingdom. In the custod)
of His Church, He placed the means of access to LIFE
TRUTH and LOVE.
By perpetuating His Presence in the Sacred Eucharis
(about which clusters the rich array of sacraments) Chris
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assured the availability to His members of an uninterrupted
flow of GRACE-LIFE. In like manner, He guaranteed to His
members the plentitude of TRUTH: "I will send you the
Holy Spirit Who will teach you all TRUTH and remain with
you." Thus to the liturgical activity of His priesthood was
added the doctrinal apostolate. "Go teach all nations" signified that His Church was endowed with educational authority to teach the truth as well as with the priestly office of
offering the Sacrifice of the Passion. So too, He anduecl he:'
with the prerogatives of moral guidance by stating unm;stakably: "Whatsoever you shall bind on earth shall be
bound in heaven." In such wise, did Christ guarantee the
continuance of His mission to humanity. Through the liturg\'
and life-conferring channels of the sacraments the Church
exercises her sacerdotium or priestly ministry of redemption;
through her dogmatic and doctri-nal pronouncents she fulfills her magisterium or teaching office; by her moral norms,
precepts and counsels she practices her imperium or governing office, guiding her subjects with loving solicitude to
their destiny - everlasting union with the Father of LIFE,
the Word of TRUTH, and the Spirit of CHARITY.
As spiritual death, intellectual darkness and volitional
hatred were introduced into the world by Adam and Eve,
so supernatural LIFE, TRUTH and LOVE came by Jesus
Christ and His Mother Mary. As Christ is the new Adam so
Mary is the new Eve. Such is the constant theme of the
Fathers and Doctors of the Church. Indeed, Mary is as it
were, the Prototype of the Church. As the predilect daughter of the Eternal Father, she is full of GRACE-LIFE, a~;
Mother of the Word Incarnate she is luminous with transcendent TRUTH, as Spouse of the Holy Ghost she is pregnant with Divine CHARITY. Never for an instant of time
was the Immaculate Virgin Mother without these three principal realities. In fact, in her the greatest of created persons,
was anticipated as the Angelic Doctor assures us, the wealth
of grace which filled the soul of Christ. Her grandeurs are
so surpassing that they cannot be understood save in the
light of the splendours of her Son. She was called not simply
to be the Mother of Christ as a physical instrumentality
passive in the hands of God, but she was predestined to
be His intimate an dinseparable collaborator, albeit in a
9

~ubordinate ~tatus,

in the whole tremendous work of Re
demption. Her central role as Virgin Mother in the econom
of the Incarnation is paralleled by her office as active Co
Redemptrix and by her sublime mission as Mediatrix of A
Graces. She is in the amplest sense of the concept the Mothe
of the Mystical Body of Christ.
In commenting upon the recent proclamation of the dogm<
of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin, several writer
expressed the conclusion that the Church had attained th
very apex of possible homage to Mary and that the dogmati
pronouncement probably marked the climatic point in hon
oring her. Our thesis premises no such supposition. On th
contrary, we prefer to visualize vast personalities of deve
opment in the appreciation of our Glorious Mother's s<:>ci
vocation.
Upon reflection, we note that the Church so fal' has COl
centrated on the firm establishment and promulgation
Mary's principal personal privileges: her Divine Maternit
the Virginal character of her Motherhood. her perpetu
sinlessness, her Immaculate Conception, her bodily Assum
tion. All of these individual prerogative:" have of cours
profound and far-reaching implications for the whole huma
race because of Mary's singular stature and unique positio
among created beings. But, Mary also has an emphaticall
social role judging by the brilliant outline of the Provide
Plan. In this respect too, the measure of her influence ca
be estimated only in relation to her Son, Our Lord J es
Christ, Who is the Alpha and the Omega, the Beginnin
and the End.
Our Divine Saviour was at once Priest, Prophet and Kin
He came to sanctify, to teach, and to rule. Thus, as we hay
labored to make clear, His mission was to lift up men agai
to the level of supernatural LIFE, TRUTH and LOVE. I
the Divine Plan, the thrice Blessed Mary was called to sha
correlatively, the triple function of Christ. Henc~, associat
with Him and subordinate to her Son, she is Priestess'
the sense of Co-Redemptrix, Prophetess and Q:.leen. It
these magnificent social roles of Our Blessed Lady whie
remain to be fully realized and appreciated.
The Sovereign Pontiffs especially in recent times, wh
the appalling conditions of society have caused such wid
HI

spread distress, have increasingly asserted r.lary's social
mission. The present Vicar of Christ, Pope Pius XII, partiClllady by his Consecration of the Entire Church and whole
human race to Mary, as Queen of the Universe, and by
sundry other acts and deciarations, has highlighted her
historical office.
In focussing our thoughts therefore, on Mary Immaculate
as the Exemplar par excellence, after her Divine Son, of th e
life of Grace, Wisdom and Charity we are especially sensitive to the significance of her supereminent vocation as
Priestess, Prophetess and Queen. The ministry of the prie,~t
as St. Thomas points out, is concerned above all with glorifying worship, with mediating between God and men, and
with sanctifying souls. No one surely will say that these
activities do not pertain to the Immaculate Virgin whos~'
spotless soul ever magnified the Lord, to the Valient Woman
who stood at the foot of the Cross co-offering tile holocaust
of Jesus' Passion to her whose intercessory power is undisputed. Nor will any we are convinced, be inclined to deny
that she who foretold that all generations would call her
blessed, was gifted with prophesy. But she is of courSE,
more than a Prophetess in the narrow technical sense. She
was resplendent with the Light of Grace, she was the Mothel'
of the Word Incarnate. We jubilantly hail her as "the Virgin
most prudent," "the seat of Wisdom," "the Mother of good
counsel," "the Destroyer of all heresies." She is moreover,
the Queen of Doctors and Apostles, the great Educatrix of
all Christians, the maternal model of all virtues, our solicitous enlightner and ever-gracious guide. Finally, she i.- ;
Queen of the Universe, exalted to reign at the right hanJ
of her Son, the King of Kings, as Sovereign Lady of All
Created Being. Indeed, there never was or could be any
earthly queen with such plenipotentiary power, such abiding universal prestige, such illimining, inspiring, sanctifying
influence in the hearts, minds and souls of men. Sh'.:! is at
once the Portal and Portress of LIFE, the Trustee and Guardian of TRUTH, the Partner and Mediatrix of providential
LOVE. The following pages are an invitation to contemplate
her union with God and her proximity to us!
Somerville, Massachusetts
The Feast of the Purification, 1953.

J. J. G.
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MARY AND LIFE

'"I-. HE

assertion that through devotion to Mary the Immaculat
UVirgin, Mother of God, can be effected an enduring recon
struction of the social order. may at first sight appear to be merd
a pious exaggeration. If. however, it can be demonstrated tha
Mary possesses in her own being. those essential and vital realitie
which alone c<!n guarantee stability to the order of human societ
and that she is their providential medium. then the claim may n
longer be lightly dismissed.
The simple truth is that to rehabilitate society successfull
and permanently, we must reach down to the deepest sources 0
human personality and we must concentrate on the absolute end
of corporate existence. Summarily, the ultimate depths from whic
universal regeneration must derive are the primary realities of lif
and truth and love.
Man's search for God, which is identified fundamentally wit
his quest for happiness. is reducible to the basic yearnings of th
human heart for life, truth and love. the three abiding realitie
The striving of the soul. the vivifying principle of composite rna
for perfect life, the human intellect seeking satisfaction in absolut
truth. and the wiII desirous of adequate love-are ultimate influ
enc-es determining the problems of social philosophy and condi
tioning the character of the corporate economy.
The supreme desire of the immortal soul is for fulness of life
Life is universally recognized as man' s most precious possession
All genuindy constructive progress in the history of culture an
civilization h<:s come from endeavors directed to the improvemen
of life. Nature. science and art. when properly focussed, tend t
the betterment of life. Christ Himself testified to the supreme sig
nificancc of life and re-echoed the unanimous conviction of human
ity when He declared: ··Greater love than this no man hath, th
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a man lay down his life for his friends." The Declaration of Independence. enshrining the wisdom of the founding fathers of
America. acknowledges life as the deepest craving of the human
personality when it states that "life. liberty and the pursuit of
happiness are inalienable rights" which no government may reasonabl y infringe. And our daily experiences bear witness to the
. same truth. We have but to consider all the precautions taken in
ordinary travel, the detailed devices for safety installed in the
modern office or factory. and all the research and expenditures in
contemporary medical science. devoted solely to the preservation
of life. Individually. we realize how spontaneously we become
tense and alert in walking on icy pavements or in groping through
the dark night. We do not want to endanger our life in any way.
Even the motive of suicide is not to terminate life as such. but to
become free from suffering. Not absence of life but freedom from
the antinomie~ of life is desired. In reality. a better and happier
life is sought. It is clear. then. that we all esteem life as our greatest
treasure and our primary need.
The preeminent feature of our world today is the universal
chaos. On every side we behold material disruPtion. intellectual
anarchy. and an appalling lack of sincerity concerning the spiritual
values of life. Modern man is engaged in a futile effort to piece
together into a new social order the fragments of the shattered
post-Reformation economy. This cannot but be unavailing. for
although a temporary success and prosperity may possibly be
achieved. such an arrangement. enthroning matter and selfishness.
will ultimately prove unsubstantial and as basically unsound as its
forbear. Christ's parable of the house built on the shifting sands
of time contains a practical lesson for social economists.
The experiences of recent history should persuade men that
an enduring social order cannot be founded on pride. avarice. and
sensuality; that the life-giving principle does not inhne in the
temporal and in the material. The world-order. which is disintegrating rapidly before our eyes. was founded. as the Pontiffs Leo
XIII and Pius XI have shown. on the triumph of material forces.
Selfish expediency and a mechanical systematization of life definitely separated man from the spiritual roots of his being. As one
of our contemporary Christian authors has trenchan tl y said. it •
has left man "a lone wolf howling in despair towards eternity."
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As in the garden of Eden man rebelled against his Creator
and thereby unloosed a conflict of forces within himself. so the
revolt of modem man against God resulted logically in an unleashing of the passions and concupiscences. to the extent that they
became sovereign and man became a slave of the greatest of all
tyrants-matter. The world accepted the despotism of brute matter in preference to the reign of the all-loving God. But matter is
the principle of division and the order thus constructed suffered
the fate of all material institutions. which is corruption. Change
is essential to time. Eventual dissolution is the law of matter.
Contemporary mankind in seeking the solution for its sociological and economic problems should profit by its experience. Certainly men should realize now "that unless the Lord build the
house they labor in vain who build it." The excessive pursuit a
technical and financial prosperity has left mankind suffering primarily from a dearth of spiritual vitality. "The wages of sin i
death." The first necessity in social reconstruction is a new suffu
sion and diffusion of life. And human. finite life is not enough
For salvation proceeds not from without but from within. no
from the objective formulation of remedial schemata but from th
interior depths of personality. Immanent activity and not exteri
movement is the sign of the highest life. Only the spiritual ca
revitalize and reintegrate the social order. This is the truth whic
the Church of Christ. with infallible logic and with the advan
tage of nineteen centuries of accumulated wisdom. is endeavorin
to teach contemporary mankind.
In order to rebuild the social whole. humanity must acce
an influx of divine life. Human souls must be re-attached to t
Creator. Life is peculiarly the gift of the Holy Trinity: Creato
Redeemer. and Sanctifier. The center of social reconstruction is t
Sacred Heart of Our Lord. "the Resurrection and the Life" (Jo
II. 23). Moreover. every soul fortified by the Precious Blood 0
the Savior. through the channels of sacramental life. is a nuele
of social restoration. Historical verification of this tremendous fa
is amply provided in the careers of the saints. But the supreme an
altogether unique example and exemplar of the salutary poten
of the divine life. super-informing human personality. is Ma
Immaculate. It is in the Virgin Ever-Blessed that we behold ideall
the supernal magnetic beauty and the magnificent dynamic ene
of the grace-life triumphant.
14

In every fiber of her truly majestic personality and in all
the operations of her singularly significant social vocation Mary
Immaculate illustrates the supremacy of that supernatural life and
being, the import of which for our times and the need of which
in our lives is so distressingly apparent. The souls of men today
are famished and parched for integral life, and Mary Inviolate
indicates the one therapy for their spiritual malnutrition and metaphysical destitution. Nor is this fantastic hyperbole. It is God, not
an overwrought imagination, who presents Mary to us as the mediate source of divine life. It is the Almighty through the voice of
His .1Ilgdic amb;:ssador who proclaims her "full of grace,"
"Mother of the Holy, the Son of God," consort of the overshadowing Spirit-"the Holy Ghost shall come upon thee" (Luke
1. 26-38).
Blessed Mary's place in the economy of supernatural life is
especially evident in the three most prominent mysteries which
distinguish her: her original and plenary grace, her divine virginal
maternity, and her universal spiritual motherhood as distributrix
of all graces. It is relevant to remark here the highly impressive
and appealing way in which holy Church during the course of
the sacred liturgy applies, in a secondary sense, to the Blessed Virgin Mary scriptural texts which in their primary interpretation can
and do apply to Christ alon~. There is probably no more graphic
instance of this inspired liberty of construction than the words
of Wisdom which the Church appropriately places in Mary's
mouth on the feast of her Nativity: "He that shall find me shall
find life, and shall have salvation from the Lord."
The more we contemplate her, the more do we realize that
Mary's whole being and expression are fraught to exuberance with
life, with the richest positive and diffusive life. Nowhere is this
postulate more vividl y verified than in the study of her Immaculate
Conception.
The real grandeur of the mystery of the Immaculate Conception has unfortunately escaped the conscious appreciation of too
many of the faithful. An almost Jansenistic terror and timidity
characterizes the attitude of multitudes of Catholics towards this
most beautiful sacred reality. These shy souls either adopt a wholly
negative mental posture or one of holy horror at the thought of
dwelling, except vaguely, on this great truth.
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There are persons who, for some inexplicable reason, habitually associate the Immaculate Conception with our Blessed Lady's
physiological constitution and accordingly withdraw from any
consideration of its implication, while there are others who connect
the "phenomenon" with some unique exemption accredited to her
parents. Of course, both ideas are equally and pathetically absurd
and could be annulled once and for all by remembering that the
privilege refers to the conception of Mary's predilect soul and not
to her physical framework. Confusion is obviated by the recognition of a few very simple facts. Thus, we know that parents do
not communicate to their progeny an animating soul but that
God instils into the human embryo the principle of life, which
vivifies the physical matter. Our faith teaches us that because 0
Adam's fall the ordinary soul enters the prepared matter in t
state of original sin. Since sin is negative, this is another way 0
saying that absent from the ordinary soul at its conception is th
supernatural life of grace.
A wareness of these basic verities renders facile the appraisa
of the wondrous dignity of Mary's exceptional prerogative whic
consists in being formed with a soul free from original sin an
endowed with primeval grace. "Conception may be taken eithe
actively or passively. Active conception is the parental act of gen
eration. Passive conception is the origin of a human being in th
maternal womb. A child comes into being at the moment whe
the intellectual soul is infused into the product of parental genera
tion. In speaking of the Immaculate Conception of the Bless
Virgin lVIal'Y, therefore we do not mean the procrcatin' act of hi'
saintly parents, hllt simply and soldy the cn:atin' act hy which
Almighty God infused her immaculate soul, into the COl'por-

real receptacle which had been prepared for it by Joachim and
Anna. In other words, by a most extraordinary privilege the soul
of our Lady was from the first instant of her existence preserved
from all stain of original sin" (Pohle-Preuss). From the very initial instant of Mary's existence, therefore, the natural principle of
her life, her soul. was empowered and informed with plenar
supernatural being, with a surpassing fulness of sanctifying grace.
Whereas we must await Baptism to be given supernatural life.
Mary possessed this grace-life, and possessed it in unp?rallele
plenitude, coevalIy with her existence. From the very first moment
Mary is alI positive, alI life! What a travesty. therefore. it is to
think of the Immaculate Conception as something negative. The
16

- truth is that the negation is in us. We, unfortunately, have become
so sense-laden and gross-minded that we attribute positiveness and
'( assign ab;oh~teness to whz-.t is in reality essentially negative, namely
t sin: and contrariwise, we very foolishly think of grace as the
r negative thing. Ah, when will we become acutely aware with our
:I minds and sensitively attuned with our hearts to the splendorous
~ and sublime truth that Mary, the Immaculate One, is the one alIt positive human personality, is the supreme created similitude and
precious prism of God's all-perfect Baing! "For in her is the beauty
) of life" (Eccles. 6, 31).

S
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Nothing, however, contributes so effectively to an accurate
comprehension of the opulent singularity of Mary's pre-redemption as a retrospective view of the actual loss incurred by human
nature through the Fall. It is only in such a perspective that the
full grandeur of the Blessed Virgin's election can be appreciated.
Few realize the genuine rarity of her original sanctity because
most people do not grasp the fact that it was our human nature
and not simply the personalities of our first parents which was
infected and injured by the primal sin. The following compact
excerpt from St. Thomas, our guide, emphasizing the unity and
solidarity of humanity, indicates the distinctive character of Mary's
exaltation while dismissing the spurious charge of God's injustice
in allowing us to inherit the stigma of original sin. "Human
nature," Aquinas says, "was so fashioned when it was first brought
into being that the lower powers were perfectly subject to the
soul. the reason to God, and the body to the soul. God supplying
by grace that which nature lacked for the purpose. Now this boon,
which some call original justice, was bestowed on the first man in
such wise that he was to transmit it together with human nature
to his posterity. But when the first man sinned, his reason rebelled
against God, and the consequence was that his lower powers
ce;;sed to be perfectly subject to reason, and his body to his soul.
And this, not only in the first man that sinned, but also in his
posterity, who were to have inherited the aforesaid original justice.
Hence, the sin of the first man, from whom all others are descended,
according to the teaching of faith, was not only a personal sin,
in so far as it deprived the first man himself of his own good, but
aha a sin of nature, inasmuch as the result of that sin was that
both he and his posterity were deprived of a gift bestowed on the
entire natl1re. Wherefroe this defect, transmitted by our first par17

ent to others, is culpable also in those others, inasmuch as all men
are reckoned as one man, through sharing in one common nature.
And this sin proves to be voluntary in reference to the will of our
first parent, just as the hand's deed may be sinful. on account of
the will of the first mover, namely the reason: so that in referenc
to the sin of nature we look upon the members of the human rac
as being parts of the common nature, just as in the case of persona
sin there are r.;arious parts to one man.-Accordingly, it is true t
say with the Apostle (Rom. 5, 19) that, because one man sinned,
all others sinned in him; not that other men were actually in him
but virtually, as in their first origin. Nor are they said to hav
sinned in him by their own deed, but as sharing in his natur
which was corrupted by sin" (c. G. Bk. IV, C. LII). This expo
sit ion illustrates impressively the miraculous character of Mary'
prevenient exemption from the universal law of sin. Wordsworth'
famous appraisal. "Tainted nature's solitary boast," contains
profundity and amplitude of truth which he probably neve
guessed.
But the wondrous significance of our Lady's coeval participa
tion in the life of grace is even more manifest from the elaboratio
of St. Thomas on this subject. Thus he points out that althoug
"the defect of original sin results from our being deprived of
principle that is additional to the principles of the species," an
hence in no way due human nature as such, nevertheless, becau
it was intended that this grace should be transmitted with huma
nature, it would according Iy in a sense become "natural" to receiv
it-so after original sin it becomes in a way "natural" to receiv
this defect. The common Doctor explains: "We must also not
that the reason why these defects are transmitted to us throug
our natural origin is that our nature is deprived of the assistanc
of grace, bestowed on it in our first parent, and destined, togethe
with nature, to be transmitted to his posterity; and since thi
privation was the consequence of his deliberate sin, the defec
resulting therefrom took the form of sin. Accordingly, these defec
are both culp<,.ble in reference to their first principle, which w
Adam's sin, and natural, in reference to nature already destitute
wherefore the Apostle says (Eph. 2, 3): 'We were by nature t
children s>f wrath.' Thus it is clear that the vicious origin, whi
is the cause of original sin, is due to the lack of a principle, namely
the gratuitous gift bestowed on human nature in its creation. In
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sense this gift was natural, not because it resulted from the principles of nature, but because it was bestowed on man in such a way
that it was to be transmitted by him together with his nature"
(c. G. Bk. CLII). With the ineffable marvel of Mary's exception
in mind, is it any wonder that th€ Church says in her name:
"In me is all grace of the way and of the truth, in me is all hope
of life and of virtue. Come over to me all ye that desire me and be
filled with my fruits. For my spirit is sweet abov.:: honey, and my
inheritance above honey and the honeycomb" (Eccles. 24, 25-27).
In order, moreover, that there may be no argument as to the
precise result of original sin, we may adduce the testimony of st.
Thomas when speaking about Baptism he affirms: "Man is deprived of spiritual life in his origin, by original sin, and whatsoever
sins a man commits in addition to this deprives him of life. Hence
it was necessary, that Baptism, which is spiritual birth, should
have the power to remove original sin and all the actual sins a
man has committed" (Ibid. Chap. LX). A mere juxtaposition of
two Scriptural texts sufficiently substantiates the judgment of St.
Thomas. In Genesis (2, 17), God warns: "For in what day
soever than shalt eat of it, thou s!~dt die the death"; and Christ
tells us: "Unless a man be born again of water and the Holy
Ghost, he cannot enter the kingdom of heaven" (John 3, 5).
Could anything, therefore, manifest more cogently the utter transcendence of Mary's original plenitude of the supernatural gracelife? The King of kings in truth spoke to her: "Fear not, thou
shalt not die; for .this law is not made for thee, but for all others"
(Esth. 15, 12).
"Grace is the soul's life" (11-1 Quest. CXII, a. 4 ad. 3).
Therefore Gabriel's salutation, "Hail, full of grace," is indeed
equivalent to exclaiming: "Hail, full of supernatural, sanctifying
life." The Sovereign Trinity made Marya veritable treasure-house
of spiritual life. From the beginning she was a richly orchestrated
symphony, a harmoniously co-ordinated hierarchy of life, for from
the very start, her natural physical life and intellectual life were
crowned and integrated in a superior unity by the immanent spirituallife of grace -which is as the Angelic Doctor assures us, nothing
less than "a participation in the Divine Nature and Goodness' ·
(11-1 Quest. ex a. 2 ad. 2), and inchoate eternal life (11-1 Quest.
CXIV, a. 3, ad. 3). "The Grace of God is life everlasting" (Rom.
0,23).
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Too often Mary's Immaculate Conception is confused in
the popular mind with her virginal Motherhood. This is an error
too egregious to comment upon. But it makes relevant here the
thought that the Blessed Mother's virginal maternity is in the
physical order, the admirable and providential complement of her
spiritual integrity. Moreover, her Immaculate Conception may be
called an ontological virginity in the sense that hers is a metaphysical probity, a truly spiritual integrity of the highest character. It is relevant, therefore, to remark that the Blessed Mary has
not simply virginity of body and virginity of mind, but her
virginal purity penetrates to the very depths of and is coterminous
with her entire being. Mary is a virginal being. "The whole and
the perfect are the same," as St. Thomas reminds us. Incisive and
comprehensive, therefore, was the word of the Angel: "Full of
grace."
St. Anselm says: "Purity is constituted by recession from
impurity, and therefore it is possible to find som:? ;n,atun~ purcr
than all the rest, namely one not contaminated by any tail:t of
sin; such was the purity of the Blessed Virgin, who was immun~
from original sin and actual sin" (Comm. OU2Sr. Lib. Sent. I,
dist. 44, quo 1. art. 3). Thus is a corollary facet of Mary's perfection brought into focus. Pathetic is the custom in our age of
sense-realism of regarding purity as something concerned 0'1. ~y
with the physical order and the opposite of infractions of tile
sixth commandment-an unhappy minimizing of its univerS3l
validity which results in a sad distortion of perspective. Unfor·
tunately this inaccurate norm is often applied to our Lady, whereas
in her is refulgent the vital luster and fulsome beauty of a wholly
positive purity, a purity of universal proportions, a purity of
integral being, of perfect unity, of ordered fulness, of finite but
complete goodness. She typifies, she personifies the highest purity
of created being, the purity of supernatural grace flowing abundantly and pervasively from the essence of her immaculate soul
into the minutest movement and most indifferent actions of he
physical life. She embodies the purity of inviolate life, life which
determines, sublimates and masters matter without suffering the
slightest corruption. However remote the analogy, in Mary's soul,
ever actualized by the supernatural life of gracc, we perceive the
most exalted created similitude of that "transcendent immanence"
which finds its uncreated source in God who is "Actus Purus" or

Pure Act. "And he that loveth her loveth life. and they that
watch for her shalI embrace her swe-etness" (Eccles. 4. 13). As
Pope Pius IX in his Bull defining the dogma of the Immaculate
Conception. bears witness: "This doctrine. indeed. so filIed the
minds and souls of our forefathers that a marvelous and singular
form of speech prevailed with them. in which they very frequently
called the Mother of God immaculate and entirely immaculate.
innocent and most innocent. spotless. holy. alI perfect. the type
and model of purity and innocence. more beautiful than beauty.
alone holy and most pure in soul and body. who has surpassed
all perfectitude and all virginity. and has become the dwelling place
0f all the graces of the Most Holy Spirit. and who. God alone
excepted. is superior to all. and by nature fairer. more beautiful
and more holy than the Cherubim and Seraphim; she whom alI
the tongues of heaven and earth do not suffice to extol.
That the expressions enumerated correspond to reality and
are not fanciful rhetorical rhapsodies is pointed out by Pope Pius
XI who assures us that "these forms of speech passed spontaneously into the monuments of the holy Liturgy and the Offices of
the Church. and occur often therein." Moreover. these observations
are substantially fortified by certain propositions which St. Thomas states limpidly. Thus he explains how grace abides in the very
essence of the soul: "Grace. as it is prior to virtue. so it has a subject prior to the powers of the soul. so that it is in the essence of the
soul. For as man in his intelIective power participates in the divine
knowledge through the virtue of faith. and in his power of will
participates in the divine love. through the virtue of charity. so
also in the nature of the soul does he participate in the Divine
Nature. after the manner of a likeness. through a certain regeneration or re-creation" (II-I. cx. a. 4). Nothing. therefore. could
better ilIustrate our thesis when we recall that in the essence of
Mary's soul there abode co-existentially a fulness of grace. surpassed only by the grace which resides in Christ as in its capital
principle (I~I Quest. VIII. a. 5).
Assuredly. then. no further evidence is necessary to justify
the claim that in her own peerless personal being Mary is a living
powerhouse. if such a metaphor be indulged. of that supernatural
sanctifying life which is the single hope of our decadent civilization. In the immortal document already referred to. the Pontiff
Pius IX calls Mary "the infinite storehouse and inexhaustible abyss
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of all the gifts and graces of the Holy Spirit." But, if one more
apposite word be needed, certainly the authoritative conviction of
St. Thomas, eloquently expressed in his Commentary on the Angelic Salutation, will suffice: "Mary is so full of grace that it overflows on all mankind. It is indeed a great thing that anyone saint
has so much grace that it conduces to the salvation of many; but
most wondrous is it to have so much as to suffice for the salvation
of all mankind; and thus is it in Christ and in the Blessed Virgin."
It is with intuitive sagacity, therefore, that holy Church applies
to Mary Immaculate, "Full of Grace," the inspiring text of Wisdom: "They that hold her fast, shall inherit life and whithersoever
she entereth, God will give a blessing" (Eccles. 4, 14).
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II
MARY AND LIFE

G

HE Immaculate Mary being the most perfect of all created
personalities. it is clear. is a living treasury of the supernatural life of sanctifying grace. But her sacrosanct office as Virgin
Mother of God establishes on much ampler grounds the validity of
regarding her as a principal source and center of the grJce-life.
Certainly. we need not reiterate here one premis<: that this supernatural life is of univer.sal and imperative necessity in our dissolving world order.
"And after all things were perfected. the cloud covered the
of the testimony. and the glory of the Lord filled it"
(Exod. 40. 31-32). When "the fulneS's of time" had arrived.
"the Power of the Most High overshadowed" the Virgin Mary
and "the Word was made Flesh and dwelt among us" (John 1.
J 4). With much deeper reC.son than the Apostle. could the Immaculate Moth~r exclaim: "I live. now not I. but Christ liveth in
me" (Gal. 2. 20). Her superlative role was to provide the seamless
vesture of humanity for the Son of God who was to define His
mission: "I am come that they may have life and have it more
abundantly" (John 10.10). Indeed St. John the beloved could
have contemplated the Maternal Mary and have written: "In her
was Life and the Life was the Light of men" (John 1. 4).
Especially impressive is the manner in which the Church.
celebrating the Nativity of Mary. selects as the focus for our attention: Mary as the personal aurora of the New Life re-creating
men. In the antiphon of the Magnificat for the Feast of Mary's
Birthday. the Church exults: "Thy Nativity. 0 Virgin Mother of
God. was the herald of joy to the whole world; since from thee
arose the Sun or Justice. Christ. our God; who. destroying the
curse. bestowed the blessing; and. confounding death. gifted us
with life everlasting." Thus at the very hour of the Virgin's birth.
the Church intuitively recognizes and hails the vivifying character
of her destined vocation and the indissoluble union of her life with
that of her Son. Jesus Christ. in whom abode Life. infinite and
eternal. divine :md absolute.
La bernacle
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Nota!1le is tile immediate juxtaposition of the first two
phrases in the Church 's praye,': "Thy Natiuity-O Virgin Mother
of God. " :'\ot for a single instant does the Church think of Mary's
life ap.1rt from t:1;:t of her Son, never in the Church's mind is the
life of \Llry separate from the Life of Christ! Nor must we think
that it is merely in the extern;:1 physical order that the interaction
of tIll's': t\\"o "lives" is implied. On the contrary, it is in M:::ry, the
\ irgin " full of the life of grace" that the Church beholds the dawn
of Christ, our Life. The truth is, indeed, that Mary is consumIllJtl.'iy the greatest of human unities , and the Church realizes the
folly of isobting artificially the glories which harmonize in her
superb integrity of being. All of her attributes and endowments
of natural and suuern:ltural life fuse and flourish in that rarest and
richest simplicity: her Motherhood of God.
In 2djoining passages of his Summa Theologica, St. Thomas
Aquinas supplies us most ,,-ptly with the profoundest bases for the
inextricable inter-relationship between Mary's super-abundant personal grace-life and her vital function as the Mother of Christ, our
Life. He <1sserts: "In every genus, the nearer a thing is to the principiI'. the greater the part which it has in the effect of that principle. Now, Christ, is the principle of grace, authoritatively, as to His
Godh ead. instrumentally, as to His humanity; whence it is written: 'Gr:tcc and truth came by Jesus Christ' (John I, 17). But the
Blessed Virgin Mary is nearest to Christ in His humanity: because
He received His human nature from her. Therefore it was due to

.

her to receive a greater fulness of grace than others" (III Quest. 27.
a. 5) . Having m;lnifested the reason for the plenary intensity of the
divine life in Mary's own soul, the Angelic Doctor expatiates on
her corollary role or'Life-giver to others : "God gives grace to each
one according to the purpose for which He has chosen him. And
since Christ as Man was predestinated and chosen to be "predestinated the Son of God in power-of sanctificJtion" (Rom. 1, 4).
it was proper to Him to have such a fulness of grace th2t it overflows from Him into all according to: John 5, 16: "Of His ful
ness we h<1ve all received." Whereas the Blessed Virgin Mar
received such fulness of grace that she was nearest of all to th
A uthor of grace; so that she received within her Him who is ful
of all grace; and by bringing Him forth, she, in a manner, dispenses grace to all" (Ibid. ad 1). St. Thomas has no doubt tha
MJry Immaculate is ips" facto the great maternal sacramen
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through whom supernatural grace-life come,s to our soul as she is
the ordained medium whereby Christ. "the Life." assumes our
buman nature. She is as certainly the mediate source of "life everlesting" for us as our own p<lrental mother is the providential
means by which we attain natur;:>j existence.
Truly. the Divine Maternity is tbe greatest mystery of life
after the Triune God. It is a veritable vortex of natural and superp.atural vitalities. The Divine Motherhood is the confluence of
personal human life at its zenith (already super-perfected by overflowing sanctifying life) and Divine Life communicated in an
intensity inscrutable and an ineffable intimacy. If we fail to appreciate the tremendous realities involved. in all probability it is because we do not grasp acutely the immense significance of Mary's
title as the natural Mother of the Son of God. There is. undoubtedly. an unbalanced but popular tendency to exaggerate at times
the miraculous character of Christ's birth. to the extent of excluding Mary. otherwise than as a merely passive. material. and almost
negative means. however inevitable. to the process. Not that the
derogation is consciously intended. Rather it simply follows from
an erroneous postulate wbich. if pursued to its logical conclusion.
would undermine the Blessed Virgin's maternal dignity. The fact
is that God did not use Mary as sort of an instrumental pawn to
accomplish the desired effect; but on the contrary. as the Evangelists' picture of the Annunciation indisputably demonstrates. He
required that Mary by her deliberate "Fiat" should accept the
responsibility by her own voluntary act. Hence He provided for the
actualization of all the energies of her being. spiritual as weIl as
physical. to an extent commensurate with the superiority of her
Virginal Motherhood. This is our Lady's inalienabe and supereminent primacy: the natural motherhood of Christ. With characteristic clarity. St. Thomas affirms: "The Blessed Virgin Mary is in
truth and by nature the Mother of Christ. For. Christ's body was
not brought down from heaven. as the heretic Valentine maintained. but was taken from tbe Virgin-Mother. and formed from
her purest blood.-On the part of the mother. this nativity was
natural; but on the part of the operation of the Holy Ghost. it was
supernatural. Therefore. the Blessed Virgin is the true and natural
Mother of Christ'· (III Quest. 35. a. 3. ad 2).
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The Blessed Virgin-Mother, therefore, is elevated to the highest possible participation of the Divine Life after the Hypostatic
Union itself. She shares the Divine Life to the extent of being the
Mother of God! In her maternity we behold in truth a new type
of transcendent immanence. She becomes the greatest resemblance
of the internal life of the Sovereign Trinity. Most certainly, Mary's
sacred Maternity is the most perfect analogue of the circumincession
or mutual indwelling of the Three Divine Persons. Spiritually,
Mary dwells in Christ by superplenary prevenient grace, while
the eternal Son of God abides in the bosom of Mary as one "in
whom dwells the fulness of the Godhead corporally" (Col. 2, 9).
Is this not the reason that the Vicar of Christ, Pius XI. in the
Bull Ineffabilis boldly declared: "The origin of this Virgin was
preordained by one and the same decree with the Incarnation of
Divine Wisdom?" Does it not also, and admirably, explain why
the Church, in the Christian liturgy, envisions the Omnipotent
Father contemplating the Word Incarnate and, as it were, whispering in the spirit of love: "From the womb before the daystar I begot thee"? (Ps. 109, 3). Thus in the Immaculate Virgin
Mother Mary we behold the anticipated fulfilment of Christ'
prayer: "That they may be one as r. Father in Thee, and Tho
in me, c:rt together as one." This, too, is the basis for the assertion
of St. Thomas: "The Blessed Virgin from the fact that she is th
Mother of God has a certain infinite dignity" (Quest. 25, a. 6).
There are cycles of life in this mystery inextricbaly intervolved. The vocational summit of the Virgin's natural life j
?xpressed in the Motherhood of the Word. St. Thomas, in h·
"Commentary on the Angelic Salutation" is entranced seemingl
by the thought of the new fusion of the natural and supernatural
life achieved in Mary. He emphasizes: "The Blessed Virgin w
full of grace as regards the overflow of grace from the soul into th
flesh or body. For while it is a great thing in the saints to be s
endowed with grace that their souls are holy, the soul of t
Blessed Virgin wa,s so full of grace that it overflowed into he
flesh, thus fitting it for the conception of God's Son therefrom.'
Moreover, as the same sainted Doctor points out, the advent of th
Son of God in Mary marked a new and indescribably high leVI!
of the Divine Life in her soul: "The second perfection of grace'
the Blessed Virgin was through the presence of the Son of God .
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ber womb.-In the conception of the Son of God she received
consummate grace confirming her in good" (III Quest. 27, a. 5).
From this lofty supernatural status of Mary there issues effects which can be adequately indicated only by a comparison by
similitude of her grace with that of Christ. St. Thomas is our
trustworthy guide. In considering the grace of Christ, the Angelic
Doctor asks: "Whether Christ's capital grace, that is His grace as
Head of the Church, is the same as His habitual grace, inasmuch as
He is man?" (III Quest. 8, a. 5). And he answers in summary:
"Grace was received by the soul of Christ in the highest way; and
therefore, from this preeminence of grace which He received, it is
from Him that this grace is bestowed on others-and this belongs
to the nature of head. Hence the personal grace, whereby the soul
of Christ is justified, is essentiaUy the same as His grace, as He is
Head of the Church, and justifies others." And he further elaborates: "The grace of union , the capital. and the personal grace are
one, in essence, though there is a distinction of reason between
them" (Ibid. ad. 3). The thought that we wish to illustrate (and
which is that of St. Thomas rather than our own) is that Mary's
Motherhood distinguished by her attainment of "consummate
grace" and her giving of Christ, the Principle of the grace-life,
is in her somewhat parallel, mutatis mutandis, to Christ's capital
grace. As in Christ His personal grace and His capital grace are
essentially one, so in th(' Virgin-Mother her consummate personal
grace coincides. according to St. Thomas, with her function of
giving us Christ. St. Thomas' words are charged with cogency:
"The Blessed Virgin was so full of grace that it overflows on all
mankind. It is indeed a great thing that anyone saint has so much
grace that it conduces to the salvation of many; but most wondrous is it to have so much as to suffice for the salvation of all
mankind: and thus is it in Christ and in the Blessed Virgin"
(Comm. Ang. Sal.).
How startling, at first sight, appears the conjunctive parallel
drawn here by St. Thomas when he says: "Thus it is in Christ
and in the Blessed Virgin." But the Angelic Doctor is not equating
the creature and the Creator; he is but noting the parallel subsistent
in the mystery of the Incarnation. Not the Angelic Thomas but
the Archangelic Gabriel first remarked the parallel: "Hail, full
of grace-the Lord is with thee." Elizabeth seconded the angel's
version, balancing the thoughts: "Blessed are thou among women
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-and blessed is the Fruit of thy womb." Accordingly, the Church
in encore of Elizabeth's salutation exclaims: "Holy Mary, Mother
of God." Finally, Mary herself, in answering her cousin, sealed
the parallel when in successive phrases she proclaimed: "Behold, all
generations shall call me blessed-because He that is mighty hath
done great things to me; and Holy is His Name." Thus, the sanctity of the Father, the sanctity of the Fruit of her womb, and
Mary's own sanctity are conjoined in an ineffable intercommunion,
because: "In the beginning was the Word and the Word was
with God-and the Word was made F lesh and dwelt among usand to as many as received Him He gave the power to become
the sons of God" (John 1. 1-14). When will we realize that it
is by Mary's Maternity that God's Paternity is extended to us?
As St. Thomas remarks: "The Blessed Virgin received such a
fulness of grace, that she was nearest o f all to the Author of grace;
so that she received within her Him who is full of grace; and by
bringing Him forth she, in a manner, dispensed grace to all'' (III
Quest. 27, 3. 5 ad 1). It is not without "pondering all these words I
in her heart" that the Church encourages us to address Mary in the
Salve Regina with the title: "Vita N ostra" !
There is one other concept which we do not wish to omit
because it is especially manifestive of our Lady's dynamic gracelife. We refer to the prevailing delineation of the Blessed Virgin in
Patristic literature as the second and greater Eve, the immaculate
"Mother of all the living" in Christ-g race. As Christ is regarded
by St. Paul as the new Adam in whom regenerated humanity was
destined to be recapitulated, so the early Fathers were unanimous
in exalting Mary as the new Eve. Thus St. Ephrem of Syria refers
10: "Mary and Eve--one became the cause of OUi death, the
other of our life" (cf. St. Alphonsus: Glories of Mary).
St. Cyril of Alexandria entertains; a like contrast: "Instead of
the Virgin Eve, who was unto us the: inst rument of death, God.
for the purpose of giving life, chose a virgin most pleasing to Him
relf and fuU of grace, a virgin innocent. without taint, hoI y in soul
and body, as a lily budding in the midst of thorns, unlearned in th
evil of Eve-who was a daughter olf Adam, but unlike Him"
(Hom, in S. Deip. VI n. 11). "Yes, m y Lady," exclaims St. Bernard, "all generations shall call thee blessed; for thou haM begotten
life and glory for all generations of men " (In Pentec) . Popz Innocent III epitomizes this traditional teaching in this prayerful
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address: "Hail! Mary, because through thee the name of Eve is
changed. Eve was full of sin, but thou art full of grace"; Eve with·
drew from God, but God is with thee; Eve was cursed, but thou
art blessed among women; through Eve death entered the world,
through thee life returned" (Serm . Purif.). The second stanza of
the "Ave Maris Stella" seems to be a refrain on Pope Innocent's
comment:
Sumens illud Ave
Gabrielis Ore,
Funda nos in pace
Mutans He vae nomen.
When the Fathers and Pontiffs called Mary the new Eve, they
were not indulging in elegant ora torical periods; they were endeavoring to convey the profound truth of her position as the Mother
of Christ in the economy of the Redemption. "For the Life was
manifested; and we have seen and do bear witness, and declare
unto you the life eternal. which was with the Father, and hath
appeared to us" (I John 1. 2). But this Life appeared to us as
Mary's Son. Hence the great truth which the Doctors of the
Church desired to emphasize is that as Eve and Adam were one in
transmitting original sin, so the Immaculate Mary is associated
with Christ in the new unity of the Redeemed. "As Eve, in conjunction with Adam, embodied the principle of sin, so Mary, in
conjunction with Christ, represented the well-spring of sanctity
and righteousness" (Pohle-Preuss, Mariol.).
In the opening section of this study, wherein was considered
Mary's Immaculate Conception or plenary life of original grace,
we indicated how Adam's sin infected human nature. We dwelt on
the solidarity of humankind as participant of a common nature:
"Inasmuch as all men are reckoned as one man, through sharing a
common nature" (c. G. IV-52), and how Mary alone "with her
Son is a partaker of perpetual benediction" (lneffabilis). It is in
the radiant light of these tremendous fundamental truths that
Mary's function as the Greater Eve shines out resplendently.
Probably no one has developed more lucidly the hereditary Patristic
doctrine on this subject than the Vicar of Christ, Pius IX, in his
aforementioned Bull Ineffabilis Deus, in which he writes: "Repeating the words in which the Almighty announced the remedies of
His Mercy prepared for regenerating mankind, crushed the audacity
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of the lying serpent, and wonderfully raised up the hope of our
race, saying-'I will place enmity between thee and the woman,
thy seed and hers,' they (the Fathers) taught that in this divine
oracle was clearly and openly pointed out the merciful Redeemer
of the human race-the only-begotten Son of God. Christ Jesus,
and that His Most Blessed Mother, the Virgin Mary, was designated. and at the same time that the enmity of both against the
serpent was signally expressed. Wherefore, as Christ the Mediator
between God and man, having assumed human nature, blotting
out the handwriting of the decree which stood against us, fastened
it triumphantly to the Cross, so the most Holy Virgin bound by
a most close and indissoluble bond to Him, exercising with Him
:md through Hiin eternal enmity against the malignant serpent,
and triumphing most thoroughly over the same, has crushed his
head with her immaculate foot." In respect of this victory over
sin, it might indeed have been predicted in a singular sense of the
destined Mother of the Redeemer: "When Christ shall appear, who
is your life, then you also shall appear with Him in glory" (Col.
3. 3-4).
The Blessed Virgin's plenitude of grace, therefore, was clearly
in view of her Motherhood of Christ "of whose fulness we have
all received and grace for grace" (John 1, 16). Because of her
eternally designed divine Maternity she enjoyed precedence in the
life of grace. "The Fathers and Doctors of the Church have testified." declares Pope Pius IX, "that nature yielded to grace and
stood trembling. not being -able to proceed further; for it was to
be that the Virgin Mother of God should not be conceived by
Anna before grace should bear fruit. For she ought then to be
conceived the first-born from whom should be conceived the FirstBorn of every creature" (lneffabilis). It is apparently in pursuit
of a like idea that in a most remarkable passage of the Summa
Theologica St. Thomas asserts: "The fulness of grace was i
Christ perfectly, yet some beginning of this fulness preceded in
His Mother" (III, Quest. 28. a. 4 ad 2). Could any evidence mor
formidably fortify the concept of Mary as the new Eve and "t
Vivifier of all posterity"? (lneffabilis).
There can remain no doubt, therefore, that in a singular and
sublime manner Mary is the Mother of Life. Her Christ-appointed
son, St. John, speaks authoritatively: "And this is the testimony,
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that God hath given to us eternal life. And this life is in His Son.
He that hath the Son hath life. He that hath not the Son, hath
not life" (l John 5,11-12). But the Blessed Mary has the Son,
as His Mother. Wherefore, He that came "that men might have life
,md have it more abundantly" (John 10, 10), provided properly
that she should possess it superabundantly in her person, and most
abundantly of all by her possession of Him! For which reason
Holy Church, on the Feast of the Immaculate Conception, hears
these words from Mary's lips: "They that work by me shall not
sin. They that explain me shall have life everlasting" (Ecclus. 24,
30) . For this is her exemplary counsel to all her clients: "So do you
also reckon, that you are dead to sin, but alive unto God, in
Christ Jesus, Our Lord" (Rom. 6: 8, 11).
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MARY AND LIFE
~ HE

Blessed Virgin is not only replete personally with spit
Vitual vitality, and constituted the Mother of the Author 0
Grace, she is also the perpetu~l Mediatrix of the life of Grace. I
COI'_t~:l~iction to the ordinary human's, Mary's vocation was not
merr1y transient one to be fulfilled during a few fleeting years 0
earth, but singularly, the extent of her mission is proportion at
to the scope of the redemptive plan. The presence of the eterna
and Divine in her life represented not a transitive phase but wa
intefl'i~d as its determinant central and permanent characteristic
Her M.)therhood is not simp!y an act but a state. It is for thO
rCJSor. that' 'all generations call her blessed.

It is preeminently as grace is supernatural life that the Churc
and hl'I saints considp.r the Immaculate Mary as the Mediatrix 0
Grace. ner universal Queenship in the realm of souls, her spiritua
motherhood is the extension of her divine Maternity to all tho
who ,re incorporated in Christ her Son, the Capital Principle
the goce-life. Thus her vocation includes the mothering of t
Word Incarnate "diffused and communicated" in His Mystic
Body, even until the same is perfected "to the measure of the a
of the fulness of Christ." Th!s truth explores the very depths
the mystery of the Incarnation. For Mary is not the Mother
the Son of God in His eternal Personality as such, she is the Moth
of the Son of God as He assumed human nature to be our co
mon Rfdeemer and S;wior. Hence, Mary's Motherhood is not
mucb ~, merely personal elevation as it is the highest and m
universal sexial function ever given to a created being. Mary is
Mother of Christ the Head, from whom the living members ca
not be [epJrated. She is exactly, to use the phrase of St. Augusti
the Mother of the integral Christ, "caput et membra," "head a
membe~s," ;\TId it is the grace-life that is the principle of cohesi
in the Mystical Body.
\Ve would better understand Mary's office and title of Med'
trix of spirituJl life if we but comprehended more completely t
amplitude and stal>i1ity of the foundat!on upon which these re
ties repose. Unfortunately, we too easily lose sight of critica
important aspects. For instance, we are not liable to enjoy
acute apprehension which the saints entertained of the manner
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.vhich Mary at the Annunciation really personified the whole race
:>f humankind. They were supersensitively aware of the momentouS character of the epochal scene at Nazareth when Gabriel. the
Archangelic Ambassador of the Divinity and Immaculate Mary,
the predilect representative of humanity, entered into consultation
upon a pact involving the entire human race. The Doctors of the
Church beheld as depending upon Mary's "Fiat" the sealing of the
New Covenant between God and mankind. No one manifests
with more impressive eloquence this universal social significance of
the Virgin Mary's "Fiat" than the illustrious St. Bernard who
with masterly mind rehearses the thrill-fraught drama of the most
tremendous event in the history of the world. Visualizing the
scene of the Annunciation at the moment that Gabriel has delivered his message, St. Bernard in an apostrophe for humanity
addresses the Blessed Virgin:
"Thou hast been told that thou shalt conceive and bear a Son: thou
hast heard that this shall be not by man but by the operation of the Holy
Ghost. Behold the Angel now awaits the answer: 'it is time that he should
return to the lord who sent him.' We also, 0 lady, await from thy lips
the sentence of mercy and compassion, we who are so miserably groaning
under the sentence of condemnation. For lo! the price of our salvation is
now offered to thee: if thou wilt only consent, we shall all at once be set
at liberty. We have been created by the Eternal Word of God, and behold
,,'e die: by thy momentary word we must be renewed and restored to life.
o Virgin most loving, Adam, now exiled from Paradise with all his miser-·
able offspring implores this favor of thee. For this does Abraham entreat
thee, for this David, for this all the other holy fathers, thine own ancestors, who are now dwelling in the region of the shadow of death. See,
the whole world prostrate at thy feet, awaits thy answer. And not without
cause. For, on thy word depends the consolation of the miserable, the
redemption of the captives, the pardon of the condemned, the salvation of
all the children of Adam, of the entire human race. 0 Virgin, delay not to
answer. Speak the word, 0 Lady, speak the word which all on earth, and
all in limbo, yea, and even all in Paradise are waiting to hear. Christ Himself, the King and Lord of all, longs for thy answer with a longing equal
to the ardor wherewith He 'hath desired thy beauty,' because it is by
means of thy consent, that He has desired to save the world. Hitherto
thou hast pleased Him by thy silence, but now thy speech shall give Him
more pleasure. For behold He calls to thee from heaven saying: '0 fairest
2mong women, let thy voice sound in My ears.' Therefore, if thou wilt
give Him to hear thy voice, He will give thee to see our salvation_ And is
it not for this thou hast been supplicating, and sighing, and pouring out
prayers with tears by day and night? What then? Art thou she to whom
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this hath been promised 'or look we for another'? Nay, thou thyself art
she, and there is none other. Thou, I say, art she, who has been promised,
who has been expected, who has been yearned for, through whom the
holy Patriarch Jacob hoped to receive etemal life, when, being now about
to die, he exclaimed, and I will look for thy salvation, 0 Lord! Thou art
she in whom and by whom God our King before the ages hath decreed
to work salvation in the midst of the earth! Wherefore dost thou expect
from another what is now offered to thyself? Why hopest thou to receive
through another that which through thee shall be soon given to the
world, provided only thou wilt consent and say the word? Make haste,
therefore, to answer the Angel, or rather to answer the Lord through the
Angel. Say the word and receive the Word. Utter the human word and
conceive the Divine Word. Pronounce the transitory word and embrac
the Word Everlasting. Why dost thou hesitate? \Vherefore dost thou fear?
Believe, consent, and receive into thy womb the Word of the Father.
Let thy humility take courage, let thy modesty be confident. It is in
nowise expedient now that thy virginal simplicity should be forgetful of
prudence. 0 Virgin most prudent, in this matter alone thou mayest pu
aside all fear of presumption, because although modesty pleased by silence
yet more necessary for us now is the charity of spee.ch. 0 happy Virgin
open thy heart to faith, open thy lips to consent, open thy bosom to th
Creator. Behold the Desired of all nations is standing outside and knock
ing at thy door. Oh, if He should pass on whilst thou delayest to open
and thou shouldst have to begin once more to seek with sorrow 'Himt
whom thy soulloveth'! Arise, therefore, and make haste to open to Him.
Arise by faith, make haste by devotion, open by consent.-And Ma
said: 'Behold the handmaid of the Lord, be it done to me, according t
thy word!" (IV-Serm. B.V.M.)

At the first vespers of the Nativity, the Church in the Antiphon
of the Magnificat chants: "When the sun shall have risen from
heaven, ye shall see the King of Kings proceeding from the Father.
as a Bridegroom out of his bride chamber" (Ps. 18, 6). It is noteworthy that St. Thomas in his tract on the Annunciation, writ
what really consists of a fitting commentary on these words.
"There is," he says, "a c(>rtain spiritual wedlock between the So
of God and human nature. Wherefore, in the Annunciation t
Virgin's consent was besought in lien of that of the entire hum
nature" (III-XXX a. 1). The Angelic Doctor here testifies that a
the instant of the Annunciation Mary is already and supremel
the Mediatrix of the life of grace, in her is realized primarily t
espousal of Christ and His Church, she typifies the corpora
organic life of the new universal unity of grace, she is from t
moment of her "Fiat" henceforth the Mother of mankind recapitU
fated in the Fruit of her womb. With reason therefore, does the
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Evangelist later say: "And she brought forth her hrst-bom ~on
(Luke II, 7) since "to as many as believe in His Name He hath
given the power to become the Sons of God" (John 1. 12) and
hence, the sons of Mary. The Pontiff Pius X couched this truth
felicitously: "It is true to say that in bearing the Savior within
her womb, Mary bore there also all those whose life is included in
the life of the Savior" (Encycl. 'Ad Diem mum).
But Mary's mediatricity of grace-life has wider implications.
It is not confined simply to her begetting of Christ. It is not only
in the fountain-mystery of the Incarnation itself that Mary's
maternity and her spiritual mediatorship are identified. It is a central reality everywhere present in the development of the Savior's
life. Mary is indissolubly associated with Christ's redemptive career
from the womb to the tomb. The most casual scanning of the
Gospels illustrates this fact. That St. Ambrose, for example, had
good reason for his conviction that the Precursor's sanctification
was due to Mary's mediatorship (In Luc. II, 29) would seem
evident from the relation of the Evangelist, St. Luke, who apparently conveys the thought that Elizabeth and John are the first
to experience the reality of Mary's spiritual motherhood. The
words of Elizabeth are surcharged with significance. "Whence is
this to me, that the Mother of my Lord should come to me? For
behold, as soon as the voice of thy salutation sounded in my ears,
the infant in my womb leaped for joy" (Luke II, 44). So also,
the Shepherds: "Found Mary-and the Infant lying in a manger"
(Luke II, 16). The presence of Mary is always the infallible
earnest of the presence of Jesus. The Magi too, "found the Child
with Mary, His Mother" (Matt. II, 11). And, "Simeon said to
Mary, His Mother: 'Behold this child' etc." (Luke II. 34). Surely
the prophetic Simeon thought of Mary as a Mediatrix when
beholding the Child in his arms, he predicted: "Thy own soul
a sword shall pierce" (Ibid. 35). At the marriage of Cana: "His
Mother said to the waiters: whatsoever He shall say to you, do
ye" (John II, 5). By "this beginning of miracles" Our Lord
would seem to indicate to us not only that Mary's intercessory
love is so persuasive with Him as to prescind from His prearranged
plans-"My hour is not yet come" (John II, 4), but also He
apparently tells us that at her motherly insistence, He will do so
in order to grant the minutest temporal gratuities-"what is this
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to me and to thee?" (John II. 4). Finally. "there stood by the
Cross of Jesus. Mary His Mother" (John XIX. 25). From the
moment she conceived her "First-born Son" (Luke II. 7) until
the hour when on Calvary. she was formally commissioned to universal spiritual motherhood by Christ in the words: "Mother.
behold thy son" (John XIX. 26) Mary was the ever solicitous
mediatrix of the life of grace.
But it is in the Sacred Passion as in the mystery of the Incarnation itself that the Blessed Mother's vivifying influence is especially evident. St. Alphonsus Liguori furnishes us with an excellent summuy of the truths involved. He writes: "Sin. by depriving our souls of divine grace, deprived them also of life. Jesus our
Redeemer. with an excess of mercy and love. came to restore this
life by His own death on the cross. as He Himself declared : "I am
come that they may have life and have it more abundantly" (John
X, 10). He says more abund?ntly, for. according to theologians.
the benefit of redemption far exceeded the injury done by Adam's
sin. So that by reconciling us with God He made Himself the
Father of souls in the law of grace. as it was foretold by the
prophet Isaias: "He shall be called the Father of the world to come.
the Prince of Peace" (Is. IX. 6). But if Jesus is the Father of our
souls. Muy is also their Mother; for she. by giving us Jesus, gave
us true life; and afterwards, by offering the life of her Son on
Mount Calvary for our salvation. she brought us forth to the life
of grace" (Glories of M. I. Ch. I-Sect. II.) . St. Augustine contemplating the Immaculate Mother on Calvary anticipated this latter
thought of St. Alphonsus when he declared: "As she then cooper·
ated by her charity in tbe birth of the faithful to the life of grace,
she became the spiritual mother of all who are members of the one
Head, Christ Jesus" (De. S. Virgo c. VI). Moreover. it is in the
development of thoughts relevant here that St. Alphonsus direcu
our attention to the consideration of the perpetuity of Mary's
maternal role. He reasons: "Mothers generally love those chil·
dren most. the preservation of whose lives has cost them the
most suffering and anxiety; we are those children for whom Mary,
in order to obtain for us the life of grace, was obliged to endure
the bitter agony of herself offering her beloved Jesus to die an
ignominous death. and had also to see Him expire before her own
eyes in the midst of the most cruel and unheard-of torments. It
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was then by this great offering of Mary that we were born to the
life of .qrace; we are therefore, her very de"r children, since we
cost her so gre:!t suffering" (Ibid.). While in an extraordinary
passage of his Brief. 'Inter Sodalitas: Pope Benedict XV draws
these pertinent conclusions: "The Doctors of the Church," he
states, "are unanimous in affirming that it was by a special design
of Divine Providence that the Blessed Virgin Mary, who appears
so little in the public life of Jesus, was near Him on His way to
D eath and at His Crucifixion. Nay the Passion and Death of her
Son were in a certain sense her Passion and Death, for sh" utterly
surrendered her Motherly rights over Jesus. So far as the matter
depended upon her, she offered her Son so generously in sacrifice
to satisfy the justice of God that it may be said with reason that
she cooper;:ted in the salvation of the human race along with
Christ. Further, if it is true that all graces which come to us from
the treasury of the Redemption are by reason of that cooperation
of hers, distributed to us by the Sorrowful Virgin, it is perfectly
clear that it is from her that we must look for the grace of a happy
death. Nay, it is even more evident, because the grace of final
perseverance is the most important of all graces, inasmuch as it
efficaciously consummates the work of one's salvation." The fact,
therefore, that "by voluntarily assuming the office of Deipara Mary
made possible the Incarnation and consequently our Redemption"
(Pohle-Preuss, Mariol.), and the correlative truth that the Blessed
Virgin's power in the distribution of grace corresponds to her
function in its acquisition mJY be regarded as general principles.
But what of Mary's perennial role in the actual dispensation of
graces to individual souls, which Pope Benedict stresses ~
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IV
7.-HE promised program of St. Therese of Lisieux: "I will
Vsp~nd my heaven doing good upon carth" is most assuredly
verified in an inestimably superi o r sense in Mary. the perpetual
mediatress of grace. whose bountiful goo dn ess as the distributing
almoner of the riches m erited by Christ is recognized by all the
successive generations of Christians. For the Blesse d Virgin's function as the spouse of the Holy Ghost. "the Creative Spirit" did not
termin:ltc with th e co nception of Christ. but on the contrary,
continues as a pcrduring reality. She remJins alwJY s the chosen
coopl'Iatrix o f the sov cn:ign Paraclete, the Spirit of J esus, of
whom Christ Himself promis ed: "He sh all receive of mine and
show it to you" (John XVI. 14). And when th e Spirit of Holiness descended at Pentecost were not " all th ese persevering in one
mind in prayer--with Mary. the Mother of J esus"? ( Acts I. 14).
Of course. w e arc always mindful of the distinction formulat ed
with rare precision by St. Alphonsus Liguori:
"Mediation of jus rice by way of merit i~ one thin g, lnd mediation
of gr:lce by Wly of prayer is :1I10thcr. And again, it is one thing to say
I hat God cannot, and :tnothcr that Hc will not, grlnt gr:tccs withol:t the
intercession of Mary. We willingly ldmit that God is th e so urce of every
good, and the lbsolute J\·L1ster of all grace; and that M3r y is only a pure
crelture, who receives whatever she obtains l S a pure fa vor from God.
But who can ever deny that it is most reasonable :lnd proper to assert that
God, in order to exalt this great creature, who more thln :Ill others honDred and loved Him during her life, and whom, moreover, He had chosen
to be tho Mother of His Son, our common Redeemer, wills that all graces
that are granted to those whom He has redeemed should pass through and
be dIspensed by the hands ot Mary? We most readily admit that Jesus
Christ is the only Mediator of Justice, according to this distinction; but
we say that M:lry is the mediatress of grace ; and thJt receiving all she
obtains through Jesus Christ, and because she prays lnd asks for it in the
name of Jesus Christ, yet all the same whate ver graces we receive, they
come to us through her intercession" (Glories of Mar y J, Ch. V, Sec. I).

St. Bernardine of Siena couch es this doctrine in two brief
propositions which have become axiomatic. He teaches categorically tbat: "Every grace which is communicated to this world has
a threefold origin: it flows from God to Christ. from Christ to
the Virgin. and from the Virgin to us." His second concept is
explanatory of the first: "From the time that the Virgin Mother
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conceived the divine Word in her womb, she acquired a special
jurisdiction, so to say, over the whole temporal mission of the
Holy Ghost, so that no creature has since received any grace from
God except according to the dispensation of Mary" (Pro Festo V.
M. S., V c. 8). The great truth is that the omnipotent will of
God (Father, Son, and Holy Ghost), the will of the Word Incarnate, Christ Our Lord and the wil1 of Mary, Our Blessed Mother,
are in complete and perfect harmony. As Cardinal Newman stated
succinctly: "'Mary intercedes according to Christ's will-He wills
ind eed according to her prayers, but then she prays according to
Hi s wiIl" (Ans. to Susey).
In order, to enjoy with St. Bernardine and St. Alphonsus,
with Pope Benedict and Newman a deep realization of the significa nce of the Blessed Mother's office of mediatress it is necessary
to have a comprehensive view of the divine economy of redemption.
These luminous minds were constantly conscious of the unity of
tbe divine plan. \Ve, on the other hand, endowed with less capable
intellects, frequently fall victim to our own convenient distinctions
Jnd shatter the ordered whole into disparate fragmen ts. Too often
instead of reducing apparent multiplicity to unity, we forsak€ the
essentially int egral and we multiply entities without cause. The
fundamental fact is that the economy of supernatural grace is one,
a perfect whole, a concordant polyphony of life, of charity, of
spiritual beauty. Let us never forget the inspiring exhortation and
grand perspectiw of St. Paul:
"I therefore beseech you-that you walk worthy of the vocation in
which you are called-c:lreful to keep the unity of the spirit in the bond
of peace. One body and one Spirit; as you :Ire called in one hope of your
calling. One Lord, one faith, one baptism. One God and Father of all, who
is above :Ill, and through all, and in us all. But to everyone of us is given
grace, according to the measure of the giving of Christ. Whcreforc he
saith (Ps. 67, 19): 'Ascending on high, hc Icd captivity captive; He gave
gifts to men.' Now tlut He ascendcd, what is it, but bccause He also
descended first unto the lowcr parts of the earth? Hc that desccnded is
the same al so that ascended above all the heavens, that He might fill all
things. And He ga ve some apostles, and some prophets, and othcr some
cvangelists, and other some pastors and doctors. For the perfecting of thc
saints, for thc work of thc ministrr, for thc unity of faith, and of the
knowledgc of thc Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto thc me.lsurc of
the agc of the fulncss of Christ" (Eph. IV, 1-13).

Our appreciation of Mary's mediatorship would be immensely enhanced if we but grasped thoroughly this underlying unity
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of thl' divinl' plan which reaches through all time from eternity:
to derniry . There is but one God , one Christ who assumed His
human nature from Mary, one redemptive Passion. There is too
but one Mary: Immaculate, Virgin-Mother, Mediatrix of Grace.
These things we realize. But we would for instance, possess a
much more accurate estimate of Mary's status if we understood
aright the far-reaching implications of these truths, as St. Thomas
undoubtedly did when he wrote: "Since Christ as man was predestinated and chosen to be 'predestinated the Son of God in
power-of sanctification-' (Rom. I, 4) by bringing Him forth,
she, (the Blessed Virgin Mary ) , in a manner, dispensed grace to
all" (III Quest. X,X;VII , a. 5, ad. 1). To evaluate correctly the
immediate application of this doctrine to us it is necessary to be
aware of the unifying relationship existent between the Sacraments
and the sacred Passion and the Passion and the Humanity of
Christ.
" The Passion of Christ," say s St. Thomas, "destroyed all
sin and made all men children of God so far as its sufficiency of
expiation and merit is concerned, but not so far as its effect upon
successive individuals in consecutive ages is concerned" (III Sent.
Dist. 19 I, A. 1). Elsewhere the Angelic Doctor elaborates: "Since
Christ's Passion preceded as a kind of universa l cause of the forgiveness of sins . it needs to be applied to each individual for the
cleansing of personal sins. Now this is done by Baptism and Penance and the other Sacraments, which derive their power from
Christ's Passion" (III-XLIX, a. 1, ad. 4). In other words the
Passion is the universal reservoir of grace, from which supernatural life is channelled into our souls through the conduits of the
Sacraments. Finally, in one marvelous passage, St. Thomas manifests the manner in which the supernatural life of grace flows down
from the very bosom of the Eternal Trinity into our own personal
souls. His text is like a brilliant flash of intellectual lightning
revealing the wondrous unity of the divine plan. He elucidates:
" A Sacrament in causing grace works after the manner of an
instrument. Now an instrument is twofold : the one, separate as a
stick, for instance: the other.- united, as a hand. Moreover, the
separate instrument is moved by the united instrument, as a stick
by the hand. Now, the principal efficient cause of grace is God
Himself. in comparison with whom Christ's humanity is as a
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united instrument, whereas, the Sacrament is a separate instrument. Consequently, the saving power must needs be derived by
the Sacraments from Christ's Godhead through His humanity.
"Now sacramental grace seems to be ordained principaIIy to
two things: namely, to take away the defects consequent on past
sins, in so far as they are tran~:.ory in act, but endure in guilt: and
further, to perfect the soul in things pertaining to divine worship
in regard to the Christian religion. But it is manifest that Christ
delivered us from our sins principal! y through His Passion, not
only by way of efficiency and merit but also by way of satisfaction.
Likewise, by His Passion He inaugurated the rites of the Christian
Religion, by offering Himself as an oblation and a sacrifice to God"
(Eph. V, 2). Wherefore, it is manifest that the Sacraments of the
Church derive their power especiall',! from Christ's Passion, the
virtue of which is in a manner united to us by our receiving the
Sacraments. It was a sign of this that from the side of Christ hanging on the Cross there flowed water and blood, the former of
which belongs to Baptism, the latter to the Euchar:st, which are
the principal Sacraments" (III-LXII. a. 5).
It is clear from the excellently coordinated reasoning of St.
Thomas that the usual route of sanctifying grace is from the
Divinity through Christ's humanity by virtue of His Passion into
our individual souls via the channel of the Sacraments. Does not
.111 this redound to the glory of the Virgin-Mother? Is it not in
and through Mary that God assumed human nature, taking to His
divin e Person human flesh as the 'instrumentum conjunctum diuinitatis: 'the conjoined instrument of the Divinity ' whereby our
redemption was wrought? But, by way of comment on the exposition of St. Thomas nothing could be more appropriate here
than the following p ertinent thoughts expressed by the em incn t
Jesuit theologian Father L. E. Bellanti:
"The Gospel story, while telling us as little of lYbry during the pubduring the hidden life, brings her to the forefront once more in the
t~J.gedy of Calvary. It is impossible to miss the deep significance of this
unIOn of MJry with Jesus in the supreme events of His earthly p:lSS:1ge;
her closeness to Him in the Incarnation, her closeness to Him in the hour
of His redemptive sacrifice. She may indeed recede into the background in
the record of His public life, but in His Incarnation as in His death we
can hardly think of Mother and Son apart. One divine purpose unites the
Incarnation and the Redemption in the divine plan of salvation. Hence we
.
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m:ly easily infer how as the body fashioned in Mary's womb is Mary's gift,
so in the immolation of that body, which came from her, Mary, too must
bear her part, giving up and offering up with her divine Son th~t purest
flesh and precious blood which she had given to Him.
"Many are unfamiliar with the beautiful teaching of Catholic theology about Christ as the Altar of His Sacrifice. This doctrine, de:;r to the
early Church, can only be referred to here. Briefly, it means that the
material altar of wood or stone is only symbolically and derivatively an
altlr: inasmuch as it is a figure of the body of Christ. That Body was
fashioned to be the Altar of the one Sacrifice of the New Law, the "Altar"
drenched with His own Precious Blood on Calvary. That "Altar" lives in
glory in heaven, and lives in what we, without attention to this deeper
significance, style the Blessed Sacrament of the Altar. Christ, then, is "the
Altar." This title of "Altar" is inalienably attached to His sJCred humanity; and just as the ministering priest at Mass is subordinated to 1nd
represents Christ the one Priest, so does the material altar of sacrifice derive
its meaning from the fact that it represents the glorified hum:1I1ity of
Christ, who is "our Living and Celestial Altar." Now in every sacrifice it
is a principle that its intercessory power is triply enhanced, by the quality
and dignity of the priest, the value of the victim, and the sanctity of the
altar. Our Lord Himself, reminds His hearers how it is "the altar that
sanctifies the gift" (M;:tt. XXIII, 17-19). So in His sacrifice on Calvary
our Lord's gift of Himself is sanctified 011 and by the Altar of His body,
and Christ is at once Priest, Victim and Altar of the one absolute Sacrifice
of Calvary and of every Mass.
"Consider now the bearing of this teaching on Mary's association with
Christ on earth. He, the Fruit of Mary's womb became man to redeem us
by His sacrifice. She it was who prepared, fashioned, nourished and bore
the Redeemer, the Priest, the Victim, tbe Altar of the one infinite Sacrifice. Hence all her physical ministrations as Mother, from the first instant
of the Incarnation were sacrificial and redemptive. Needless to say the
closeness of that physical union had its transcendent parallelism in her
union with Him, a union of heart and soul supernaturally graced beyond
all human mea,sure. Can we look for or indeed find a stronger foundation
in Catholic theology for the conclusion drawn from Mary's association
with Christ as our Redeemer.
" . . . The extension of the Incarnation through the continual outpouring of the gifts of the Redemption, comprehensively centered as they
arc in the Eucharist as Sacrifice of Redemption and Sacrifice of Incarnation, .all. is th~ opus n~)SITae salutis (the work of our salvation), and Mary's
aSSOCiation With Chnst on earth is but a preface to her continued association with Christ, who is in heaven and in the Blessed Sacrament of the
Altar: with Christ, through whom all redemptive grace is outpoured"
(Cambridge Summer School, 1933).

In recapitulation: There is ample justification. therefore. in
meditating upon: "Marv and Life." The sublime social signifi42

cance of her relationship to life is superabundantly attested in the
whole economy of creative, redemptive and sanctifying grace. In
her own repletion of grace she is the glory of humankind. Her
" Fiat" opened to us the sluice-gates of divine life. And that "Fiat"
of the Annunciation we know, was never retracted but rather
repeated at the foot of the Cross. Finally, our confidence need never
waver that her universal maternal love will continue to repeat that
" Fiat" until her divine Son's prayer is consummated and all "in
Ch rist" are one as He and the Father "are together as one" (John
XVII. 23). Indeed her Fiat in union with the Fiat of her Son on
Golgotha, is united essentially in charity to her abiding Fiat in
union with the Fiat of the HoI y Spirit even "unto the age of the
fulness of Christ." To each one of us she says: "Incline your ear,
and come to me: hear, and your soul shall live, and I will make
an everlasting covenant with you" (Is. LV, 3). Wherefore, it is
fitting to conclude with the counsel of the Vicar of Christ, Pius
IX: (Bull, "Inefi'abilis) :
"Let all the children of the Catholic Church most dear to
us, hear these Our Words, and, with a more ardent zeal of piety,
religion and love, proceed to honor, invoke and pray to the Most
Blessed Virgin Mary, Mother of God, conceived without any
original sin, and let them fly with entire confidence to the most
sweet Mother of mercy and grace in all dangers, difficulties, doubts
and fears. For nothing is to be feared, and nothing is to be despaired of under her guidance-who bearing towards us a mother's love, and taking up the work of our salvation, is solicitous for
the whole human race, and, appointed by God, Queen of Heaven
and earth, and exalted above all the choirs of Angels and orders
of saints, standing at the right hand of the Only Begotten Son,
Jesus Christ Our Lord, intercedes most powerfully, and obtains
what she asks and cannot fail."
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MARY AND TRUTH

-z:r

RENEWAL of the social order promisl.'s not only a return
to tlle gr~at reality. Life, but it also dem;mds a reorientati o n to Truth. Our proof of thc Blessed Mary's rolP. as a divinely
con stituted medium for communicating the supernatural life of
sanctifying grJce, would not be entirely satisfactory unless it was
~uppleJ1ll.'nted by a d emonstration that tbe same holy Virgin bas
,1 spccial mission in regard to the word of integral truth and its
t l'al1smission.
~

Th, fundamental inclination of the human mind is towards
As St. Thomas illuminatingly proposes: "The last end of
l'Jeh thing is that which is intended by tbe first Juthor or mover
of th,lt thing: and the first author and mover of the universe
must be the good of the intellect: and this is truth. Therefore,
truth must be the la st end of the whole universe: Jnd the consider,llion thereof must be the chief occupation of wisd o m. And for this
rca son divine Wisdom , clothed in fl esh , decla res tbat He came into
[h e w o rld to m,lkc known the truth. s,lyin g (John 18. 37): 'For
this w as I born, a nd for this CJme I into the w o rld , that r should
g ivl! tes timony to the truth.' Moreover , th e phil osopher dcfin s the
first philo op by as being tbe {Ulolu/edge of /rul h. n o t of any truth.
b ut o f th at t ruth which is tIl source o f ;'Ill tr ut h , o f t h at, namely .
w hi ch re bt s to t he first princ ip le o f b ein g o f ill I t hi n gs: w he refore
it s truth is the prin cip le of all truth. sin ce the d ispos iti o n o f things
Irl1~h.

is the same in tr uth as in being" (c. G., B k. I, eh. I). These
fun d am ntal observ;'lrions are virtua ll y self-evident.
The pur~ui t of truth i the impl?tu fo r the child 's insatiable
curios ity . It is t he e nd of the sc ienti t's UCCI! ivl' resea rches. The
mot i vc of the sa va n t' s un endin g spc ulation is SIght-t ru th. From
the cradl e to th~ coffin. m a n 's intclIl.'ct is cl'asclcssly groping for the
ligh t t h at newr fJil~ . O ur m ind s la bor unrcmittin gly to penetrate
thl.' supcrfici'll des igns o f t he world in [he hope o f disco\'(' rin g
t h,' original and ulli m .ltc trutb. To th e hu ma n intell ect bcariluJe
co nsists in v ision. " Of all h UI11J ll pursu it s, that of wi sd o m is tht'
nllJ: t per fecl . th e J1l st s ublime, the mOst J ro fi tabl c, t he
de lightful. It i th e m o t p erfec t. sin ce in pro po rt io n a~ ., l11.1n
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devotes himself to the pursuit of wisdom, so much does h.: alreadv
share in true happiness: wherefore the wise man says (Ecclus. 14,
22): 'Blessed is the man that shall continue in wisdom.' It is thE.'
most sublime because thereby especially does man approach to a
likeness of God, who 'made all things in wisdom': wherefore since
likeness is the cause of love, the pursuit of wisdom especially unites
man to God by friendship: hence it is said (WIS. 7, 14) that
'wisdom is an infinite treasure to men: which they that use, become
the friends of God.' It is the most profitable because by wisdom
itself man is brought to the kingdom of immortality, for 'the
desire of wisdom, bringcth to the everIJsting kingdom' (Wis. 6,
21). And it is the most delightful because 'her conversation hath
no bitterness, nor her company any tediousness, but joy and gladness (Wis. 8,16)" (c. G., Bk. 1, Ch. II). Recognizing, therefore, that sound social rehabilitation must be preceded by the reestablishment of the right internal hierarchy in human personalities,
it is evident that the renovation of society demands not only a
return to life, but also to truth.
Whether or not we agree with the conviction of Count de
Maistre, who remarked that "since the time of the Reformation
written history has been one grand conspiracy against the truth,"
we cannot reasonably deny that error and falsehood are rampant
in the world of our day. We have a host of logical but vitiated
philosophies based on fallacies or half truths. Scientists attempt
to subject God to laboratory e.:<periments and endeavor to distil
'the human soul through a crucible. The pseudo-Christian sects
have not only jettisoned dogmatic trutlo but have forfeited vir ,
tually every idea of moral integrity. Modern education considers
truth to be arbitrary: modern literature reflects modern life which
is premised on the false notion that man is created for self. In
business, gold is substituted for God. In nations such as Mexico,
Russia and Germany, we see the false theory of human deification
erected into the State. Communism would make the proletariat
di\'ine. Moral perversions arc abundant. Everywhere we beholrl a
famine of truth.
Since the very onset of the preselH world crisis, our int ellectual leaders have theorized about programs for lifting the world
out of " the de!Jression." But, human thought and human truth
will never do. Divine truth alone can solve the modern dilcm Ill.!.
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··For the truth shall make you free" (John 8, 32). The Mother
of Him who identified Himself as "the Way, the Truth, and the
Life" has a program for our emancipation.
As in respect to her relationship to the divine life, so in
regard to the divine truth, Mary's vocation is manifested in the
triptych of preeminent mysteries which involve her whole being.
Indeed, "Lying men shall not be mindful of her: but men who
speak the truth shall be found with her, and shall advance, even
till they come to the sight of God" (Ecclus. 15, 8) . It is not without reason that the Church places on the sacred tongue of the
Immaculate the counsel: "In me is all grace of the way and of the
truth" (Ecclus. 24, 25).
Before considering the Blessed Virgin's social character in the
communication of the truth, let us first look at her personal
relationship to the truth . Are we proposing some seemingly pious
but really fantastic invention I On the contrary. The truth is in
the Immaculate Mary in a uniquely wonderful fashion. It is vindicated and exemplified in the superb perfection of her sinless being
in such an essential manner as virtually to defy interpretation.
What is needed is not explanation but intuition. Nevertheless. to
con vey our thought. we shall essay a brief speculative excursion
under the capable aegis of the Angelic ARuinas .
.Most of us are familiar with the classic definition of truth
namely. "adaequa/io rei et intelhctus" or to give the full definition
of Aristotle which was taken over by St. Thomas: "The truth
of the intellect is the equation of thought and thing, in so far a
the intellect asserts that to be which is. and that not to be whic
is not" (c. G. Bk. 1. Ch. LIX). Or simply. "that which th
intellect in understanding asserts and knows, needs to be equate
to the thing. namely to be in reality as the intellect asserts it t
be" (Ibid.) In other words. my mental concept or idea of a thin
milst correspond to the reality of the thing in question. This i
apparent in the case of the human intellect because in man, compo
site as he is, knowledge is derived through the senses. But such i
not so in the case of God. "The knowledge of the human intellec
is somewhat caused by things: the result being that man's knowl
edge is measured by its objects: since the judgment of the intellec
is true through being in accordance with things, and not vice versa
Now the divine intellect is the cause of things by its knowledge.
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Wherefore His knowledge must needs be the measure of the products of art, each of which is so far perfect as it accords with
Jet. Hence the divine intellect is compared to things as things to
the human intellect" (Ibid.). An illustration will even further
simplify the limpid exposition of St. Thomas and he himself
supplies the cue when he compares: "Even as art is the measure of
the product of art." In the first manner, we say, for example, I
have a true idea of the statue of liberty, if my mental concept corresponds to the reality. But, in the second way, we mean that th('
sculptor of the statue of liberty first conceived and planned in his
mind the idea which he meant to embody in the actuJI statue, and
that statue is true in so far as it corre,sponds to the artist's ideal preconception. Although we do not rightly speak of truth being
in things but JS the quality of a mind, since "inequality between
man's mind and things, is not in things but in the mind," and
although "as much as a thing has of being, so much has it of
truth," nevertheless, the similitude suffices as an accurate illustration.
When we say as we do, that truth is intrinsic in Mary in a
very special way, we mean by way of the second comparison given
above. We signify that Mary corresponds most perfectly to the
ideal which God the divine artist wishes to personify in her. Thus,
she is more perfect in truth than all other humans precisely by
.... irtue of her immaculacy, in view of her congenital and abiding
fulness of grace. For in all other mortals both original and some
degree of actual sin marred the divine concept. But in Mary neither
original nor actual sin, however slight, ever crossed the divine plan
of her being. As St. Augustine declares: "In the matter of sin.
it is my wish to exclude absolutely al1 questions concerning th2
holy Virgin Mary ... we know that an abundance of grace \VJ,
given to her that she might be every way the conqueror of sin"
(De Nat. et Geat. XXXVI). The Immaculate l\1Jry, therefore, in
the integral purity of her plenary grace, reflects with unparaHeled
accuracy the proto-type of her being eternal1y existent in the
divine Mind.
Two additional short passages from Aquinas will, W~ feci
sure, clinch the significance of our reasoning. Thus, St. Thomas
re-asserts: "The truth of our intellect is measured by the thing
that is outside. the mind, since our in.tellect is said to be true fro m
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the very fact that it accords with the thing. And the truth of a
th ing is measured according to the divine intellect which is the
cause of things ewn as art products are measured by the art of the
craftsman" (Ibid., Ch. LXII). The peerless M3ry is the masterpiece of the infinite art of the omnipotent Craftsman! Again, St.
Thomas writes a proposition singularly applicable to Mary. He
avers: "Although, properly speaking, 'the true is not in things but
in the mind.' nevertheless sometimes a thing is said to be true.
in so far as it attains to the act of its own nature. Hence, Avicenna
says in the metaphysics (Tract VIII, 6), that the truth of a thing
is a property of the nature immutably attached to it; insofar as
that thing naturally is inclined to cause a true estimate of itself. and
refiects the type of itself that is in the divine mind" (Ibid .• Ch.
LX). Certainly, this exceptional character pertains supereminently
to Mary "full of grace" who attains to the highest act of her
human nature in a degree possible only to one conceived in, and
immutably stabilized by, plenary grace: and who, moreover, with
unequalled perfection is effulgent of her archetype in the divine
intellect, the Etrrnal Word.
Without desiring to anticipate the next major division of
our present theme, we deem it especially appropriate to mention, at
this juncture. certain relevant thoughts. Mary is one. Hence, none
of her glories can be considered absolutely apart from the crowning
dignity of her divine Maternity. We wish, therefore, to indicate
that in her grace and truth are correlative. She is not only "plena
gratiae." but she is "plena gratiae et veritatis," "full of grace and
of truth." St. Thomas says: "It is reasonable to believe that she,
who brought forth the only Begotten of the Father 'full of grace
and truth: received greater privileges of grace than all others" (III
Quest. XXVII, a. ]). Implicit in this argument, and by the same
roken, is "greater privileges of truth than all others." Moreover
truth corresponds to being, and it is acknowledged that in being
Mary is next to God. Indeed, sin is a negation. a denial of being. a
tendency toward non-being since it is an aversion from God-a
fact which further illustrates the primacy of the sinless Mary. From
th ese propositions it is also clear that it was no accident that original sin was instigated by the deceptive intrigues of the mendacious
Satan properly called: "A liar and the father of lies." (John 8.
44). Accordingly. it was altogether fitting that Mary, the truth·
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bearer destined to crush the diabolical head wIth her spotless heel,
should coevally reflect the type of herself eternally in the divine
Mind. If it is true, as St. Paul assures us, that "whom He foreknew
He also predestinated to be made conformable to the image of His
Son" (Rom. 8, 29), what must be the spiritual conformity of
her who W3S designed to bring forth that Son and whose origin,
as the Pontiff Pius IX tells us, "was predestinated by one and the
same decree with the Incarnation of the divine Wisdom" (Bull
lneffabilis) .
To review: we know that: "God is Truth" (c. G. 1. LX);
"that God's act of intelligence is His essence" (Ibid. XLV) ; "that
God b y His essence is the cause of being in other things"; "that
th e likeness of every effect pre-exists somewhat in its cause" (Ibid.
XLIX): that "God knows other things in His essence as in a
prototypical medium" (Ibid. LXIX) ; that "the divine nature is
comm unica ble according to likeness"; and that "the diversity of
[arms arises from the different ways in which things reflect the divine essence" (Ibid., L). Agam, we are aware that we are made
to "the image and likeness of God" (Gen.!. 26), being possessed
of a rational immortal form or soul , and that "grace which is a
(ertain likeness of God" perfects nature. Wherefore it is clear that
iv'Llry, being in possession of a greater plenitude of grace than all
others, is most like to God and is the creature most perfectly refl.!ctive of the truth of God. Finally, we recognize that the Son is the
Word, the divine Truth, "the brightness of the Father's glorv and
the figure of His substance" (Heb. 1, 13); and St. Thomas reminds us that "because by one act God understands Himself an.d
all things, His one only Word is expressive not only of the Father
but of all creatures-expressive of what is in God the Father but
express ive and operative of creatures" (I Quest. XXXIV, a. 3).
For. "in the beginning was the Word and the Word was with
God Jnd the Word was God-in Him all things were made and
without Him was made nothing that was made" (1 John I, 3).
But Mary is the greatest of personal creatures. Therefore, she above
all refl~cts the splendor of tbe Word , the Truth of God, in her
integral being. St. Thomas, with distinctive acumen, perceived this
character in the very name of Mary: "She is therefore , full of qrace.
surpassi ng the angels in that plenitude: for which reason ~hc is
rightly ca lled 'Mary,' which signifies 'en lighten ed '-in h erself :
'The Lord w ill fill thy soul with brightness' (Isa. 58, ll)---and
enlightening others throughout the world below : wheref ore she is
compared to the sun and the moon " (Comm . A ng. Sal.).
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VI
MARY AND TRUTH

rr:.. HE Angelic Doctor happily draws our attention

to the fact
that grace is not anI y life but light: "In Him was life and
the life was the light of men" (John 1. 4). for "God. who commanded the light to shine out of darkness. hath shined in Our
hearts. to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of God. in
the face of Christ Jesus" (2 Cor. 4. 6). In the clarifying words
of St. ThomJs : "To know truth is a use or act of intl'IIectual
light. since. according to the Apostle (Eph. 5. 13) .. All that is
made manifest is light.' And thus the human understanding has a
form. viz .. intelligible light. which of itself is sufficient for knowing certain intelligible things. viz .. those we can come to know
through the senses. Higher intelligible things the human intellect
cannot know. unless it be perfected by a stronger light. viz .• the
light of faith or prophecy which is called. the light of grace, inasmuch as it is added to nature" (II. I. Quest. CIX. a. 1). Or as he
says succinctly elsewhere: "God's grace is designated in Scripturf
as being a kind of light; for the Apostle says (Ephes. 5. 8): 'You
were heretofore darkness. but now light in the Lord.' And it is
fitting that the perfection whereby man is assisted towards his last
end. which consists in seeing God. be named "light, which is a
principle of vision" (c. G. Vol. III. Pt. II. Ch. CL). This is but
an expatiation of St. John's teaching: "If we say that we have
fellowship with Him. and walk in darkness. we lie. and do not
the truth. But if we walk in the light. as He also is in the light.
we have fellowship one with another. and the blood of Jesus
Christ. His Son c1eanseth us from all sin" (I John I. 5-7). Mary
Immaculate therefore. is full of the light of graef!". WelI can
Church which beholds her as the Living Aurora heralding the
dawn of the Sun of Grace hear her proclaim: "I made that in
the heavens there should arise light that never faileth.-I am the
mother of fair love, and of fear, and of knowledge, and of holy
hope. In me is all grace of the way and of the truth, in me is all
hope of life and of virtue. Come over to me. all ye that desire me,
and be filled with my fruits.-He that hearkeneth to me shall not
be confounded: and they that work by me shaIl not sin.-ForI
make doctrine to shine forth to all as the morning light. and I will
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declare it afar off. I will penetrate all the lower parts ot the earth,
and will behold all that sleep, and will enlighten all that hope in
the Lord. I will yet pour out doctrine as prophecy, and will leave
it to them that seek wisdom, and will not cease to instruct their
offspring even to the holy age" (Ecclus. 24, 6, 24-26, 39, 44-46).
For, "her thoughts are mor~ vast than the sea, and her counsels
more deep than the great ocean" (Ibid. 30).
Truth inherent in the very fabric of Mary's being is therebre
also richly manifest in her mind. First of all, her mperior intellect
is perfect in a superlative degree in faith. Thus, St. Elizabeth eloquently testifies when she hails her: "Blessed art thou that hast
believed" (Luke 1, 45). But, as the Angelic Doctor instructs us,
the object of faith is the truth: "The formal aspect of the object
of faith is the first truth; so that nothing can come under faith,
save in so far as it stands under the first truth" (II, II, Quest. 1.
a. 3). We recognize that it is God who is the First Truth, "Since
God is the first intellect and the first intelligible, it follows that
the truth of every intellect must be measured by His truth: if
'each thing is measured by the first in its genus' as the Philosopher
teaches in 10 Metaph. Hence the divine truth is the first, supremp
and most perfect truth" (c. G., Bk. I, Ch. LXII).
Now, in regard to the virtue of faith, Mary's primacy is
absolutely unchallengable. In all the virtues compatible to Him,
Christ is the Supreme Exemplar. In su~h virtues the Blessed Virgin has the second place. But this is not so, in respect to faith
wherein she is the perfect exemplar. Why? Because "the object of
faith is a divine thing not seen. Now from the first moment of His
conception Christ saw God's essence fully. Hence there could be
no faith in Him" (III Quest. VII, a. 3). Verily, the preeminencl.'
of Mary's faith was sealed by the grace whereby she became thp
Mother of Christ, "the author and finisher of our faith" (Heb .
12, 2)' when she utters her faith-fraught "Flat": "Be it done
unto me according to thy word" (Luke 1, 38). St. Thomas
illustrates this point when in explanation of the fittingness of
the Annunci~tion, he asserts: "It was reasonable that it should
be announced to the Blessed Virgin that she was to conceive
Christ. First, in order to maintain a becoming ord2r in the
union of the Son of God with the Virgin, namely, that she should
be informed in mind concerning Him, before conceiving Him in
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the flesh. Thus, Augustine says (De Sa net. Virgo III): 'Mary i~
more blessed in receiving the faith of Christ than in conceiving
the flesh of Christ': and further on he adds: 'Her nearness as a
Mother would have been of no profit to Mary, had she not borne
Christ in her heart after a more blessed manner than in her flesh' "
(III Quest. ~Xx. a. I). This latter thought of St. Augustine's
with which St. Thomas concurs is well vindicated by the familiar
answer of Christ: "Yea, rather blessed are they who hear the word
of God, and keep it" to the aclamation of "a certain woman from
the crowd" who, "lifting up her voice, said to Him: Blessed is the
womb that bore thee , and the paps that gave thee suck" (Luke 11.
27. 28). Christ Himself by this reply uttered the highest possible
eulogy of Mary's faith who heard the word of God from the angel
and cherished it so well that "the Word was made flesh and dwelt
amongst us."
The Blessed Virgin's perfection in truth is additionally attested by the excellence in her of those gifts of the Holy Ghost
which appertain to faith and which reside in the cognitive faculty
or intellect : understanding, knowledge. counsel and wisdom, "for
all these four gifts are ordained to supernatural knowledge, which
in us takes its foundation from faith" (II-II Quest. VIII. a. 6).
St. Thomas in summary explains the functions of these gifts thus :
"On the part of things proposed to faith. for belief, two things are
requisite on our part: first, that they be penetrated or grasped by
the intellect, and this belongs to the gift of understanding. Secondly, it is necessary that man should judge these things aright.
that he should esteem that he ought to adhere to these things and
to withdraw from their opposites: and this judgment with regard
to divine things belongs to the gift of wisdom , but with regard
to created things to the gift of knowledge, and as to its application
to individual actions belongs to the gift of counsel (Ibid. Quest.
VIII. a. 6). Mary's Magnificat is the best commentary in language, witnessing to the repletion with which she possessed these
gifts: "My soul doth magnify the Lord: and my spirit hath
rejoiced in God my Savior." This charter of Mary's mysticism
exhibits that she "penetrated divine things with understanding. "
Who indeed can say with the profundity she can : "We know
that the Son of God is come: and He hath given us understanding
that we may know the true God, and may be in His true Son"
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( l John 5 , 2 0) ? S urel y, she "esteemed how she ought to adhere
to these things by wisdom" since "all wisdom is from the Lord
God , and hath been always with Him , and is before all time.He created her in the Holy Ghost, and saw her, and numbered
her, and measured her" (Ecclus. I, I, 9). With .regard to created
things, she had the gift of knowledge: "For it is she that teacheth
the knowledge of God , and is the chooser of His works" (Wis.·
8 , 4), since "wisdom shall distribute knowledge, and understanding of prudence" (Ecclus. I, 24). Finally, that she applied this
knowledge to individual action by counsel is borne witness to by
th e titles which the Church bestows on her: "Mother of Good
Counsel" and "Virgin most prudent"; for : "if wisdom shall enter
into thy heart and knowledge please thy soul: counsel shall keep
thee, and prudence shall preserve thee" (Prov. 2, 10, 11) .
We cannot refrain from culling a few excerpts from the
Angelic Doctor 's disquisition on these gifts of the Holy Ghost
because their ver y definition manifests the glory of the truth in
Mary's soul. For instance, in speaking of the gift of understanding,
he writes : "The gifts of the Holy Ghost perfect the soul. according
as it is amenable to the motion of the Holy Ghost. Accordingly,
then, the intellectual light of grace is called the gift of understand ing, in so far as man 's understanding is easily moved by the Holy
Ghost , the consideration of which movement depends on a true
apprehension of the end" (III-II Quest. VIII, a. 5). What could
be so eloquent of the understanding of Mary who Was so "amenable to the motion of the Holy Ghost" in fulness of "the intellectual light of grace" that she possessed Him for her Spouse in the
conception of Truth Incarnate!
Again, in explaining the gift of knowledge, St. Thomas
writes : "Grace is more perfect than nature, and , therefore, does not
fail in those things wherein man can be perfected by nature. Now,
when a man by his natural reason assents by his intellect to some
truth, he is perfected in two ways in respect of that truth: first ,
because he grasps it, secondly, because he forms a sur<.~ judgment
on it. Accordingly, two things are requisite in order that the
human intellect may perfectly assent to the truth of the faith:
One of these is that he should have a sound grasp of the things that
are proposed to be believed and this pertains to the gift of understanding, while the other is that he should have a sure and right
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Jud gment on them , so as to discern what is to be believed from
what is not to be believed , and for this the gift of k nowledge is
required" ( II-II Quest. IX, a. 1).
The most remarkable verification o f the supreme exercise of
t hese gifts of understanding and k nowledge occurred in the Annunciation, climaxed as it was by Mary's "right judgment" and
consent to be the Mother of God. St. Thomas' exposition of the
theme is classic. H aving first advanced the pertinent information
that the vision of the Angel enjoyed by the Blessed Virgin was
intellectual as well as bodily, be treats of the propriety of Gabriel's
procedure. First, then, he remarks: "Intellectual vision excds
merely imaginary and merely bodily vision-Now the Blessed
Virgin perceived not only the bodily vision but also the intellectual
illumination. Wherefore this was a more excellent vision " (III
Quest. XXX, a. 3, ad. 1). Elaborating on the mode of the vision,
the Angelic Doctor expatiates: "The Annunciation was made by
the angel in a becoming manner. For the angel had a threefold
purpose in regard to the Virgin. First, to draw her attention to the
consideration of a matter of such moment. This he did by greeting
her by a new and unwonted salutation. Wherefore, Origen says,
commenting on Luke (Hom. VI), that "if sht! had known that
similar words had been addressed to anyone else, she, who had
knowledge of the Law, would never have ben astonished at the
seeming strangeness of the salutation.' In which salutation he
began by asserting her worthiness of the conception, by saying
'full of grace'; then he announced the conception in the word , 'the
Lord is with thee'; and then foretold the honor which would result
to her therefrom, by saying, 'Blessed art thou among women.'
Secondly, he purposed to instruct her about the mystery of the
Incarnation, which was to be fulfilled in her. This he did by foretelling the conception and birth, saying: 'Behold, thou shalt conceive in thy womb' etc.; and by declaring the dignity of the child
conceived, saying: 'He shall be great'; and further, by making
known the mode of conception, when he said: 'The Holy Ghost
shall come upon thee.' Finally, he purposed to lead her mind to
consent. This he did by the instance of Elizabeth and by the argument from Divine Omnipotence" (III Quest. XXX, a. 4). From
all of which it is evident that Mary's 'knowledge' became our
1:alvatioll.
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VII
MARY AND TRUTH
~ HERE

is one final aspect of Mary's personal possessions of the
Vtruth. It has to do with the gift of wisdom and her exercise of
it in the contemplative life. In describing this gift, St. Thomas
writes: "According to the Philosopher (Metaph. I, 2), it belongs
to wisdom to consider the highest cause. By means of that cause
we are able to form a most 'certain judgment about other causes,
and according thereto all things should be set in order. Now the
highest cause may be understood in two ways, either simply or in
some particular genus. Accordingly, he that knows the highest
cause in any particular genus, and by its means is able to judge and
set in order all the things that belong to that genus, is said to be
wise in that g~nus, for instance, in medicine and architecture,
according to 7 Cor. 3, 10: 'As a wise architect, I have laid a
foundation.' On the other hand, he who knows the cause that is
simply the highest, which is God, is said to be wise simply,
because he is able to judge and to set in order all things, according
to divine rules. Now man obtains this judgment from the Holy
Ghost, according to 7 Cor. 2, 15: 'The spiritual man judgeth all
things' because as stated in the same chapter (verse 10), 'the Spirit
searcheth all things, yea the deep things of God.' Wherefore, it is
evident that wisdom is a gift of the Holy Ghost" (III Quest.
XLV, a. 1). But who ever knew the highest cause, God, so intimately as His Mother? She equivalently tells us that her whole
interior life consisted in the constant glorification of God: "My
soul doth magnify the Lord," not creatures but the Lord; and
"my spirit hath rejoiced in God my Savior," not in. mundane
pleasures or human frivolities; "He hath regarded the humility of
His handmaid," literally, "His slave," one whose sole devotion,
whose one interest was the service of God. Wisdom indeed was
first perfected in her mind before becoming Incarnate in her bosom.
Surely, she always "set all things in order according to the highest
cause." How often must the Immaculate Virgin and Mother have
exclaimed: "0 the depth of the riches of the wisdom and of the
knowledge of God" (Rom. 11. 33), as she experienced the revelation of the divine plan in her wonderful life!
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I n Mary, wisdom as a practical as well as a speculative gift
found perfect fulfilment. "The higher part of the reason," St.
Thomas says, "is the province of wisdom, while the lower part
is the domain of knowledge. Now the higher reason, accordiflg
to St. Augustine (De Trin. XII, 7) is 'intent on the consideration and consultation of the heavenly i.e. divine 'types'; it considers them, in so far as it contemplates divine things in themselves, and it consults them, in so far as it judges of human acts.
by divine things, and directs human acts according to divine rules"
(III Quest. XL V, a. 3). But whose mind was ever so constantly
in consultation of the divine types as the Virgin "full of grace"?
And regarding human acts, what human personage ever led a life
so completely suffused with divine things? Her daily life involved
in ineffable intimacy, contact with the unfolding career of Wisdom
made flesh through her. Her most prosaic maternal acts it might
be said were freighted with eternal repercussions and with infiniteramifications. Indeed from the Annunciation to the Assumption
in an inexpressibly singular manner her human acts "were directed
according to divine rules" sometimes by revelation as in the Flight
into Egypt, sometimes by the obviously special design of omnipresent Providence as at Cana of Galilee, always by the Spirit of
Wisdom who never deserted His predilect consort. In the languageof the seraphic St. Bonaventure, "The grace of the truth set Mary
in order in the truth above herself, below herself, in herself, and
without herself. The grace, I say, of the truth set Mary in order
above herself by the gift of Wisdom; below herself, by the gift of
counsel; in herself, by the gift of understanding; without herself.
by the gift of knowledge. The grace of the truth set in order thesoul of Mary in truth above herself, in the most wise contemplation of things to be enjoyed; below herself, in quick foresight of
things that were to be shunned; in herself, in her sure knowledgeof what to believe; without herself, in a most reasonable discretion.
concerning all she had to do" (Spec. B. V. M., Ch. VI).
St. Thomas observes that "preparatory as it were to Christ's
<onception, the Holy Ghost gave Mary's mind a unity of purpose
and disengaged it from a multiplicity of things" (III Quest.
XXVII, a. 3 ad. 3); and also that "there is no doubt that the
Blessed Virgin received in a high degree the gift of wisdom ...
for, she had the use of wisdom in contemplation, according to
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L uke 2, 19: 'But Mary kept all these words, pondering them in
her heart''' (Ibid. a 5 ad. 3). The specific phrase of St. Thomas,
"wisdom in contemplation," and its peculiar significance can be
understood adequately only in the light of his definition of contemplation and in view of its close adherence to his definition of
wisdom . Thus he prescribes the character of contemp:ation: "A
thing may belong to the contemplative life in two ways: principally, and secondarily or dispositively. That which belongs principally to the contemplative life is the contemplation of th~ divine
truth , because this contemplation is the end of the whole human
life. Hence Augustine says (De Trin. I, 8) that 'the contemplation of God is promised us as being the goal of all our actions and
the everlasting perfection of our joys.' This contempbtion will be
perfect in the life to come, when we shall see God face to face;
wherefore it will make us perfectly happy: whereas now the contemplation of the divine truth is competent to us imperft:ctly
namely 'through a glass darkly' (1 Cor. 13, 12). Hence it bestows
Dn us a certain inchoate beatitude, which begins now and will
be continued in the life to come; wherefore the Philosopher (Ethic.
X, 7) places man's ultimate happiness in the contemplation of the
supreme intelligible good. Since, however, God's effects show u:;
the way to the contemplation of God Himself, according to Rom.
I, 20, 'The invisible things of God are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made,' it follows that the contemplation of the divine effects also belongs to the contemplative life, inasmuch as man is guided thereby to the knowledge of God" (II-II
Quest. CLXXX, a. 4). But as we have illustrated in regard to the
corresponding gift of wisdom, the Blessed Virgin lived the contemplative life most excellently, both principally and dispositively.
Principally, because of her contemplation of divine truth in accordance with her fulness of grace whence she is called 'the Seat of
Wisdom'; dispositively, because the greatest effects whereby the
invisible things of God are made known were the very substance
of her life and vocation, especially in the central fact of her experi·
ence wherein the invisible God Himself became apparelled in the
habiliments of humanity drawn from her virginal flesh, in order
that He might be visible to men. Who will estimate the perfection
of her contemplative wisdom during the months when the very
Word of God was tabernacled in repose beneath her maternal
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heart? How can we approximate an accurate idea of the intensity
of her contemplation of the divine effects during the thirty years
of claustral life when she could gaze continually on Wisdom Incar·
nate and commune with Him as she worshipped Him with virginal
love as her God. and cherished Him with maternal affectlOn as her
filial Son? What must have been the heights and depth.s of her
pondering during the years of Christ's public life. during the tragic
hours of His Passion. throughout the glorious period after the Resurrection. and lastly during the years when in the home of the
Beloved St. John she awaited the coming of the Eternal Bride·
groom! (Is it any wonder that St. John is the seer of the Divinity
when the Queen of contemplatives and mystics abode with him as
a Mother!). As St. Bonaventure. quoting St. Jerome. admirably
says. "Oh. wbo shall relate. or who can even imagine. in what
contemplations daily that Sion. that holy mind of Mary. W:lS
em~loyed. while she fervently revolved in her mind all thoSE
mysteries known to herself above all mortals·? Of this St. Jerome
well says: 'If there are in you any sentiments of piety or mercy.
consider with what love was crucified. with what desire this
Virgin burned. while she revolved in her soul all that she had heard
and seen. all that she had known; with what emotions she was
moved. being filled with the Holy Ghost. with the thrilling
knowledge of heavenly secrets'" (Spec. B. V. M., Ch. XI).
Finally. as St. Thomas reminds us: "The perfect desire to be
dissolved and to be with Christ" (II-II Quest. XXIV. a. 9). And
we cannot even begin to imagine the consummate character of her
participation in the Beatific Vision in heaven who was so perfect
in glorifying contemplative wisdom on earth. As the Angelic Doctor says: "the first object" of the Beatific Vision" is the first truth
seen in itself according to John 3. 2: 'We know that when He
shall appear. we shall ,be like to Him: because we shall see Him as
He is" (II-II Quest. I. a. 1. ad. 3). If we sinners shall be 'like to
Him because we shall see Him as He is: how much more like to
Him must be the Immaculate Virgin Mother "Who surpasses the
angels in her close association with God"! (Comm. Ang. Sal.).
This, after all. is the meaning of her "Coronation," not that she
is crowned with some merely material jewelled diadem. but that
she ascends above all the celestial choirs in her participation in the
divine vision of the Eternal Trinity. St. Albert the Great assures
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us that Mary "contemplates the majesty of God in incomparably
closer proximity than all other creatures." As a matter of fact, the
illustrious Doctors of the Church behold the Immaculate Queen
enthroned in beatitude resplendent with the light of glory in such
measure that in St. Bonaventure's phrase, "after God, our greatest
glory and our greatest joy is Mary" (Spec. B. V. Lect. VI). St.
Peter Damian corroborates this conviction by asserting that "the
greatest glory of the blessed in heaven is, after seeing God, the
presence of this most beautiful Queen" (In Nat. B. V.), while St.
Bernardine is persuaded that "as the other planets are illumined by
the sun, so do all the blessed receive light and an increase of happiness from the sight of Mary" (Pro Festo V. M., S. 13). The
Blessed Mary eternally immersed in truth can repeat with more
justice than all other creatures, the refrain of the Apostle: "But
we ... beholding the glory of the Lord with open face, are transformed into the same image from glory to glory" (2 Cor. 3, 18).
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VI II

Mary and Truth

G

RUTH is not only interwoven, as it were, inlo the very
fabric of the Virgin Mary's flawless being, it is not only
resplendently beautiful in her mind and character, but it al50 distinguishes specificall y her sub lime vocation: the Motherhood of
God which involved the most tremendous social event in the history of mankind. For : "Mercy and truth have met each other:
justice and peac(' have kissed. Truth is sprung out of the earth:
and justice looked down from heaven" (Ps. 84,11-12).
As the illustrious saints and doctors of the Church saw in
Mary's personal plenitude of grace a foundational relationship to
her crowning dignity-the divine Maternity of the Author of
Grace- so likewise they readily perceived the profound affinity
between her personal possession of the Truth and her role of bringing forth the \Vord Incarnate. St. Thomas, for instance, remembering that mankind had been betrayed into the death of sin by the
false promises of the mcndacious Satan, beheld in Mary's "Be it
done unto me according to Thy \Vocd" a notable contrast to the
acquiescence of Eve beguiled by the lying seduction of the devil.
The second Eve's submission to the truthful guarantee of Gabriel
was vindicated in the Incarnation of the Word of Truth. By way
of commentary on the words "Blessed is the fruit of thy womb,"
the Angelic Doctor remarks: "In her fruit Eve sought . . . that
which the devil falsely promised, namely, that they would be like
gods, knowing good and evil: 'ye shall be,' quoth the liar, 'as
gods' (Gen. 3,5). Thus he lied, for 'he is a liar and the father
thereof.' For though eating the fruit, Eve did not become like
God, but unlike: inasmuch as by sinning she turned away from
God her salvation, and was expelled from Paradise. On the other
hand, the Blessed Virgin found this-and so also do all followers
of Christ-in the fruit of her womb: since through Christ we are
united and likened to God" (Comm. Ang. Sal.). As to 'tbe father
of lies' wbo prevailed on the mind of Eve we may trace the reign
of falsehood and error, so "grace and truth came by Jesus Christ"
(J ohn 1,1 7) through the conscn t of Mary.
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The contrast to which St. Thomas points here deserves more
than casual attentior... It supplements another parallel to which we
have already adverted. In studying the life of grace we observed the
diametric position of Mary as "the Mother of all the living" on the
supernatural plane, to that of Eve as the genetrix of all those who
share the natural life in the first Adam. The anti!hesis of Mary and
Eve in respect to truth matches the antinomian comparison of
[heir places in regard to life. The Scripture is revealing. Having
engaged Eve in conversation, "the serpent said to the woman: No,
you shall not die the death. For God doth know that in what day
soever \'OU sh:dl eat thereof, your eyes shaIl be opened: and you
shall b;: as Gods, knowing good and evil. And the woman saw
that the tree was good to eat ... and she took of the fruit thereof"
(Gen. 3: 4,5,6). Eve is victimized by the fallacious generalizations of the subtle serpent. But, compare: "And the angel being
come in. said to her: Hail, full of grace, the Lord is with thee.
Blessed art thou amongst women . And when she had heard, she
was troubled at his saying, and thought w;'thin herself what manner of salutation this sh<.)uld be . . . . And Mary said to the angel:
How shall this be done?" (Luke 1,27- 34) . It is noteworthy, in the
first place, that Lucifer's initial assault was on the mind; it was a
temptation against truth by fallacious arguments and by holding
out the bait of "knowing good and evil" as God. It is obvious. of
course, that the mind was corrupted oia the senses. So also the angelic vision to Mary was, as St. Thomas observed, "both bodily and
intellectual." But notice Mary" s meditative attitude in contrast to
Eve's thoughtlessness: Mary's distrust of the senses, the impressions
of which she took care to verify cautiously and adequately by her
respectful and solemn inquiries. As Eve's complacent thoughtlessness unloosed the floodtide of error on her progeny, so Mary's
earn est thoughtfulness blOught unto her posterity "the true light"
(John I, 9). Well can sh who pronounced the redemptive
"Fiat" proclaim: "I will show forth thy truth with my month
to generation and generation" (Ps. 88,2). She indeed, unlike Ew,
was not interested in knowing good and euil, but on the contrary,
she could only be attracted by the knowledge of the good-the
good of God's Truth: the Word! Wherefore, in the thought of St.
Bernard, "Heavenly vision built for Himself a house in Mary: for
He so filled her mind that from the vert{ fulness of her mind her
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fl esh became fecund, and the Virgin by a singular grace brought
forth that same Wisdom, covered with a garb of flesh, whom she
had first conceived in her pure mind,"
Nothing could be more appropriate and significant than that
St. John the beloved, the first of Mary's adopted children, should
have written the Gospel which testifies most emphatically to the
Incarnation of the divine Truth, This Evangelist's "Scriptural
Summa," which has been incorporated so prominently in the liturgy of the Eucharistic Sacrifice, in reality, forms the greatest
possible eulogy of the Blessed Virgin because it makes unmistakably clear that "the Fruit of her womb" is the Eternal Word of
God in whom abides the plenary and perfect light that is infinite
Truth. Hence it may prove profiitable with this thought in mind
to re-read meditatively the Magna Charta of Christian Theology:
"In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God,
and the Word was God. The same was in the beginning with God.
All things were made by Him and without Him was made nothing
that was made. In Him was life, and the life was the light of
men . . . . That was the true light which enlighteneth every man
that cometh into the world. He was in the world, and the world
was made by Him, and the world knew Him not. . . . And the
Word was made flesh and dwelt among us; and we saw His glory
as it were the glory of the Only-Begotten of the Father, full of
grace and truth" (John 1,1-14). Worthy of our observation is
the consistent manner in which St. John, as referring to our divine
Lord, uses the conjunctive phrase "grace and truth," as also he is
accustomed to use frequently "the light of life v (cf. John 1 :4,8,
12, etc.). St. John discerned clearly the essential connection between "the intellectual light of grace" and the vital word of wisdom.

But the evangel of St. John becomes clearer when it is
supplemented by the exposition of St. Thomas explaining the reason that the eternal Son of God is called the Word or the Truth;
that is. the Wisdom of God. The Angelic Doctor writes: "It
remains ro be shown how divine Wisdom may be taken to be the
Word of God. And that we may obtain knowledge of things
divine from human things, it behooves us to observe that in man
wisdom is a habit perfecting our mind in the knowledge of the
highest-namely divine-things. And when through the habit of
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wisdom there arises in our intellect an idea of divine things. this
very idea or inward word is wont to be called wisdom. by that
figure of speech whereby acts and species are denominated from the
habits from which they proceed: thus sometimes a just action is
called justice, a brave action bravery, and a virtuous action is commonl y called virtue: and in this way a man's wise conceptions
are caIled wisdom. Now in God wisdom must be referred to the
fact that He knows Himself. But since He knows Himself not by
an intelligible species but by His essence, therefore God's wisdom
cannot be a habit, but is the divine essence. Now it is evident from
\vhat has been said, that the Son of God is the Word and concept
of God understanding Himself. Wherefore the Word of God is
rightly called conceived or begotten Wisdom, as being the wise
conception of the divine mind: hence the Apostle calls Christ "the
wisdom of God" (1 Cor. 1.24). (c. G. Bk. IV, ch. XII). Thus
:vhry is related to the Truth in this way, that she is the VirginMother of the divine Wisdom Incarnate. She is the Mother of Him
who alone co uld identify Himself as personally constituting
Truth: "1 am the Truth" (John 14,6). Moreover, it is in studying Mary precisely as the Mother of the Word that St. Thomas
discovers rare justification for her highest privileges. First, he sees
in this reality a determining reason for her sinlessness: "The
Blessed Virgin was chosen by God to be His Mother. Therefore,
there can b e no doubt thJt God, by His grace, made her worthy
of that office. But she would not have been worthy to be the
Mother of God if she had ever sinned ... because of the singular
manner in which the Son of God, who is the "Divine Wisdom"
(l Cor. 1.24) dwelt in her, not only in her soul but in her womb.
j-\nd it is written: 'Wisdom will not enter into a malicious soul,
nor dwelI in a body subject to sin' (Wis. I. 4)." (III Qu est.
XXVII. a. 4). Secondl y, the Common Doctor perceives herein a
most powerful vindication of rhe absolutely virginal ch ar acter of
\lary's maternity and of her perpetual virginity. H e explains:
Without any doubt whatever we must assert that the Mother l)f
Christ was a virgin even in His birth; for the prophet says nO(
only. "Behold a virgin shaH conceive" but adds. "and shall bc.H
a son." This, indeed. was befitting, , , because this was in kc~ring
with a property of Him whose birth is in question . for He is tIll'
Wurcl of God. For tbe word is not only conceived in the mind
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wirbo ut corrup tion , but also proceeds fro m th e mind w Ith out corrupt ion . Wherefore, in orde r to show t hat body to be the body
o f t he Vi' ry Word of God , it w as fitting that it should be born
o f a virgin incorrupt. W hen ce in the sermon of the Council of
E p hesus (P. III. cap. IX ) w e read: "Whosoever brings forth mere
fles h , ceases to be a virgin. But since she gave birth to the Word
ma de flesh, God safeguarded her virginity so as to manifest His
Word , by which Word He thus manifested Himself: for neither
does one word, when brougbt fortb, corrupt the mind; nor docs
God, tbe substantial Word, deigning to be born, destroy virginit y'" (III Quest. XXVIII, a. 2). Thus, according to the Doctor
of Truth and the quoted preacher at Epbesus, Mary's virginal
maternity is verily the complement of the Eternal Father's virginal
fecundity ; and this maternity, far from being a destruction of ber
virginity. is rather by the action of God tbe veritable super-perfection of that virginity and the temporal analogue of the Father's
sempiternal conception of the Word. Tbis is Mary's ineffable glory
'. hat her maternity in itself exalts her virginity to an unheralded
Jnd unparalleled resemblance to the divine Virginity of the omnipotent Father who chose her for the generation of the Incarnate
HI ord. Docs not the Archangel Gabriel tell Mary tbat in her will
be repeated in time. as it were. this transcendent mystery of the
Godhead when. in answer to her expressed perplexity regarding
ho w her virginity will be preserved . he answers her question,
"How shall this be done. for I know not man?" with the tremendous declaration: "The Holy Ghost shall come upon thee. and the
power of the Most High shalI overshadow thee, and th erefore. also
the Holy who shall be born of thee shall be the Son of God." St.
Thomas exp ressed the whole richness of this thought quit~ pithily
.lnd succinctly wh en he says: " It is clear that even in the human
ge nera t io n of God's \Vord, there should be cvider.ce of some prop crty of the spiritual generation of the Word . Now a word. as
produced by the utterer whctha by interior concept. or by outward
speech, causes no detrim ent to the utterer, rather indeed it perfects
hirr. Therefore . it was fitting that, in the process of His human
generation. the Word of God should be so conceived and born.
that the integrity of His Mother should remain intact. Besides it
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clearly behooved the Word of God, by whom all things were
made and preserved in their integrity, to be born in such a manner
that His Mother's integrity remained wholly unimpaired" (Co li.
Book IV, Chap. XLV). Her maternity of the Word made flesh is
in fullest truth the perfection of Mary, the Virgin! The virginal
Motherhood of the Immaculate Woman is indeed an overawing
masterpiece of God's Wisdom! Well can the Virgin Mother muse:
"For behold Thou hast loved truth: the uncertain and hidden
things of Thy Wisdom Thou hast made manifest to me" (Ps.
50,8) .
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IX
MARY AND TRUTH
~E

CAN realize yet marc profoundly the Blessed Virgin
high relationship to tbe Truth when we consider
with St. Thomas why, of the three Divine Persons. it was most
congruous that the Word should be made flesh. The saint writes
brilliantly ar.d cogently: "It is clear that it was most becoming
that the Person of ttl{' Word should assume human nature. Since
the assumption of hum2n nature was directed to the salvation of
mankind, and since the ultimate salvation of man is that man
should be perfected In his intellectual faculty by the contemplation
of the First Truth, ~t was fitting that human nature should be
Jssumed by the Word who proceeds from the Father by an intellectual emanation. Again, there would seem to be a certain affinity
between the Word and hnman nature: ,~ince man derives his species
From his being rational. Now the 'Word is akin to reason; hence
the Greek 'logos' stands for word or reason. Therefore the Word
W.1S most fittingly united to the ratIonal n3ture: since it is also on
account of this 3ffinity that the Holy Scripture ascribes the expression 'im3ge' both to the \Vord and to man. Thus the Apostle says
t11at the Word is 'the image of the invisible God' (Coloss. 7. 15),
and that 'man--is tbe image and glory of God' (1 Cor. 11. 7).
Moreover, the Word bears a certain affinity not only to rational
nature, but also to all creatures in general: because the \Vord contains the types of all things created by God, just as the craftsman
has in his mind the type of all his handiwork. Accordingly, all
creatures are just the real expression and reproduction of the types
contained in the concept of the Divine Word: for wbich reason
all things arc said to be mildc by Him. It was fitting, therefore.
that the \Vord shou!d be united to a creature, n3meIy human
nature" (c. G. Bk. IV, Ch. 42). We know and rejoice that the
personal creature, typifying <111 human nature in whom this union
was consummated, was the Immacul3te Virgin Mother Mary. It is
in the Fruit of her womb that we discover the fulfilment of creation from every angle. In the Word incarnate in and by Mary we
behold the re;Jlization of the "certain affinities" mentioned by
Aquinas. Verily, it is impossible for the human mind to ,exhaust

\AI Mother':;
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all the implications of Mary's Mot he rhood of the \Vord made
flesb, because in conceiving and bringing forth Christ, the Virgin
conceived and brought forth the exemplar of all creation on every
level: spiritual. intellectual and material. for: "In the beginning
was the Word-all ;:hings were made by Him and without Him
was made no~hing that was made-this was the true light t!1at
enlighteneth every m:m that cometh into the world." Assuredly.
Mary, the Mother of Truth, can say: "See ye that I have not
labored for myself only but for all who seek out the truth"
(Ecclus. 24,47) .
St. Thomas, moreover, carefully emphasizes a pertinent fact.
It is that the Word assumed a real true physical body from Mary's
virginal flesh. Refuting heretical sophistries, he asserts: "It was
unbecoming that the Son of God, who is the Truth of the Father,
should make use of anything unreal; wherefore He took, not an
imaginary, but a real body" (III Quest. 39, a. 7). "0 Lord God
of hosts, who is like to thee? Thou art mighty, 0 Lord, and Thy
truth is round about thee" (Ps. 88,9). As St. Augustine says, "In
the Church those who adhere to the truth procbim the Truth
by whom all things were made: the Truth, that is the Word made
flesh and dwelling among us; the Truth, that is Christ begotten
of God, One of One, onhr-begotten and co-eternal; tr:e Truth.
tha t taking the form of a servan t was born of the Virgin M;uy.
suffered, was crucified :lnd rose again, ascended into heaven"
(Serm. VIII, ii, 3).
Furthermore, it is above all. as she is the Mother of the \V ord
Incarnate, thJt the Immaculate Mary is the predilect Spouse of
the Holy Ghost, "the Spirit of Truth" (John 15,26). Characteristically, St. Thomas clarifies the point by an easy metaphor He
explicates: "Although every divine work that has its effect among
creatures is common to all the Trinity, the fashioning of Christ's
body by divine power, although common to the Three Persons.
is fittingly ascribed to the Holy Ghost. Thi., is, seemingly. becom ing to the Incarnation of the \Vord. For, just as our word is invisible but becomes perceptible to the senses when it is spoken . so
the Word of God is invisible as regards His eternal generation in
the bosom of the Father, but became visible to us through the
Incarnation. Wilercfore the Incarnation of God's Word is like the
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\'o (.1l utt?r.lnce (If on~ word. ~ow we givl: expression to one word
by means of tb~ breath (per spiritum) whereby we form words
expressive of our thoughts. It is therefore fitting that the flesh of
the Son of God ~!lOu!d be formed by His Spirit. Accordingly, when
the \Vord of God took II) HimseU a body from a virgin, it was
fitting that this body should be fashioned by the Holy Ghost" (c.
G. Bk. IV. Ch. 46). What could bespeak more clearly the wondrous ch:uJcter of the Blessed Mary's alli;mce with the Truth.
Wisdom Incarnate. and with His Spirit. "the Spirit of Truth"?
Assuredly, "the wisdom of doctrine is according to her name. and
~he is not manifest ~mto many. but with them to whom she is
known she con~inueth even to the sight of God" (Ecclus.6,23).
It is not exactl y a digression to point out here that it is only
in the light of the given analysis of St. Thomas that we can
rightly appreciate the significance of our Lady's presence in the
Cenacle when the Mvstical Body of Christ was formally constituted by the action c.f the overshadowing Spirit in fulfilment of
Christ's sacred promise. Repeatedly our divine Lord encourages
His followers: "And I will ask the Father. and He shall give you
another Paraclete. that He may abide with you forever. The Spirit
of Truth, whom th2 world cannot receive. because it s.ceth Him
not. nor knoweth Him: but you shall know Him; because He
sh~ll abide with you and shall be in you" (John 14. 16-17).
"But the Paradete. the Holy Ghost whom the Father will send in
my Name, He will ieach you all things. and bring all things to
youI' mind. whJtsoevcr I shall have said to you" (John 14.26).
Azain. "But when the Paraclete cometh. whom I will send you
from the Father. thi' Spirit of truth, who proceedeth from the
Father. He shall give testimony of me" (John 15.26). And yet
once more: "But when He. the Spirit 01' truth. is come . He will
tec:ch you al! truth. For He shall not speak "f Himself. but what
things soever He shall hear. He shall speak; and the things that
.He to come He shaI! show you" (John 16. I 3) . From all thl?se
sol·cmn assurzmces we are prepared to recognize the momentous
mission of tbe Parac!ete and the importance of the concourse in
t':e CenJc1e gathered under the benign Juspiccs of the Blessed Vir~~in Mother. \Ve are properly indebted to St. Luke for tbe factual
rt?( ord: "All these were persevering with one mind in prayer with
\bry the Mother of Jesus_-And suddenly there came a sound
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from heaven, as of a mighty wind coming, and there appeared to
them parted tongues as it were of fire, and it sat upon everyone
of them. And they were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and they
b~gan to speak with divers tongurs, according as the Holy Ghost
gave them to speak" (Act 1,14; 2,2,3,4). Contemplating this seconei- descent of the Spirit of truth upon Mary and the communication of Christ, the Word, to the succeeding generations whose
unity is distinguished by the fact that "they peresevere with one
mind with Mary the Mother of Jesus," we cannot but understand
tb~ twofold applicativn of the inspired text: "For wisdom is more
J,:rive than aI! active things: and reachcth everywhere by reason of
her purity.-And being but one, she can do all things: and
r~maining in herself the same, she reneweth all things, and through
n.1tions conveyeth herself into holy souls, she maketh the friends
of God and prophets. For God loveth none but him that dwelleth
with wisdom" (Wis. 7,24,27,28).
Returning, however, to the consideration particularly of
\Iary's divine Maternity, there is one final aspect of that VJst
mystery which illustrJtes further her singularly intim;:te affinity
to the Truth and the profound manner in which she was elevated
to be a personal cloister of that Truth, the contemplation of which
beatifies eternally the saints. We refer to the fact that from the
wry first momen t of His conception in Mary the soul of Christ
c'njoyed the Beatific Vision. St. Thomas explains: "Christ in the
first instant of His conception, had the fulness of sanctifying grace .
.1fid in like manner the fulness of known truth; ilccording to John
1. 14: 'Ful! of grac(? and truth.' " This is so because "the abun·
d.1nce of grace sanctifying Christ's soul flows from the very union
'1f the Word, accordi'lg to John 1. 14: 'We saw His glory-as it
were the glOly of th~ Only Begotten of the Father, full of grace
.lfid truth.'" For "i~ was unbecoming that in His conception
Christ should receive merely habitual grace without the act. Now
He received grace, 'not by measure' (John 3,34). But the grace
of the 'waybrer,' bei:1g short of that of the 'comprehensor: is in
less measure than that of the comprehensor. Wherefore, it is mani·
fest that in the first instant of His conception Christ received not
only as much grace as comprehcnsors have, but also greater than
that which they all have. And because that grace was not without
its act, it follows that He was a comorehensor in act. seeinQ God in
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His essence more clearly than other creatures" (III Quest. 24. a. 3
ad. 2: ibid. a. 1: Ivc. cit. a. 4 ) . In other words. the soul of Christ
even as He reros\?d in Mary's bosom beheld the divine Vision with
a gr·cater (IJrity and perfection than all the combined choirs of
the blessed. Since theT! the very Life of truth reposed within her in
such infinite plenitud~. who wil! estimate the manner in which
Truth took possession of that Virgin ever-blessed whom we daily
recognize more and more to be " the crown of all miracles"? (Bull
Ineffabilis). Not indeed that she had any direct participation in
the Beatific Vision as such. but she had within her Him who had
and therefore like grJce she was a very "paradise of blessings"
(Ecclus. 40.17). Moreover. St. Thomas emphasizes in this con·
nection the essential ()neness of the life of grace here as a 'wayfarer,' Jnd tbe life of grace hereafter as a 'comprehensor,' even as
he says elsewhen : "As the charity of earth is not voided in heaven .
so must the sam.:: be said ()f the light of grJce, since the notion of
neither implies imperfection" (II-I. Quest. III. J. 3 ad. 2). And
as St. Thomas makcf. ckar here that the abundance of Christ's
grJce flows from "the V€rY union of the Word ," the Author of
grace, so he stresses elsewhere that "the Blessed Virgin received
such a fulness of grace that she was near·zst of all to the Author of
grace" (III Quest. 27, a. 5 ad. 1). Not that there is any comparison between the personal hypostatic union and the grace resultant
therefrom, and that oj' Mary, a pure creature. but the norm applied
by St. Thomas is ever the sam::, namely: "The nearer a thing is
to the principle. the greater the part which it has in the eff·ect of
that principle" (III Quest. 27, a. 5) . It is in pursuit of this concept that St. Thoma5 deduces : "Christ is the principle of grace.
Juthoritatively , as to His Godhead; instrumentally, as to His
humanity : whence (John 1,27) it is written: "Grace and truth
came by Jesus Christ." But th e Bh~sse d Virgin Mary was nearest
to Christ in His hum ;m ity : because H e received His human naturL'
from her. Therefore , it was due to her to receive a greater fulness
of grace than others" (Ibid. ) . The Angelic Doctor is ever mindful
of the principle he propounds as basic and therefore al wa ys carefull y stresses the fact that MJry's plenitudinous grace is in view
of her dignity as Mother of God. But it is in his Commentary on
the Angelic Salutation that St. Thomas makes manifest, with an
.lltogether peculiar fehcity. the perfection of the light of grace, as
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resident in the Blessed Virgin. \Vc cannot refrain from qUOt
ing tbe entire relevant passage because of the cumulative power
inherent in the climactic succession of points. Commenting on the
opening phrase, "Hail, full of grace, the Lord is with thee," Aqui:1as remarks: "We must observe that of old it was no mean occurr>:' nce that angels appeared to men, or that men paid reverence to
them : such thing being r('corded as de8erving great praise. Hence
it is mentiolled in pr.1ise of Abraham that he gave hospitality to
Jngels and paid them :cverenee. But it has never been heard that an
,1nsel s:lOuld show reverence to a human being until one of them
greeted revcrrntly the Bkssed Virgin, saying, 'Hail.' That of olG
reverence, not shown by angels to men, but by men to angels, W.'S
because an angel was greater than a man, in three respects: Firstly,
in point of dignity, in as much :15 an angel is of a spiritual na!l'L
' who maketh his angds spirits' CPs. 103,4); whereas man is of 1
corruptible nature : foe which reason Abraham said (Gen. 18,27):
'r will speak t o my Lord whereas 1 am dust and ashes.' Hence it
was not fittin g that ., spiritual and incorruptible creature should
show reverene towards a corruptible one, namely, man, Secondly,
in point of h is fami\i;.u association with God, being a memler of
God's household and standing by His throne: 'Thousands of
thousands ministered to Him, and ten thousand times a hundrrd
thousand stood before Him' (Dan. 7.10); whereas man is like a
stranger and far away from God on account of sin: 'I h<lve wan
dered afar off' (Ps. 54,8). Wherefore it is fitting that man should
revere an angel who is intimate and familiar with the King.
Thirdly, the angel is pr~emin~nt by reason of his fulness of the
splendor of divine gr<lce: inasmuch as he partakes of the divine
light in the greatest pienitude: 'Is there any number of his armies~
and upon who.m doth not His light arise?' (Job 25,3), For this
reason angels always apr;ear surrounded by light. On the other
hand, although men partake somewhat of this same light of grace,
their share is but small and not without some darkness. Hence it
was not fitting that an angel should pay respect to a man until one
should be found in human nature who would surpass the angels
in these three ways, and such was the Blessed Virgin,Wherefo':~.
in order to show that she excelled him. the Angel was fain to shO'."
reverence to her by saying, 'Hai!.' " Fulfilled in Mary abundantly
as well as prevenient!y was Christ's prayer to the Father: "Sanc-
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tify them in truth. Th y word is truth"

(John 1I,lI). j l1e
Immaculate Virgin was supersanctificd in truth because the Father's eternal Word of Truth brcame the Son of her heart. "0
praise the Lord, all yc nations: praise Him, all-ye people. For His
mercy is confirmed upon us: and the truth of the Lord remainrth
forever" (Ps. 1 16,1-2) .
Contemplating the radiant Mary as the Immaculate Mother
of Truth, the Virgin Mother of the "l"Vord Incarnate, who truly
"so let her light shine before men, that they may see her good
works and glorify her Father who is in heaven" (Matt. 5.16),
"gazing in fulsome admiration at the universal and majestic resplendence of her being in renewed conviction"-we confess our
consecration in th~ happy language of Scripture: "I preferred her
betore kingdoms and thrones. and estrcmed riches nothin s in
comparison to her. Neither did I compare unto her any precious
stone: silver in respect to her shaH be counted as clay. I loved her
above health and beauty, and chose to have her instead of light.
for her light cannot b~ extinguished .-For she is the brightness of
eternal light, and the unspotted mirror of God's majesty, and the
image of His goodness.-For she is more beautiful than the sur. ,
and above all the order of thr stars: b~ing compared with the
light, she is found before it" (Wis. 7,8-10:26 .29).
III
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MARY AND TRUTH

ARY IMMACULATE is not only an exemplar of truth
•
in her own integral being and the Virgin Mother of Wisdom In.::arnatc. she is likewise. as the Mother of the Mystical
Body of the Word. the perp-t'tual mediator of truth. What other
intl'rpretation can we place on the homage which the Church renders M 1ry when she cries out in the liturgy: "Rejoice. 0 Virgin
Mary: alone thou hast destroyed all heresies"? (Tract. Common
of the B. V. M .. Sats. in Christmastide.) During the whole cenwried history of the Church. the Blessed Mother has proven superabundantly that she is especially the constant cooperatrix of Holy
Wisdom. "the Spirit of Truth." promised by our Savior: "But
when I-k the Spirit of truth. is come. He will teach you all truth .
He shall glorify me , because He shall receive of mine. and shall
:.!1ow it to you " (John 16 . 13-14).
Most impressive and significant of her perennial role in rh2
life of the Chll:'ch is th2 manner in which the Blessed Virgin. as
the electrd spouse of th~ Holy Ghost, was prominently associated
with every major manifestation of Christ during His career on
earth . The Incarnation itself. the foundational mystery of our
faith . was accomplished when Christ was "conceived of the Holy
Ghost and born of the Virgin Mary." Proceeding from the Annunciation ~o the Visitation, St. Luke infcrms us: "When Elizabeth
heard the salutation of Mary, the infant leaped in her womb. And
Elizabeth was hlled with the Holy Ghost : and she cried out with
a loud voice and said: Blessed art thou among women. and blessed
is the fruit of thy womb" (Luke 1.41-42). St. Francis de Sales.
commenting on t~lis mystery, aptly remarks: "Observe that St .
Elizabeth receives the Holy Ghost through the intervention of the
Blessed Virgin. in order to teach us that we must make use of
her as our Mediatrix with her divine Son. if we wish to obtain
the Holy Ghost" (Serm. Visit.). Again. quite noteworthy is the
manner in which St. Joseph is confirmed in the faith by the providentially chosen words of the Angel testifying to Christ's Divinity: "But while he thought on these things. behold the Angel of
the Lord appeared to him saying : Joseph. son of David. fear
not to take unto thee Mary thy wife. for that which is conceitJed
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m her, is of the Holy Ghost" ( Matth. 1,20 ) . In every instance
the touchstone of faith, of truth, of sacred reality is Mary, the
spouse ot the Holy Ghost. 'Vie sec this exemplified again in the rc\" dation to the shepherds: "And they came with haste: and the~1
found N[ary .. and the Infant lying in a manger. And seeing thcli
understood of the Word that had bern spohen to them concerninq
this Child" (Luke 2,16-17). Mary is cver the medium, the witness, tb~ great guardian of bith. Listen to the story of the Epiphany : "And going into the house , they found the Child with Mary.
His Mother: and falling down, they adored Him" (Matth. 2, 11 '),
Nor is the theme recording the fulfilment of the prophetic Simeon's
desire less convincing: "Behold there was a man in Jerusalem
named Simeon, ... And he had received an answer from the HdlV
Ghost, that he should not see death before he had seen the Christ
of the Lord. And he came by the spirit into the temple. And when
His parents brought in the Child, he also took Him in his armsand Simeon blessed ;:hem and said to Mary, His Mother : Behold,
this Child is set for the ruin and the resurrection of many in Israd"
(Luke 2,25-34). Once more, "the beginning of miracles," in con firmation of His Divinity which Christ performed at Cana of
Galilee, at Mary's mediation, is too well remembered to need more
than casual mention here, as is also her place at the great revelation
on Calvary. Nor is it necessary to do more than recall briefly that
she was present at the election of the Apostle Matthias which was
held wbile "the brethren" were awaiting the Paracletc who was
"to teach them all truth" and "abide with them forever" in the
corporate unity of ~he organic Church which He "sanctified in
truth." For : "All these were persevering in one mind in prayer.
with MarV the Mother of Jesus and His brethren. In those days
Peter rising up in the midst of the brethren, said : Men, brethren.
the Scripture must be fulfilled which the Holy Ghost foretold
by the mouth of David . . . and they gave them lots and the lot
felI upon Matthias. and he was numbered with the eleven Apostles ... , And there appeared to them cloven tongues ... and they
were all filled with the Holy Ghost" (Acts 1.14-26: 2,2-3). But
suffi.cien~ evidence has been adduced to demonstrate the Blessed
Mary's pi ace in the primitive days of the Church.
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However, when the Church addresses the Blessed Mother:
. "Rejoice, 0 Virgin Mary, thou alone hast destroyed all heresies,"
she has much more in mind than we have so far touched upon.
For from the primeval days of Christianity, as the Fathers as well
as the Evangelists attest, the v~ry recognition that Mary is the
Mother of God has been the surest devastation of all the assaults of
error Oil the doctrine of holy Church, and correlatively the proven
safeguard of the fundamental dogma of the Incarnation. As St.
John Damascene says: "It is with grave reason that we give St.
Mary the name of Mother of God, for this title suffices to establish
in all its integrity the mystery of the Word mildc flesh" (Migne.
P. G., 94:1029). St. Thomas , buttressing his own propositions
with these of St. Ambrose and St. Augustine, reveals the amplitude
of the Damascene's words. Commenting on the text : "God sent
His Son made of :l woman" (Gal. 4 ,4), Aquinas elucidates:
"Although the Son of God could have taken flesh from whatever
matter He willed , it was nevertheless most becoming that He
should take flesh from a woman .... Because thus the truth of the
Incarnation is made ct'ident . Wherefore Ambrose says (De Incarn.
VI): "Thou shalt find in Christ many things both natural and
supernatural. In accordance with nature He was within the womb,
but it was above nature that a virgin should conceive and give
birth; that thou mightest believe that He was God, who was
renewing nature; and th;:.t He was man who, according to nature,
was being born of a man." And St. Augustine says: "If almighty
God had created a man formed othl'fwise than in a mother's womb
and had suddenly produced him to sight ... would He not have
strengthened an erroneons opinion and made it impossible for us
to believe that He had become a true man? And whilst He is doing
all things wondrously, would He have taken away that which He
accomplished in mercy? But now He, the mediator between God
dnd man, has so shown Himself, that, uniting both natures in the
unity of one P.::rscn. He has given a dignity to ordinary by extraordinary things and tempered the extraordinary by the ordinary"
([p . ad Volus . CXXXVII) - (III Quest. 31, a. 4). The formidable truth of these illustrious Doctors' statements is corroborated
by the early history of the Church: all the heresies b(~ing put to
rout by the proclamation by the See of Peter of Mary's divine
Maternii,y .
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In his treatise on Christology. St. Thomas manifests Wil;l
consum:nate cb:ity the facility with which the proper appreciation
of the Blessed Mother disposes of heresies. For example, he writes:
"The Blessed Virgin Mary is in truth and by nature the Mother
of Christ. For Christ's body was not brought down from heaven,
as the h;>retic Valentine maintained, but was taken from the Virgin-Mother and formed from her purest blood" (III Quest. 35,
a, I). Thus, simply, is riddled the error of Valentine as well as the
heresies of Docetism, G::1osticism, and Manicheism, which fall by
the same shaft of truth: the reality of Christ's humanity derived
from Mary. But th~re are other illustrations as St. Thomas indicates. For instance he points out: "From this is a woman called a
man's mother, that she conceived him and gave birth to him.
Therefore, the Blessed Virgin is truly called the Mother of God.
For the ani y way in which it could be denied tha t the Blessed
Virgin is the Mother of God would be either if the humanity
,"/ere first subject to conception and birth, before this man were
the Son of God. as Plotinus said; or if the humanity were not
<1ssumed into unity of Person or hypostasis of the Word of God,
as Nestorius maintained. But both of these are erroneous. Therefore, it is haetical to deny that the Blessed Virgin is the Mother
of God" (I II Quest. 35, a. 4). Thus in the very concept of Mary's
maternal dignity are shattered the heresies of Plotinus and Nestorius which so menaced the infant Church.
In the same way other systematized theories of falsehood
fall to the ground. "Without any hesitation," says St. Thomas,
"we mnst abhor the error of Heluidius who dared to assert that
Christ's Mother. after His Birth. bore oth£[ children. For, in t~
first place. this is derogatory to Christ's perfection: for as He is in
His Godhead the 'Only-Begotten of the Father,' being thus His
Son in every respect perfect, so it was becoming that He should be
the only-begotten Son of His Mother. as being her perfect off,pfln~
(III Quest. 28. a. 3.1. Muy 's perpetual virginity honors
C hrist ;md undamin ecl the Hclviclian Iwrcsy ( a hzres); \\'hich .
unfortunately. we have Sl'cn C'xJltl'd anew in a contemporar)'
dr ,<;nari..: production I, Again , St. ThomJs indicates: "\Vc muse
simp} y confess thJt the Moth er was J virgin in conceiving: for to
lLnv this belongs to the heresy of the Ebionites and Cerinlhus.
\\'!:o h,~ld Christ to be .1 mere man" Ibid. a 1). The dJrkness of
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error is riissipatcd befoe the countenance of the Immaculate Virgin
\ lether who holds in he: cherishing arms the Light of the W orId :
H:r divin·2 Maternity is the archstone of our faith attesting at once
the reality of Christ's Divinity and of Christ's Humanity. It is
the understanding of this central truth that led the great Cardinal
Newman to declare: "The confession that Mary is 'Deipara' or the
Mother of God , is that safeguard wherewith we seal up and secure
th2 dcct:inc of the Apostle from all evasion, and that test whereby
we d<tect all the pretenses of those bad spirits of 'Antichrist which
haw goar out into the world.' . .. If Mary is the Mother of God.
Christ must be literally Emmanuel, God with us" (Disc. Mix.
Congs.) "His truth shall compass thee as a shield," 0 Mary, and
"thou shalt not be afraid of the terror of the night": (Ps . 90,5).
\\'hen , therefore, the Ccuncil of Ephesus, following the brilliant leadership of St. Cyril, defined, "If anyone conf.ess not that
the Emmanuel is truly God, and that for this reason the holy
Virgin is the Mother of God, since she begot of her flesh the Word
d God made fl. '! sh, let him be anathema" (P. I cap. XXVI) -~he
Church thereby not only dealt a death blow to Nestorianism but
likewise sealed the fate of all the other preceding and kindred heresies, th~ evils of which had converged in that heresy. Moreover.
this official pronouncement of the Church established the Blessed
Virgin as the genuine P,Hroness of the integral faith and the livir;g
bulwark of th e truth of the Incarnation. Moreover , the death s;? al
was placed on Arianism which denied the Divinity of Christ, on
the heresy of Apollinaris who taught that Christ did not have a
human rational mind, on the error of the Monophysites and of
Entych\'s who suppressed Christ's human nature, on the complOmising !vlonothclites who allowed Christ no human will, and on
.111 the vari2d L1mifications of thes·2 fallacious creed~ .
N,)r should we fall prey to the illusion that what has berll
>tated lpplies only to the ancient heresies. Modern futilities Jrc
redol ent of the same distinctive charJcteristics . In our own d.1Y we
have watched Protestantism, which disowned Mary, disintegrate
before our eyes. The scbolarly Newman had been driven by harrowing personal experience to make a study of this very subject,
(lnd the accuracy of his conclusion is even more manifest tod.)\'
than at the time he published it. The learned Cardinal-conYer[
i1ffirrned: "The Church and Satan agreed together on this. thJt
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So n il nd Mother went l0get h r , and th e experienc c o f thre<.' centu rics has confirm .. d their testimony; for Catholics, who have hon ored th.: Mo th€[ , still worship the Son , while Protestants, wbo
now In vc ceased to confess the Son, b egan them by scoffing at the
Mother ' (Disc, Mix. Congs .), This view of the great churchman
is especially significant when we rccall that probably the principal
stumbling-block in ]lis own advance towards " tbe Kindly Light"
was his early persuasion that Catholics "worship ped" M ary id a latrously. Its full strength may best be appreciated whw we rememb(' r the words he uttered when, after prolonged and profound
study, hI:: discovered that "all heresies seem connected together and
to run into each other. When the mind has embraced one , it is
almost ccrtain to run into others, apparently the most opposite, it
is quite uncertain which. Thus the Arians were a reaction from
the Sabdlians, yet did not the less consider than they that God
was but one Person, and that Christ was a creature, Apollinaris
was betrJyed into his heresy by opposing the Arians, yet his heresy
started with the tenet in which the Arians ended, that Christ had
no human soul. His disciples became, and even naturally, some of
them SJoellians, some Arians. Again, beginning with denying our
Lord a wul. Apollinaris came to deny Him a body, like the Manichees and the Docetae. The same passages from Athanasius will be
found to refute both Entychians and Nestorians, though diametricall y opposed to each other; and these agreed together, not onl y in
considering nature and person identicaL but, strange to say, in
holding (and the Apollinarians too) that our Lord's manhood
existed before its union with Him , which is the special heresy
of Nestorius. Again, the Nestorians were closely connected with
the Sabdlians and Samosatencs, and the latter with the Plotinians
and modern Socinians. And the Nestorians were connected with
the Pelagians; 2nd Arius, who denied episcopacy and prayers for
the dead, with the Aria:1s; and his opponent the Semi-Arian Eustathius with the Encratites. One reason of course for this peculiarit)' of hl? resy is that when the mind is once unsettled. it may fall
into error. Another is "hat it is heresy; all heresies being secretly
(onnected, as in trmpa, so in certain primary principles. And
lastl y, the truth onl y is a real doctrine, and therefore stable; everything false is of a transitory nature and has no stay, like reflections
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in a stn:am, one opilllon continually passing into another, and
~n~ ations being but the first stage of dissolution" (Appendix, Sel.
T reat. on Atha!'l.). Hence it can be readily recognized how the one
(~(][ trutil of Mary's Divine Maternity repudiates successfully all
rhe manifold hHesies which attack the fundamental dogma of the
Incarnation of the Son of God. This indeed is the Blessed Virgin· 5
first claim to the title: l'vlediatrix of Truth.
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MARY AND TRUTH
AR Y'S beneficent guidance is evident in the whole historinl
cours\? of the Church. The Blessed Mother's social mission
of truth in history was revealed with brilliance by the illustrious
Pontiff Leo XIII in his Encyclical Letter Auditricem Populi. The
Vicar of Christ writes: ··It is no exaggeration to say that it is
chiefly under Mary's patronage and by her aid that the doctrine
and laws of the Gospel have spread so rapidly in spite of immense
obstacles and diiticulties, amongst all nations and across continents,
inaugurating everywhere a new order of justice and peace. St.
Cyril of Alexandria bad this in mind when he composed the following prayer to the Bless;:d Virgin: 'By thee the apostles preached
salvation to the nations; by thee the Holy Cross is hallowed and
Z!don:d in all the world; by thee the wicked angels have been
routed, and heaven restored to fallen man; by thee souls chained
in the errors of idolatry come back to the way of knowledge and
of the truth: by thee the faithful come to holy Baptism and
churches have been established among all peoples of the earth.'
Moreover (as the same Doctor has declared), it is Mary wbo has
planted and consolidated the sceptre of the true faith; she has
:dways unceasingly worked to maintain firm, wholesome . and
fruitful the Catbolic faith. There are many well knovvn factors to
prove this. Some of them even forced themselv2s on the attention
of men by the wonderful circumstances surrounding them. It is
;>.bove all at times and in places when faith has grown lamentably
Llnguid through indifference, or has been weakened by tbe pernicious scourge of heresy and error that the pitying aid of the august
Virgin has made itself felt. At such times men eminent in holiness
Jnd apostolic zeal. guided by her suggestions and relying on her
Jssistance. have arisen to thrust back the onslaught of th~ wicked
and to kad souls to tbe boFness of the Christian life."
WhJt arc "some of the events" referred to by th2 Pop~
··which forccd themselves on the attention of men by the wonJ"rful circumstances surrounding tbem"? Several such happenings
.He r"corded in the history of nations JS well <!s i.n the annals of tht
Church. :V\qrc !ban one kast in the Cbristi,lll Lrurgy is J.ssociJteu
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w ith these events. The si gna l d efea t o f the A lbigensian h ret ics in
t h l:' battle of Muret in 1213 was attributed to St. Dominic's fern! nt recitation of the Rosary. The wonderful naval victory which
Don John of Austria gained over the Turkish fleet at L epanto
h as b een fittingly accredited to the proce ssil~n of the R os,HY confr aternities held at Rome on that epochal first Sunday in October,
157 1. Pope Clement XI extended the F east of the H o ly Rosary
to the universal Church in commemoration of the impo r ta nt victory which Princ~ E ugene g2incd over the Turks at Pcterwardcin
in Hungary on the F east of Our Lady of the Snows. August 5,
17 16; while it was Innocent XI who, a few years earlier (1683),
extended tbe Feast of the Holy Name of l\IL:!ry to the whole
Cburch in celebration of the triumph over the SJme enemies which
bad been achieved a~ Vienna by King John Sobieski of Poland.
Finally, in our own day when the Bolshevik hord.:s besieged
Warsaw in 1920, and therc seemed no possibility of saving the
W est, in the hour in which Gzncr,tI Pilsudski had declared that
'the nightmare f d 2feat" was ~weeping over his army; and when
General \Veygand h"d virtuall y despaired, the peopl e o f Pobnd
und er [he inspiring ::legis of their Papal Nuncio rvlonsignor Achilli
RJrti (later Pope Pius XI of glorious reDown ) , commenced a
no vena to o ur Bl rssed Lady, and on the day of its col1l!)l ction. t!lC
Feas t of the Assumption, the Red Army was thrust back and
Wa rsa w w as resc ucd in J victory that can hardly be comid~rcd
less th aD miracul o us, Often ind eed, 15 t hese testim o nies shu\\' . hJ~
the C hurch enj oye d ;obundant rCiison to rClJL'at in eXUl rJ lioil the
pray er of S t. C yril: "Hail, M ary, M oth er of G o d, lllJj ~s li c C0 111mo n tr CJs ur~ o f tb~ world. th e lamp unqacn ch.lbk, th L Cll)\\' ;'1 of
\'irginit y , the sceptre of orthodoxy, the indissoluble t,'mpl e, rhe
dw ellin g o f the Illimitable , !lother and Virgin ' T hrou g h thee ,
He in rh e holy G0Spc! is called bl essed who co mct11 in the na me
of th e L ord .. . . Through thee the H o ly Trinity is pnised Jnd
glorifi ed . . . the cross is hon o red in the wh o le world. C\'i! spirits
ar~ expell ed, idolaters arc brought to the truth, (:wrchl's are crc([ ed
-thro ugh thce wcnt the Son of God as light t'.J th o s.: who sit 1:1
dJrkn~ S 5 ,1nd in the sludow of d eath" (fl om, ex dlc, IV).

It is true that the military vcilori cs o f Christian ,Hll1i cs in
th2 crucial moments of history but illu strate our Bkssl'd Lady's
haste to defend the "Citadel of Peace," the Church of God , \\' 1:0
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w ill li st the members of that phalanx of men " eminent in holiness
an d apostolic zeal" who have arisen in hours of crisis, paid their
vigil at the shrine of Mary Immaculate, and gone forth and
snatched spiritual conquests from the grasp of the strategic Satan?
Certainly, the ex-soldier Ignatius of Loyola, keeping his "Vigil
of Arms" in the sanctuary dedicated to the Queen of queens of
Montserrat, is no less impressive and heroic :1 figure than the
mystic St. Bernard emerging from the cloister at contemplation
to preach, with militant vehemenc~, the cause of the Crusades.
Teresa of Avila, enamored of the sovereign beauty of Carmel. is
surely no less formidable a warrior than Don John who pushed
back the hordes which she in her guileless girlhood set out to vanquish. But who will assess the influence of the founders and
foundresses of religious orders inspired by the Virgin Mary? All
generations call Mary blessed in the person of the consecrated virgins who sacrifice their lives "doing the truth in charity, that
countless thousands may in all things grow up in Him who is the
Head, even Christ" (Eph. 4,15). In the chapel. in the school.
in the hospital. in cloister, asylum, and retreat-house, the Virgin
of virgins is personified in souls who by penance, patience, and
prayer. labor valiantly and unremittingly that "Christ may dwell
by faith in young and aged hearts; that being rooted and founded
in charity, they may be able to comprehend, with all the saints.
what is the breadth, and length, and height and depth: that they
may know the charity of Christ, which surpasseth all knowledge.
that they may be filled unto all the fulness of God" (Epb. 3,1719). Is it any wonder that the Church in the Office of the Immaculate Conception chants: "I have caused a never-fading light to
rise in heaven, 2nd ltke a luminou~ veil. have ~pread it over the:
ea rth" ?
There is another aspect of the Blessed Mary 's function in the
diffusion of truth which the development of Christian history
indicates is no merely accidental accomplishment. Christian cult
and culture are inextricably allied . The truth of the Word is the
formal principle of ),'cnuine and abiding Christian culture. And
the virginal and matt'rnal omnipresence of Mary Immaculate envelaps true Christian culture. The Virgin Mother stands at the verr
heart of the process (>f education by which the Church brought
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ro fruition rill' l'obkst inllucncc in our civilization. If th,ll ciYiliza tion is disintegrating in th e crucible of the post-Reformation
wo rld, its dissolution may be mc.lsured by the degree to which it
has compromised Or surrendered the ideals which the Madonna
represents. The bet remains that personal sJnctity is always the
most powerful leaven of soci;d reest ablishment Jnd cultural integrity. Saints are ever the most potent nuclei of redemptive operati o ns. This is th e key to holy Mary's persistent and pervasive presence in the historical drama of Christi;>.n culture.
Those familiar with Christian history, therefore. were not
at all surprised when, subsequent to his conversion to the true
faith. the late noted newspaperman Heywood Groun confessed
that his original orientation to Catholic truth came on visiting the
shrine of our Lady of Guadalupe in Mexico. There he becJmc profoundly impressed by tbe ide;;l which Mary typified for all womanhood. The famous journalist was a man deeply conscious of
tbe solidarity of humankind, and tbe vast social implications of
the Virgin's grandeur did not escape his astute mind. Very simply
there had dawned in Broun's intellect the intuition of a great
truth, a truth which Pope Pius XI forcibly elaborated in his classic
encyclical on Christian edecation when be wrote "The true Christian does not renouncr the activities of this life, he does not stunt
his natural faculties ; but h e develops and perfects them, by coordinating them with the supernatural. He thus ennobles what is
merely natural in life and secures for it new strength in the material order, no less than in the spiritual and eternal.
"This bet is proved by the lohole history of Christianity and
its institutions, which is nothing else but the history of true civilzation and progress up to the present daLl . It stands out conspicuously in the lives of the numerous saints, whom the Church, and
she alone, produces; in whom is perfectly realized the purpose of
Christian education, and Who have in et!ery way ennobled and
benefited human society. Indeed, the saints hat'e ever been, are and
ever will be I he greatest benefactors of society. and perfect models
for every class and profession, for every state and condition of life,
from the simple and uncultured peasant to the master of science
and letters , from the humble artisan to the commander of armies,
from tbe father of a family to the ruler of peoples and nations,
from simple maiden Jnd matron of the domestic hearth to queens
and empresses."
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But if "the saints have in every way ennobled and benefited.
and "been the greatest benebctors of human society." how much
more so is this true of the Queen of Saints! The sublimest achievements of Christian art and architecture. of music and literature.
answer eloquently. The monumental works of Christian humanism attest most convincingly the social efficacy of Mary's high
inspiration.
Nowhere can the fecund genius of Christianity be so well
studied as in the Catholic Middle Ages. when all the sciences and
arts united harmoniously in a triumphant glorification of the
Blessed Mother of God. In an effort to portray a vagrant ray
of her ineffable heaven I y loveliness. artists. sculptors. and arch~
tects especially. exhausted every artifice at their expert command.
In those days architects were artisans and artisans were artists.
and all were lovers of the divine beauty prisoned in the radiant
countenance of the Virgin-Mother. The masterpieces of Murillo.
Michelangelo. Botticelli; of Raphzel. Da Vinci. Correggio. and
of the brilliant masters of the Renaissance period such as Fra
Angelico. Ciambue and Giotto. have immortalized for all posterity the transcendent esteem in which the Immaculate Mary was
held in the Ages of Faith. We know of course that architecture
and its accompanying arts attained the summit of . their perfection
in the incomparable cathedrals and ecclesiastical memorials erected
in Mary's honor.
One has but to read the illuminating volume of the American
savant Henry Adams on the subject of "Mont Saint Michel and
Chartres" to realize how deeply devoted were the builders of these
enduring testaments. and in what a prayerful and corporate spirit
they thought out their venerating love in stone and glass. Most
significant is the impression which medieval Marian mysticism
made on the mind of the non-Catholic scholar who w as all too
familiar with modern mechanistic materialism. When he visited
the great Paris Exposition in 1900. Adams' attention was drawn
by Langley to the marvelous structure and possibilities of the
dynamo. The mind of the learned intellectual travelled back to
his visit with St. Gaudens at Amiens. and. replenished with the
recollection of the beauty-fraught majesty of the Cathedral of
Chartres. he answered: "All the steam in the world could not.
like the Virgin. build Chartres-symb01 of energy. the Virgin
had acted as the greatest force the western world had ever felt. and
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ha d drawn men's activities to herself more strongly than any other
power, natural or supernatural had ever done."
Henry Adams does not stand -alone in his recondite appreciation of the Blessed Virgin's office as a mediatrix of truth in the
broad fields of human interest and social endeavor. More than on~
capable mind outside the Church has been constrained to recognize
publicly the vast power and quality of her universal prestige in
C hristendom. The rare effulgence of her surpassing splendor did
strike with awe the most invincible cynics, the veriest sophisticates
and die-hard bigots. Sometimes it has produced unexpected eulogies of the highest tenor. Unfortunately, we have not space here to
give more than one or two of the most important. A most extraordinary, because most uncharacteristic, specimen is the testimon y
of the famous historian W. E. Lecky, notoriously hostile to the
Church, but who, nevertheless, after surveying European history,
was constrained to acknowledge: "The world is governed by its
ideals, and seldom or never has there been one which has exercised
a more profound or, upon the whole, a more sah.!tary influence
than the med ieval conception of the Virgin. For the first time
woman was eleVJted to her rightful position, and the sanctity of
weakness was recognized as vvcll as the sanctity of sorrow. No
longer the slave or toy of men, no longer associated only with
ideas of degradation and of sensuality, woman rose, in the person
of the Virgin Mother, into a new sphere and became the object of
a reverential homage of which antiquity had no conception. Love
was idealized. The moral charm and beauty of female excellence
were fully felt. A new type of character was called into being, a
new kind of admiration was fostered. Into a harsh and ignorant
and benighted age this ideal type infused a conception of gentleness
and of purity unknown to the proudest civilization of the past.
In the pages of livir.g tenderness, which many a monkish writer
has left in honor of his celestial patron, in the millions who in
many lands and in many ages have sought with no barren desire
to mould their characters into her image, in those holy maidens
who, for love of Mary, have separated themselves from all the
glories and pleasures of the world to seek in fastings and vigils
and humble charity to render themselves worthy of her benediction, in the new sense of honor, in the chivalrous respect, in the
softening of manner, in the refinement of tastes displayed in all
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th e walk s o f society: these, and in many other ways. we det ect its
influence. All that WdS best in Europe clustered around it, and it
is the origin of the purest clements of our civilization." \Vhat .1
marvelous tribute to the truth-deploying power of Mary is this
panegyric penned by a most unfriendly critic of the Church!
It is interesting to compare the witness of the celebrated
author John Ruskin who expr{'sses a conviction kindred to that
o f Lecky. Ruskin. steeped in medieval lore. writes: "After the
most careful examination. neither as adversary nor frieind. of the
influence of Catholicity for good and evil. I am persuaded that
the worship of the Madonna has been one of the noblest and most
vital graces. and has never been otherwise than productive of true
holiness of life and purity of character. There has probably not
been an innocent cott<"!ge home throughout the length and breadth
of Europe during the whole period of vital Christianity. in which
the imagined presence of the Madonna has not given sanctity to
the humblest duties and comfort to the sorest trials of the lives
of women; and every brightest and loftiest achievement of the
arts and strength of manhood has been the fulfilment of the prophecy of the Israelite maiden. 'He that is mighty hath magnified me
and holy is His Name'" (Fors Clauigera). It is rcally most
remarkable how the formal language of the hi~torian becomes
charged as it were with an intellectual incandescence when the
subject of evaluation is l\1ary Immaculate. As St. Bonaventure
appropriately reminds us: "Well is Mary compared to the mOOn.
because by the Eternal Sun she is fully illuminated with the light
of wisdom and truth. Thrrefore. the name of Mary is weI! interpreted illuminatrix or illuminated. For she. who is our mOOn and
our lamp. was illuminated by the Lord. and she was the illuminatrix of the world. according to that prophetic word: 'For thou
lightest my lamp' (Ps. 17)" (Spec. B. V. M .. Ch. VII).
There can remain no reasonable doubt. therefore. that the
Virgin-Mother of Christ has been the cooper,Hrix of the Holy
Spirit cf Truth diffusing over the face of the earth the Light of the
Word. and inspiring down all th~ ages of Christian history the
grandest attainments of true and abiding culture. The indisputable
record of the centuries proves indeed that "there is great delight
in her friendship. and incxhau~tible riches in the works of her
hands. and in tbe eX£rci~e d conference with her. wisdom. and
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glorv in the communication of her words" (Wis. 8,18). Wherefore we may fittingly glorify the Virgin of Truth, the Mother of
the Word, and the Mediatrix of thilt Wisdom which is the Light,
Beauty, and Form of Catholic Culture, and we may pray to her:
o Mother of Good Counsel. Virgin Most Prudent, Seat of Wisdom, lead our erring world back 'to "th2 Pillar and Ground of
Truth." and do thou espcc-ially so suffuse our souls with the
Word of Christ that it may never be said of us that "the children
of this world arc wiser in their generation than the children of
Light" (Luke 16,8)!
"Hail, Mistress of Earth, hail, Heavenly Queen,
Hail, Virgin of Virgins! All chaste and serene;
Bright Star of the Morning, the light of whose face
Reflects Hi; effulgence, who filled thee with grace;
Oh! Sovereign of Angels! come quickly, we pray,
And drive every ill, that besets us, away."
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XII
MARY AND CHARITY

-z::I'S

THE greatest desire of man's soul is for the plenitude
of life, and the fundamental craving of the human mind
is for in tegral truth, so the prime tendency of the will, the root
craving of the human heart, is for perfect and abiding [ave. Man
is essenti:dly a social as well as a personal being. As babes we
yearn for maternal affection, as children for the society of aUf
equals, as adults for the friendship of our brethren. Our social
character forms from our birth into the family and the state.
The whole design of God in fashioning His Church involves the
social nature of man's spirit. The inspired language of Holy \Vrit
asserts: "It is better that two should be together than one; for
they have the advantage of their society. If one falls he shall be
supported by ~re other. Woe to him that is alone, for when he
falleth he hath none to lift him up" (Eccles. 4,9-10). Or, in the
logic:!l formulae of St. Thomas: "Since man by nature is a 'social
animal,' he needs assistance from other men in order to obtain
his own end. Now this is most suitably done if men love one
another mutually. Hence the law of God, which directs men to
their last end, commands us to love one another. The divine law
is offered to mJn in ;:;id of the natural law. Now it is natural to
all men to love on e another: a proof of which is that a m<!n,
by a kind of natural instinct, comes to the assistance of anyone
even up-known that is in need. for instance by warning him, should
he have taken the wrong road ; by helping him to rise, should he
have fallen, and so forth: as though every man were intimate and
friendly with his fellow man. Therefore mutual love is prescribed
to man by the divine law. Wherefore it is said (John 15,12):
'This is my commandment that you love one another; and (I
John 4,21): 'This commandment we have fram God, that he
who loveth God, love also his brother'; and that the second commandment is 'Thou shalt love thy neighbor' (Matt. 22,39) , Whosoever loves a man, loves those whom he loves, and those
who are his kindred. Now, men are loved by God , since He prepared for them a last end consisting in the enjoyment of Himself.
Therefore as a man is a lover of God, so must he be a lover of his
neighbor" (c. G. Vol. III, Pt, II , Ch. 117).

r.J...
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Modern man. who long ago forgot these principles. is today
seeking to escape from the selfishness in which he straight-jacketed
himself after isolating himself from God in the days of the Protestant revolt. and subsequently, segregating himself from the spiritual fellowship of his brethren. Man turned from the adoration
of the Infinite God to the worship of his own ego and now. having
perceiwd the folly of self-deification in the anarchy surrounding
him. he is reaching out for a humanitarian communism. Moreover.
in his search for social security he is desperately abandoning his
indepe~dence and submerging his personality in an arbitrary and
impersonal totalitarianism. But this effort, too often supplemented
by a heedless plunging into the hysterically emotional entertainment and frantic activism of so called "social life," is doomed to
tragic failure. For. as human life cannot supply the vitality.
nor human thought the truth. neither can merely natural human
attachment provide the charity requisite for social reintegration.
Christ's categorical ultimatum abides: "Without r.1e you can do
nothing" (John 15.5). And St. John assures us rhat the integr2ting and vitalizing principle of the Christian social ordh is
sacred charity: "We know rhat w~ have passed from death to life
because we love the brethren. He that Jowth not. abideth in death"
(I John 3.14).
Accordingi y. even if we have successfully demonstrated that
the Immaculate Virgin-Mother Mary is a divinely ord~ined instrument for communicating the Christ-life of supernatural grace. and
J providential medium for transmitting the Truth of the \Vord.
nevertheless. unless we can prove that she is likewise a supreme
participant in snpernz:tunl love. our thesis is futile. Happily. we
need entertain 110 fea:. Indeed such an antithesis is impossible.
In accrediting Mary's mission of [01,)r. we slull follow our
established procedure of firs~ studying hrr personal being in this
light. Since Marv is one and truth is ene. we need not seek far
for a link connecting our thoughts here with those that have
preceded. Almost immediately. we discern a relationship' in a
cherishrd exclamation which the Church delights to use in the
Liturgy: "Thou <lrt all fair. 0 my [ooe. and there is not a spot In
(hee" (Cant. 4.7). ~t is the parallel between Mary's Immaculate
Concepr;on. her personal sanctity. her coeval graci:. anel her consummate charity. Mary is the all-surpassing masterpiece of divine
creative. redemptive. and sanctifying love. Love. perfect love. is
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the coht-ring principle of her wondrous being; it is the form of
her sanctity, the sanction of all her dignities, the law of her inexpressible perfection.
Charity is proportionate to and commensurate with sanctifying grace. This is clear from St. Paul's affirmation: "The charity
of God is poured abroad in our hearts by the Holy Spirit who is
given to us" (Rom . 5,5). Now, as the Angelic Doctor says: "By
grace the Holy Spirit dwells in us , according to 1 Cor. 3,16:
'Know you not that you arc the temple of God, and that the
Spirit of God dwellcth in you ?" (II-II Quest. 109, a. 9, ad. 2).
Charity, according to the same eminent authority, is the very participation of the Holy Spirit given to us by grace: "Charity can
be in us neither naturally, nor through acquisition by the natural
pow er, but by the infusion of the Holy Ghost, who is the Love
of the Father Jnd the Son, and the participation of whom in us is
created charity" (II-II Quest. 24, a. 2 ) . Wherefore it is clear that
Mary, who was conceived in grace and was "full of grace," likewise enjoyed the plenitude of ch,:uity and the greatest "participation in th e Holy Ghost" given to a created personality.
Virtually every proposition in St. Thomas' treastises on grace
and charity illustrate the supremacy of the Immaculate Virgin in
sacred love. Thus, the Doctor Angelic manifests that charity is the
principal effect of sanctifying grace. But that we may understand
tbe full import of this reality, he first makes clear that grace itself
is the result of an extra-ordinary, a special love of God for us.
Love of its very nature is natural, and charity whereby we love God
is the resul t of grace by which God seals His special love for us:
"Since the divine assistance given to man anticipates all human
merit, it follows that tbis assistance is b estowed on man gratuitously, and therefore is fittingly known b y the na me of grace.
Hence the Apostle says (Rom. 11,6): 'And if by grace, it is not
now by work: otherwise grace is no more grace.' There is also another r~ ason for which the aforesaid assistance of God has received
the name of grace. For one man is said to be pleasing (gratw;) I.t
another, because he is beloved by him, wherefore he who is belovec1
of another, is said to be in his grace. Now it is essential to 1011
that the lover be a well-wisher and a well-doer to the one who.
he loves. And indeed the good of every creature is the object of
to an end communicated to him by God. Also, since the end and
the good is the proper object of the appetite or affections, it follows
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it is said, (W is. 11,25) : 'Tho u lovest all th in gs t h a( are, and
hatest none of the things which thou hast made.' But a special hind
of diuine la ue offers itself to our consideration; it is that which is
bestowed on those whom He assists to obtain a good which SLHpasses the order of their nature, namely, the perfect enjoyment, not
of any created good, but of His very Self. Accordingly , this assistance is fittingly named grace: not only because it is given gratis;
but also because by this assistance man by a special favor is rendered pl easing (gratus ) to God.-God's love causes the good that
is in us: even as man's love is evoked and caused by some good
in the beloved. But, man is incited to love someOD.? e.spccial!y on
account of some good already existing in the beloved. Consequently, where there is special love of God for man . we must
suppose some special good bestowed on man by God. Since, then,
according to what we have been saying, sanctifying grace dmote.s
God's special laue for man, it must in consequence imply the pre:;ence of some special goodness and perfection in man" (c. G. Vol.
III. Pt. II, Ch. 150).
Having instructed us, therefore, that grace denotes God's
special love for us, St. Thomas proceeds to enlighten us as to the
chief effects of this super-natural good with which God's love
endows us. His language is simple and clear: "It follO'.vs that
by th e assistanc~ of sanctifying grace man is enabled to loved God .
For sanctifying grace is an effect in man of the divine love. Now
the proper effect of the divine love in man would seem to b.: that
man loves God. Because the chief thing In the intention of one who
[oues is that he be loued in return: since the endeavor of the lover
tends especially to draw the beloved to love him: and unl ess he
accomplishes this. love must cease. Consequently. the effect of sanc~
(ifying grace in man is that he loues God.-Now , the last end to
which man is conducted by the assistance of divine grace is the
vision of God in His essence, which vision is proper to God Himself: so that this final good is communicated to man by God. Consequently, man cannot attain to this end unless he be united to
God by confromity of will. And this is the proper effect of Jove;
since 'it is proper to friends to like and dislike the same things.
and to have common joys and griefs.' Therefore. by sanctifying
grace man becomes a louer of God : becau~e by it man is directed
to an end communicated to him by God. Also. since the end and
the good is the proper object of the appetite or affections. it follows
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that man's affective faculty is perfected chiefly by sanctifying
grace which directs man to his last end. Now. the chief perfection
of the affective faculty is love. A sign of which is that every affective movement originates in love: for no one desires. or hopes. or
rejoices. save on account of a good that he loves; and in like
manner no one shuns. or fears. or grieves. or is angry. except on
account of something contrary to that which he loves. Therefore
the principal effect of sanctifying grace is that man loves God" (c.
G. Vol. III. Pt. II. Ch. 151.). What love. therefore. must have
filled the soul of Mary who was coevally full of sanctifying grace?
Who was ever so "united to God by conformity of will"? Who
in truth so magnificently personified St. Augustine's classic defini.
tion: "By charity I mean the movement of the soul towards the
enjoyment of God for His own sake" (De Doct. Christ. III. 10). I
as the destined Virgin-Mother of God? In her indeed: "Formally
charity is the life of the soul. even as the soul is the life of the
body" CSt. Thomas II-II Quest. 23. a. 2. ad. 2).
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XIII
MARY AND CHARITY

2:)"S GOD is

~!l-charity by nature, Mary IS all-charity by
grace. This is implicit in the Blessed Virgin's original
plenitudinous and permanent grace. Charity in Mary, as sanctifying grace was coexistent with her being-this is the glory of her
Im maculate Conception. Charity in Mary was exultant as was her
grace. Moreover, since she remained perpetually sinless, nothing
ever marred her "likeness to the Holy Ghost" effectuated by divine
grace. On the contrary, her life was conceived, continued, and consummated ill charity. Her life was a symphonic crescendo of charity
as may be evidenced by a few simple considerations. "This is what
God does when He increases charity; that is, He makes it to have
a greater hold in the soul, and the likeness of the Holy Ghost
to be more perfectly participated by the soul" (II-II Quest. 24, a.
5. ad. 3). What a likeness, therefore. of the Sacred Paraclete must
Mary's soul have which "magnified the Lord" always. and whose
perfection was preparatory to her elevation to be the very Spouse
of the Holy Ghost in the temporal nativity of the Author of
Grace? We may deduce the answer from the words of St. Thomas:
"Since the Holy Ghost proceeds as the love whereby God loves
Himself, forasmuch as We become like this love by loving God, the
Holy Ghost is said to be given to us by God" (c. G., Vol. IV, Ch.

T~

21).

Consideration of the same reality, from what may be termed
its reverse aspect, proves illuminating. St. Thomas provides an apt
and felicitous metaphor, when in discussing how "mortal sin is
contrary to charity by its very nature," he writes: "Charity being
an infused habit, depends on the action of God, who infuses it,
who stands in relation to the infusion and safe-keeping of charity
as the sun does to the diffusion of light in the air. Consequently,
just as light would cease at once in the air, were an obstacle placed
to its being lit up by the sun, even so charity ceases at once to be
in the soul through the placing of an obstacle to the outpouring
of charity by God into tbe soul. Now it is evident that through
every mortal sin, which is contrary to God's commandments, an
obstacle is placed to the outpouring of charity, since from the very
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tact that a man chooses to prefer sin to God's friendship, which
requires that we should obey His will, it follows that the habit
of charity is lost at once through one mortal sin. Hence Augustine
says that "man is enlightened by God's presence, but he is darkened
at once by God's absence, because distance from Him is effected
not by change of place but by aversion of the will" (Gen. as lit.
8,12; II-II Quest. 24, a. 12). What a fire of divine charity must
have burned in the immaculate soul of Mary which was never
for the minutest instant overclouded by sin, but whose will was
always as one with the will of God! Our minds falter before any
calculations because we know that both charity and the capacity
of the human soul for charity are boundless: "Charity itself considered as such has no limit to its increpse, since it is a participation
of the infinite charity which is the Holy Ghost. In like manner
the cause of the increase of charity, viz. God, is possessed of infinite
power. Furthermore, on the part of its 'subject, no limit to this
increase can be determtned, because whenever charity increases
there is a corresponding ability to receive a further increase" (II-II
Quest. 24, a. 7). Is it ;lny wonder, therefore, that St. Alphonsus
Liguori asserts that charity in Mary increased as it were by geometrical ratio? (Glories of M. Pt. IV, Ch. II).
The great saints are of one mind in glorifying the inestimable
intensity of the Blessed Virgin's charity. St. Bernardine of Siena
declares: "Her love towards God surpassed that of all men and
angels" (Pro Fest. B. V. M., S. 1). St. Sophronius affirms: "Divine love so inflamed Mary that nothing earthly could enter her
affections; she was always burning with this heavenly flame, and
so to say, inebriated with it" (De Assumpt.). St. Ildephonsus is
persuaded that "the Holy Ghost heated, inflamed, and melted
Mary with love, as fire does iron, so that the flame of the Holy
Spirit was seen, and nothing was felt but the fire of the love of
God" (De Assumpt., S. 1). St. Bernard, her mellifluous panegyrist,
interprets St. John's apocalyptic vision as applying to her. Commenting on the text, "And there appeared a greater wonder in
heaven, a woman clothed with the sun," the eloquent exegetist
explains: "She was so closely united to God by love, and penetrated so deeply the abyss of divine wisdom, that, without a personal union with God, it would seem impossible for a creature to
have a closer union with him" (In Sign. M agn.) .
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But there are several more detailed aspects of the Blessed
Virgin's life and character which exhibit most forcibly her transcendent charity. Thus, we know that the Immaculate Mary possessed and practiced all the virtues. It is St. Thomas the Angelic
who reminds us: "The Blessed Virgin practiced the works of all
the virtues, while other saints were conspicuous in certain particular
virtues; one for humility, another for chastity, another for mercy;
for which reason each one is an example to us of some special
virtue. But the Blessed Virgin is an example of all virtue" (Comment. Ang. Sal.). Now we know that not only is charity the most
excellent of all virtues "because it attains God Himself that it
may rest in Him" (II-II Quest. 23, a. 6), but also "it 'is evident
that simply true virtue is that which is directed to man's principal
good, and in this way no true virtue is possible without charity"
(Ibid., a. 7); and moreover "that it is charity which directs the
acts of all other virtues to the last end, and which, consequ~ntly,
also gives the form to all the other acts of virtue" (Ibid., a. 8).
How clearly all these principles are manifested in the life of the
Blessed Mary "full of grace," of whom we might say that the
love of God became the natural vocation as well as the supernatural end. Indeed, perfectly applicable to the Mother of Immaculate
Love is St. Paul's eulogy on charity. Herein we have a perfect
description of the Virgin Most Admirable: Charity, Mary, is patient, is kind: Mary envieth not, dealeth not perverse! y; is not
puffed up; is not ambitious, seeketh not her .own, is not provoked
to anger, thinketh no evil; rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth
with the truth; beareth all things, believeth all things, hopeth all
things, endureth all things. Mary never falleth away: whether
prophecy shall be made void, or tongues shall cease, or knowledge
shall be destroyed (Cf. 1 Cor. 13, 4-8).
In the second section of our thesis, on "Mary and Truth,"
we demonstrated her primacy in faith, in wisdom and in contemplation. But to each and all of these habits charity has a vital relationship. Thus St. Thomas instructs us reg3rding charity and
faith: "The act of faith is directed to the object of the will. i.e.
the good, as to its end: and this good which is the end of faith,
viz., the divine good, is the proper object of charity. Therefore,
charity is called the form of faith, in so far as the act of faith is
perfected by charity" (II-II, Quest. 4, a. 3). We recognize in the
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Virgin-Mothl'r the revelation supreme of that "faith which worketh by charity" (Gal. 5.6). Her whole life was one Fiat perfected
by the sublimest charity.
As faith is perfected by charity, so the gift of wisdom which
we have seen displayed in Mary Immaculate to the highest degree,
is also the result of suprem.: charity. The Angelic Doctor tell us:
"The wisdom which is a gift of the Holy Ghost enables us to
judge aright of divine things, or of other things according to
divine rule, by reason of a certain connaturalness or union with
div;'ne things, which is the effect of charity. Hence the wisdom of
which we are speaking presupposes charity" (II-II Quest. 45, a.
4). How effective charity was in producing wisdcm in Mary we
can understand from the eloquent testimony of the Church which
in the Liturgy appears to delight in ransacking the Scriptural
description of wisdom in an effort to delineate our Lady's characteristic features. \Vith singular justification the virginal Spouse
of the Holy Ghost can say: "Wisdom, which is the maker of all
things, taught me" (Wis. 7,21), "for in her is the Spirit of understanding: holy, Olle, manifold, subtle, eloquent, active, undefiled,
sure, sweet, loving that which is good, quick, which nothing hindereth. beneficent, gentle, kind, steadfast, assured, secure, having all
power, overseeing alI things" (Wis. 7,22-23).
Wisdom is "active," it is exercised in contemplation. "The
wisdom of which we are speaking," as St. Thomas asserts, "denotes
a certain rectitude of judgment in the contemplation and consultation of divine things; and as to both of these, men obtain varioUi
degrees of wisdom through union with divine things. For the
measure of right judgment, attained by some, whether in the contemplation of divine things or in directing human affairs according
to divine rules, is no more than sufficient for their salvation. This
measure is wanting to none who is without mortal sin through
baving sanctifying grace. SInce, if nature docs not fail ~n necessaries.
much less doC's grace fail: wherefore it is writtcn: '(His) unction
tCJcheth you all things,' (John 2.27)" (II-II Quest. 45, a. 5).
Nowhere can we find a more concise and clear summary of tlte
fundamental relationship (xistent betWeen charity and grace, wisdom and charity, contemplation and wisdom. Accordingly, tilt
application to the Blessed Virgin is evident. If anyone possessing
sanctify in g grace an d concomitan t chari ty rece ives so me degree of

wisdom .:xcrcisable in contemplating divine things, then ccrtalOi y .
she who was full of grace and perfect in charity received. as St.
Thomas declares elsewhere, "the wisdom of contemplation" in
superlative measure.
Furthermore, the deeper we study the nature of contemplation and its rdationship to charity , the better do we understand the
incomparabl.? superiority of the Mother of God in this regard. The
Angel of the Schools takes as his point of departure the following
text of St. Gregory: "The contcmpbtive life is to cling with our
whole mind to the love of God and our neighbor, and to desire
nothing beside our Creator" (llom. 14, inEzech.) , and thus exhibits the intimate inter-relationship of charity and contemplation.
He writes: "Tbeir~ is said to be the contemplative life who arc
chiefly intent on the contemplation of truth. Now intention is an
act of the will. because intention is of the end which is the object
of the will. Consequently, th': contemplative life as regards tht'
essence of the action , pertains to the intellect; but as regards the
motive cause of the exercise of that action it belongs to the will.
which moves all the other powers. evcn the intellect. to their
actions. Now the J.ppetitivc pm.v cr moves one to observe things
either with the senses or with the inrelkct. sOIT:('times for love of
the thing seen. because. as it is written ( Matt. 6.21) '\Vherc thy
trLasurc, there is thy l1e:11't .1150.' ~()l11ltimcs fa! love of the vny
knowlcdge that one acqujr~s by obs'2[vatiol1. \Vhl'rzfore. Gregory
makes the contcmpbtivc lill' to consist in the love of God. inasmuch
as through lovinq (",'od w(' are aflame 10 Ciaze on His beaut\! . .'\n0.
sinc e everyone dd igiJ!s when hc obtains what he loves. it [oIl lWS
that the contcmpbtive life terminates in delight, which is SCJil'd
in the affective power, the result beiny that loce also hlYo o'es n:c.·rc
inten se" (II-II Quest. 180, i1 . I ). In another brief passlgc. ~l.
ThomJs c1uciciates this concept: "Although the contelTlp!J. ·::v : lite
consists chiefly in an act of the intellect. it has its beginning in
the appetite. since it is through charity that one is urged to th,> CUIl (emplotion of God. And since the end corresponds to the bl'gin
ning. it follows th,lt the term also and the end of the conietr)fll(l/lt'(
life has its being iT"! the appetite, since one delights In see:"u" I/:lf'
ubject loved, and the very delight in the' object seen arou sc , (i ;j(':
I/reU{er love. Wherefore Gregory S.1y S (Hom" X/V. in Lz. I t h.lt
'when w e sec one whom VIC love, "ve arc so aflame as to love him
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more.' And this is [he ultimate perfection of the contemplative life.
namely. that the divine truth be not only sem but also loved" ~ (IIII Quest. 180. a. 7 ad. 1).
What marvelous interacting increases of love and contemplation. therefore. must have taken place in Mary. the Mother of
God. who cherished divine truth to her bosom as her Sole-Begotten
Son. and who for thirty years in the cloistered silence of Nazareth
observed with virginal affection Jnd communed in maternal intimacy with tbe d~\-ine word. b.:r filial love ! Who could be so
"afbmc to gaZl: on the beauty" of truth as the Virgin Mother of
wisdom incarnate ? If " when we see one whom we love. we are so
aflame as to love him more." what shall we say of the conflagration of charity consuming the immaculate soul of the Mother of
Grace as she gazed and loved. and loved and contemplated unceasingly "the splendor of the Eternal Father" and the Image of her
substance? Is it c.. use for wonder that the distinguished Jesuit
theologian Suarez should conclude: J'The acts of perfect charity
formed oy the Blessed Virgin in this life were without number:
for nearly the whole of her life was spent in contemplation. and
in that state she constantly repeated Gets of love" (De Inc.). In
Mary action was not a distraction from contemplation but a superaddition to. or rather a superabounding of contemplation. As St.
Peter Damian is convinced: "The duties of the active life did not
prevent her from loving. and love did not prevent her from attending to those duties" (In Nat. B. V. M ., S. 1). As a matter of fact.
do not St. Thomas. St. Bernard. and St. Augustine in passages
already quoted. think of Mary's virginal maternity as the exuberant
fruition in action. JS it were. of her superplenary immanent grace
and glorifying contemplative charity. saying that by tbe salllf
Holy Spirit "she first conceived in her pure mind the Word which
was made flesh in her holy body"? And if. indeed. our divine Lord.
in parting this life promised the vision of Himself to those who
love Him. saying (John 14.21): "He that loveth me. shall br
loved by my Father. and I will love him. and manifest myself
him"-is it any more than reasonable to assume that in comiag
into thiG world He manifested Himself most intimately to the
grace-suffused soul which loved Him most?
(0
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Pascal couched with finesse a truth familiar to all of us when
said: "The heart h.ls reasons the reason knows not of." and in
contemplating the charity-consumed heart of the Immaculate Virsin-Mother of God. it is the fluid language of the flaming tongues
of the heart rather than the indigent concepts of the hesitant mind
which seem to be in order. "The charity of Mary presseth us" and
we are impeIl~d to fa!! on our knees and pray with St. Alphonsus:
"Ah. Mary. the Queen of Love. of alI creatures the most
lovable. the most beloved. and the most loving. my own swe~t
Mother. thou wast always and in all things inflamed with love
rowards God; deign to bestow at least a spark of it '-'11 me. Thou
Jidst pray thy Son for the spouses whose winz had failed: 'They
bave no wine' (John 2.3). And wilt thou not pray for us. ['1
whom our love of God. whom we are undermch obligation to
love. is wanting? Say also. 'They have no 10\C.' and obtain this
love. This is the only grJce for which we ask. 0 Mother. by the
love thou be"rest to Jesus. graciously hear and pray for us."
b~

...
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XIV
MARY AND CHARITY
ri0VE to the Christian is the one key to the universe. Love is
the altitude of resolution for all the harassing perplexities
Jnd exasperating antinomies of terrestrial life. Love is the foundational principle of the triune economy of creative, redemptive and
sa llctifying being.
"God is love" (1 John 4.16), St. John the beloved assures
us, and we are aware that creation is but the overflow of the
eternal and exuberant love-life of the three Divine Personalities,
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. "Not only the universe of good
things," the angelic St. Thomas reminds us, "but also each one of
them derives its goodness, as also its being from the goodness of
God" (c. G. Bk. I, Ch. 78). Or, in the axiom of Dionysius:
"God's love did not allow Him to be unproductive" (Div. Nom.
IV). The Blessed Trinity created angels and men in order that
they might share in everlasting communion, the beatitude of
divine vitality, divine wisdom, and divine charity. "To love God
is the highest perfection of the rational creature since by so doing
man is, in a way, united to God" (Ibid. ch. 80). The fact that
man revolted against the imperial law of love but revealed mort
wondrously the ingenuity of infinite love, for, "God so loved
the world as to give His only-begotten Son" in order to dignify
prodigal humanity with the boon of divine adoptive filiation.
The life of Christ, the Redeemer. was one continued act ~
heroic charity. He came to cast the fire of love upon the eart
encrusted heart of humankind and His every prayer and word an
deed was directed to the enkindling of a universal conflagrati
of charity. Sacrifice is the eloquence of love. and Christ suffer"
the Passion. in His own words. "th;1t the world may know that
I love the Father. and as He hath given me commandment ..
I do" (1 John 14,31). Calvary was the consummation of Christ
contemplative. affective love of the Father. superabounding in a~
embracing effective love of men. for. "Having loved His own will
were in the world. He loved them unto the end" (1 John 13.1
~
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Thus the life of our divine Lord exemplified Hi~ doct rim
which is epitomized in the twofold precept of charity, comprisi ng
" the whole law and the prophets" (Matt. 22,40): "Love the
Lord thy God with thy whole heart and thy whole mind, with
thy whole soul and with all thy strength. And love thy neighbor
as thys€lf" (Matt. 22 .37). Christ's teaching is the dogma of love.
Christ's moral code is the law of love. Christ's priesthood is the
glorifying wors~)ip of love. In the metred lines of Christian Rossetti,
"Love is the key of life and death.
Of hidden heavenly mystery,
Of all Christ is, of all He saith,
Love is the key.
"As three times to His saint He saith:
He saith to me, He saitb to thee,
Breathing His grace-conferring breath
'Lovest thou me'?"
Hence it is clear that love is the very sum and substance, the
essen ce and in tegral perfection of Christianity. In full est truth.
Ch ri stianity is Christ, Christ is God, and God is Love!
But we yearn for a purely human model in whom we can
see superbly illustrated this tremendous theme. And onl y in one
created person ca~ we study thr full and glorious grandeur of
lovc. Only in Mary. superlativcly graced, in Mary the VirginMot her, do we b ehold the unhindered fulfilment of the sacred
mys teri es, the perfectl y compl ete d cycle of holy love. Charity is
the quee n of virtues, and Mary Immacula te is the Queen o f
Cha rity . T he B lessed Virgin is, as w e h ave al ready suggested,
in a certain crea ted m an ner, all-loue by grace. even as G od her
uthor and A rtifice r is U n created Love, a nd as the ro yal b eart
of J esus. Hi s a nd he r So n, is the tryst in g-center of h um an a nd
divine charity.
Verily , M a ry, Virgin and M other, is the m ost marv elous
masterpiece of God's infinite love. Her relationships wi th each and
JII of t h.e three Divine Persons are fraught with such sacred dr.ll1l:l
Jnd supernatural romance, with such magnificent experiences and
mysterious implications of divine love, as to leave us blinded by
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even their partial vision. The love of the eternal Father for Mary,
and her love for Him whom her soul magnified, the Word's predilection for tbe Woman above all creatures Blessed and her love
for the Child of her womb, the spiritual espousal of Mary by the
Hal y Ghost and her ardor for the Paracletic Consort of her virginal heart-the very mention of these mysteries is ineffably sublimating and absorbing. Who is able to indicate the wondrous
commerce of love between Mary, the consecrated maiden and the
solicitous divine Father who "overshadowed" her as she searched
the prophetical Scriptures and pondered over their meaning in the
claustral recesses of her worshipful heart? Certainly, no one would
be so rash as to venture penetration into the inward reserves of
her unprecedented contemplative aft"ection, much less endeavor to
measure the intimacy of spiritual congress flowing from primeval
and unparalleled grace. Who can even conceive of the essential
character of the exchange between the illuminated mind of Mary
and the mind of the Word, between the immaculate heart and the
Pontifical Heart, between the grace-full soul of the Virgin-Mother
and the divine soul of Jesus Christ? Our powers are too feeble.
They are, likewise, too prescribed to speculate on the perfection of
the supernatural harr:lOny wherein the spirit of Mary was attuned
to the Sovc!"eign Spirit of Sanctity.
Under the tutdage of St. Thomas Aquinas, we have adverted to the connection existent between grace and charity, faith
and chz,rity, wisdom and charity, and charity and contemplation,
insofar as the operation of the principles involved was displayed
magnificently in the soul of the immaculate Virgin. Charity in
the august Virgin, however, is more than a hidden habit of her
personal soul. It is the centripetal and centrifugal force in her
life. It is the dynamic and n1Jgnctic energy not only of her being
but of her action, especially as that action radiated concentrically
from the supreme act of her blessed Maternity. The extraordinary
2chievements of omnipotent love in Mary's soul are implemented
and paralleled in the most wonderful way in her exterior life.
"The Providence of God most certainly reacheth mightily from
end to end and ordereth all things sweetly" in Mary's career.
By the thaumaturgy of divine love, God exemplified in the Virgin's natural life, especially by the sacrament of her Maternity,
the excellences of love which He fruclified in her soul by sanctify-
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ing grace. There is no more fascinating study for the devout mmd
than the contemplation of the correbtions between the sanctities
of charity effected in Mary's soul by primal and plenary holiness
and the sublimities of love implicit in her virginal Motherhood.
Circumscribed though we are, in our direct knowledge of the
secret workings of charity we can, nevertheless, learn much from
meditation on the very nature of love. And no one has analyzed
more trenchantly the character of love than the inspired Angelic
Doctor. Writing of merely ordinary human love, St. Thomas has
formulated essential truths competent to illustrate, at least analogically, the loftiest sacred realities-"the invisible things of God
being clearly seen . . . being understooa uy the things that arc
made" (Rom. 1.20). He indicates that there are four principal
signs or effects of love, and all of these are gloriously iI"esplendent
in the Blessed Virgin Mary.
Speaking of love in general. St. Thomas explains: "The
cause of love must needs be love's object. Now the proper object
of love is the good because loue imrlies a certain connaturalness or
complacency of the lover for the thing loved, and to everything
that thing is a good which is akin and proportionate to it" (11-1
Quest. 27, a. 1). These statements may require some elucidation.
"The proper object of love is the good." The good alone is
lovable. But we must remember that whereas "what is pleasing
to a man in another is presupposed to his love, wha~cver is pleasing
to God in a man is caused by the divine love" (Ibid. Quest. 110,
a. 1. ad. I). Again, "Love implies a certain connatural ness or
proportion and kinship." It is this verity propound..:d so tersely
by the Doctor of Truth which explains why God, destining man
to eternal beatitude, made him "to His image and likeness." Wherefore our immortal souls endowed with in teHect and will reflect
however remotely, the Most Holy Trinity, and this likeness is a
reason for God's complacency. But beyond this natural "similarity," we are elevated to a supernatural kinship by virtue of grace
which makes us "children of God and heirs of heaven." Hence
with Pope Pius IX we realize that "God loved Mary above alI
other creatures, so that in her alone He pleased Himself with a
most benign complacency" (Bull. lneffabilis).
St. Thomas clarifies the point thus: "Whosoever loves a
thing in itself and for its own sake, loves in consequence all the
tbings wherein it is found: thus he who loves sweetness for its
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o w n sake, must needs love all sweet things. Now God wills and
loves His own being, in itself and for its own sake. And ail other
DPing is a participation, by likeness, of Hi8 being. Therefore, from
the very fact that God wills and loves Himself, it follows that
He wills and loves other things" (c. G . Bk. 1. Ch. 75). But there
is a distinction to be drawn between this common love whereby
God loves all creatures, inasmuch as "all other being is a participation by likeness. of His being," and the very special love which
is His for rational m.ln who is possessed of a higher good. Wherefore: "According to this difference of good, the love of God to the
(reature is looked at differently. For one is common., whereby He
loves 'all things that are' (Wis. J 1,25), 2nd thereby gives things
their natural being. But the second is a special love , whereby He
draws the rational cr~ature abo.oe the condition of its nature to a
participation of the diuine quod; and according to this love He is
said to loue anyone simply, since it is by this loue that God simply
wishes the eternal goed, u:hich is Himself, for the creature" (II-I
Quest. 1 1 O. :>.. J).
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XV
MAR Y AND CHARITY
~E WELL understand the wonderful manner in which
'\M God manif~sts His special love for us. It is by the infu-

sion of sanctifying grace that God draws us "above the condition
of our nature," proportioning us to Himself in a certain sense by
granting us "a participation of the Divine good ." Original sin
marred man's primal likeness to God by dimming the intellect,
weakening the will. and pr~c1uding final happiness. It was only
by the willingness of the Son of God to becom~ "like to us in
all things, excepting sin" that the regenerate have restored to them
tb~ grace of likeness by which "those H~ has predestinated arc
mad e conformable to the image of His Son." Since "the form by
virtue of which a thing is directed to its end, likens that thing
somewhat to that end: thus a body by virtue of the form of
gravity assumes a certain likeness to and conformity with th e
pbc~ to whicb its movement tends naturally. Now, sanctifying
arace is a form residing in man :md directing him to his bst encl.
~vhich is God. Therefore. qroce maht''; n:cn lilli' 10 God. But like-

ness is the cause of lOIN: because 'like lout's lihe. ' Therefore, 9race
makes man a louer of God" (c. G. Bk . Ill. Pt. II. Ch. /51) .
Ewry one of these csst:ntial principles and profound truths
reveals th~ singular triumph of love in the Immaculate Mary. If
God made all men to His "image ;lnd likeness," He made M:IrY
most to His "image and likeness." There was never an instant
when the likeness to God, which she enjoyed in common with
other creatures by p:uticipation in natural being, was ":lot superperfected by the liken ess flowing from grace "which makes man
like to God." Thus we glimpse the grandeur of her Immaculate
Concrption from another angle. Moreover, her degree of assimilation to God was in commensuration with her nlenitude of sancti ·
fying grace, which excelled that of all crcat~d personalities. And
lince "likeness is the cause of love," and "grace makes man a lover
of God," Mary, replete with sanctifying grace, must likewise be
proportionately directed most perfectly to her last end, God, by
(onsummate charity. Again, likeness is not only the cause of love.
but it is the effect of love. Of all people, lovers are th~ most
ImitJtive in their endeavor to become like to their beloved. This
;1 the rcason that Mary's grace-rich soul "magnified the Lord" and
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she became most like to Him of all creatures, especially in love
itself, since "God is love" and His diffusive goodness was most
manifest in her. St. Thomas says: "It is by this special love that
God simply wishes the eternal good, which is Himself, for the
(feature." But, by a most special love, God wished for Mary, "the
eternal good which is Himself," not only for eternity, but for
her temporal life, assuming her to such a conformity that she be(arne the Mother of His Son.
It is difficult for us to comprehend fully the significance of
the miracles of likeness which the Father Omnipotent wrought in
His predilect Mary. No crearure, it is needless to emphasize, can be
"compared" to God: but as the Vicar of Christ, Pius IX, in his
~ncyclical promulgating the dogma of the Immaculate Conception, forcibly says: "It is the unanimous opinion of the Fathers
Jnd Doctors of the Church that Mary is the crown of all miracles
--and approaches as nearly to God as created nature can do." Thus,
by the endowment of permanent immaculacy with which God
.:nnobled Mary, He reflected in her in a certain created mannrr His
own subsistence of being, His own aseity. Plenitudinous grace perfected her personal autonomy and actually invincible probity to •
point of complete detachment of spirit from illl but God Himself. Withal, her fulsome purity of being reflected admirably and
incomparabl y that simplicity of incorruptible integrity which by
nature belongs to God alone. But most impressive is the fact that
the Divine Father manifested His process of likening Mary to
Himself not only in her interior soul, but in her external vocation. The all-comprehensive and exclusive office of the Father
is the eternal generation of the Word. In the measured tona
of Frederick William Faber,
"From the Father's vast tranquility,
In light co-equal glowing
The kingly, consubstantial Word
Is unutterably flowing.
Oh marvelous! Oh worshipful!
No song or sound is heard,
But everywhere and every hour,
In love, in wisdom, and in power,
The Father speaks His dear Eternal Word."
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J:)ecause the Eternal Father would have Mary resemble Himself to the fullest possible extent, He designed that her excl usiv('
vocation should be the bringing forth in time of the \Vord- Incarnate. Moreover. she was to be the Father's human counterpart in
that her virginal maternity would image forth His divine virginal
fecundity. Hence. in predestining her to common parenthood with
Himself, so that "Christ who in His divinity was consubstantial
with the Father. would in His humanity be consubstantial \".,itb
Mary"--the Almighty Father desired that Mary's likeness should
be not only subsistent in her character but perfect in an identity
of function. In truth. not only did "God so love the world as to
give His Only-Begotten Son." nor simply did "God so love the
world as to give His Only-Begotten Son through Mary. but above
all "God so loved Mary supereminently. as to give her con substantially His Sole-Begotten Son." And if indeed the Eternal
Father assimilated Mary to Himself to the extent of preelecting
her to share in time His eternal mission. who would be so
thoughtless as to limit arbitrarily the divine processes of grace by
which He perfected her in the likeness of His Sanctity and His
Charity? If no other creature can confidently aspire to such heights,
Mary can rejoice that she "is perfect as the Heavenly Father is
perfect." since the perfection of her being as of His consists in the
generation and contemplation of the Word! Love perfected her in
likeness: interiorly. by sanctifying grace; exteriorly. by divine
virginal Motherhood.
There is. however, a reality which is greater than the likeness
which is the cause and the effect of love. "It belongs to love to seek
union, as Dionysius says (Div. Nom. IV). For since, on account
of likeness or becomingness between lover and beloved. the affection of the lover is somewhat united to the beloved. the appetite
tends to the completion of the union. namely. that the union which
was begun in the affections be completed in actions. Wherefore it
belongs to friends to rejoice in mutual companionship, living
together. and common pursuits" (c. G., Bk. I. Ch. 91). We hwtC
already considered briefly Mary's affective interior union with
God. What a wonderful world of love was the personal soul of
the Immaculate Mary may be best estimated by recalling that
"charity which is the bond of perfection" (Col. 3.14) is commensurate with grace. The Blessed Virgin's degree of unitive love was
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plOpl l rri o n.1t.: to ha exuberant measure of the divine life of unitive gr.1C': . Not only was she never for a moment without charity
by virtu\' of the Father's prevenient love, but receiving "grace for
gULl'"
(John 1.16), her love was cumulative, progressing by
incomput,lbk advances.
\V.: rc:tdily confess that the actions and reactions and interactions of the divine love-life of grace in Mary's soul are hopelessly beyond our fathoming. But we do know that the love of
her immaculate soul scaled such altitudes that God desired' and
decreed to seal the unitive grace-life in her innermost being by
corporal union in her virginal flesh, ordaining that in her should
be consummated "the marriage of the human and divine natures"
(III Quest. XXx. c. 1). Christ, in truth, was born of the sacrosanct supernatural communion of the Father and Mary, in the
Bond of the Holy Ghost. What else is the ultimate significanct
of the Virgin's momentous Fiat, when she acted as "the representative of the entire human race" (/oc. cit.)? What else but that
the love and desire and will of Mary and the love and desire and
will of the Father "met and united in sweet embrace"? Truly
we may say that there were not two Fiats, one by the Father sending the Son to the world, and one by Mary accepting, but so identified by sacred charity was her personal will with His that ont
Fiat sufficed-her Fiat but echoing with the eloquence of submis-

sive love, His actualizing Fiat; "Fiat m:'hi secundum verbum
tuum" (Luke 1.38). In the eyes of God, Mary's Fiat was no sud·
dm or unexpected decision. Rather it was but the climactic and
objective declaration of an inner life that was one perpetual Fiat,
but an external demonstration of her constant will primevally and
totally in absolute accord with the Holy Will of the Eternal
Father. .. It is a part of love that those who love each other should
be of one will" (c. G .. Bk. IV, Ch. 93). Hence. as the Angelic
Doctor beholds the plenary qrace of Mary's Immaculate soul redun·
dant in hu physical constitution in her conception of the Author
of Grace. and 3S St. Bonaventure contemplates the wisdom of bet
pure intellect complemented in her Motherhood of the Word Incarnate, so also the saints rejoice in considering the sanctified [olJt
of the Most Holy Virgin's will fusing. as it were, with the Divine
Charity of the Holy Ghost in the same mystery of the Incarnation.
Thus, St. Thomas approvingly quotes Hugh of St. Victor to this
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effect: "The Holy Ghost had so kindled in her heart the fue at
divine love that it worked wonders in her flesh. yea. even so that
she gave birth to God made man" (Camm. Ang. Sal.).
Again St. Thomas. writing on "union as an effect of love"
according to the human mode. elaborates: "The union of lover
and beloved is twofold. The first is real union. for instance when
the beloved is present with the lover. The second is union of affection.-The first of these unions is caused effectively by love.
because love moves man to desire and seek the presence of the
beloved. as of something suitable and belonging to him. The second union is caused formally by love. because love itself is this
union or bond. In this sense. Augustine says (De Trin. VIlLI 0).
tbat "love is a vital principle uniting. or seeking to unite two
together. the lover. to wit. and the beloved." For in describing it
JS uniting. he refers to the union of affection. without which there
is no love; and in saying that' 'it seeks to unite." he refers to real
union" (I1-I Quest. XXVIII. a. 1).
With all her being Mary yearned to enjoy the presence of her
Divine Beloved. and the Son of God so loved Mary as to desire
effic3ciously r~al union with her by becoming present to her as the
cbild of her heart. The Word. not content with being conceived
by grace in her soul. by faith in her mind. and by charity in her
wiH. insisted on being conceived in her flesh by the subsistent
Spirit of Love. Mary's preeminence in the divine order of unitive
love is sure! y owra wing. In her was cJ imaxcd and perfected to a
degree. defiant of speculation. both the affective union of love and
the effective union of love. both the formal .union interior! y. and
the real union exteriorly. And the Angelic Doctor reminds us:
"Dionysius describes love as a unitive force. Hence th'e greater the
thing that makes the lover one with the beloved. the more intense
is the love ; for we love those more who are united to us by the
origin of birth. or by frequent companionship. than those who are
merely united by the bond of human nature" (c. G .. Bk . I. eh.
91). In Mary's case at least. "The Kingdom of Heaven suffered
violence," the violence of transcendent love. "and the 'violent'
Virgin bore it away."
To mention another aspect. Unitive love is possessive, "since
a thing when possessed is loved not less, but more. because a good
thing is more closely united to us when possessed. Wherefore. in
natural things movement towards an end is more intense if the end
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be neared" (ibid.). The Son of God wanted to possess the Virgin
Mary completely in every atom of the matchless fabric of her
lovely being, and so He came to her as the Babe of her bosom.
Thus, too, in His Infinite Wisdom, He arranged to answer Mary's
craving for divine possession, and possession of the Divine Good,
since she was enabled to envelop with finite maternal arms the
Infinite Love of her virginal heart! Never can we appreciate sufficiently this tremendous miracle of Divine Charity. He whom all
finite minds cannot comprehend even during all eternity, was
embraced as her Beloved Infant by Mary the Immaculate. Much
more literally than St. Paul could Mary say after her reply to
Gabriel: "I live, now not I; Christ liveth in me" (Gal. 2,20) .
We can visualize her praying in her heart the rapturous canticle of
St. John of the Cross (in "The Flame of Love") :
"How greatly and how lovingly
Thou wakest in my bosom,
Where alone Thou secretly i:lwellest;
And in Thy secret breathing
Full of grace and glory,
How tenderly Thou fill est me with Thy love."
Assuredly, Mary is joined to Christ "in a most close and
indissoluble bond" (Bull: Ineffabilis) , and what Infinite Love
hath joined together no created power can rend asunder. "Since
everything naturally wills or desires its own good in its own way,
if the nature of love is that the lover will or desire the good of
the beloved, it follows that the lover is referred to the beloved .
to a thing that is in a way one with him. Wherefore it appead
that the proper notion of love consists in the affection of one ten\f.,
ing to another as one with himself in some way" (c. G., Bk. t
Ch. 911). Hence Christ and Mary are united in a union that i
surpassed only by the Eternal unity of the Most Adorable Trinity
and by the Hypostatic Union, which was effected by the operatiOi
of the Sacred Paraclete in the Blessed Virgin's sanctified bosom.
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XVI
MARY AND CHARITY
~ HE

more we meditate on the mystery of the Incarnation. the
U more we marvel at the evident wisdom of God. In what
other way could He have so magnificently and yet so simply demonstrated to us that "God is love" (John 4.8)? What more
graphic embodiment of love could even He. in His infinite ingenuity. bave presented to us tll3n that of tbe Virgin Motber clasping
to ber crystal-white breast God as a buman cbild? Surely. it was
Christ the Babe wbo was tbl' prototype of tbe cbild in tbat memorable scene recorded for us by tbe Evangelist St. Mattbew. Our
divine Lord must bave been reminiscing on the meaning of His
own cbildhood and endeavoring to recollect impressively to His
bearers the significance of His own babybood wben: "Jesus calling
unto Him a little child. set him in the midst of them. and said:
Amen. I say to you. unless you be converted and become as little
children. you shall not enter into tbe kingdom of heaven. Wbosoever therefore shall bumble bimself as a little cbild. be is greater
in tbe kingdom of beaven. And he that receiveth one such tittle
child in my name. receiveth me. But be tbat shall scandalize one of
these little ones that believe in me. it were better for him. that a
millstone sbould be hanged about bis neck. and tbat be sbould
be drowned in tbe deptb of tbe sea" (Matt. 17.2-6). Tbe wbole
redemptive plan of divine Love is delineated in tbe cbildbood of
Christ. The Father set Jesus in the midst of mankind and solemnly
declared unto all generations : "Whosoever therefore. shall bumble
himself as this little Cbild. b~ is qreater in the Kingdom of Heaven.
because He who is greatest in the Kingdom of Heaven by rigbt of
eternal primogeniture. bumbles Himself to buman childhood."
And in interpretive expatiation : "He tbat receives" one such little
ihild "in Christ's name. receives Christ. because tbat person is
but imitating the divine scheme of adoptive filiation whereby
humankind is "born again of the Holy Ghost" and graced in His
Sonship. "These little ones" arc the humble of heart wbo readily
believe in Christ because with unsullied souls tbey understand
mtuitively almcst. the significant advances of His love wbo was
"meek and bumble of heart" and whose charity was crystallized
sentially in the feature of His Childhood. Because humans long
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to embrace their beloved, God concentrated divine charity in the
heart of the Infant nestling in Mary's arms. The instinct of Christian artistic genius did not go astray when it singled out for its
focus the figure of the Madonna.

It is God's wil! that in all the world there is no incarnation
of love comparable to that typified by mother and child. The
great artists of all nations, the most brilliant minds of history
have expended their talents in celebrated but futile efforts to depict
the all-surpassing intensity of mother-love and of baby-lovable_
ness. The mother-child especially, the mother-son relationship
stands at the very heart of humanity's universe. The whole world
becomes kin at the crib of a babe and every rational being worthy
of the name venerates spontaneously the sacred c!ignity of motherhood. What, therefore, shall we say, or rather imagine, of the
love, the transcendent, overwhelming, circumambient love of the
COTlsecrated Virgin-Mother ilnd her Divine Child. What could so
enhance the office of motherhood lS virginity? What so crown the
perfection of childhood, of babyhood, as Divinity? As St. Thomas
ass~rts: "To show that His body was real. Christ was born of a
woman. But in order to manifest His Godhead, He was born of
a virgin, for "such a birth befits a God" as Ambrose says in the
Christmas hymn" (Ill Quest. 28, a. 2. ad. 2). The Immaculate
Mary's divine virginal maternity, from whatever aspect it is
viewed, is thus proved to be the chef d'oeuvre of God's boundless
love. Accordingly, we can scarcely deem extravagant the claim of
St. Alphonsus tbat: "God, Who is Love' (I John 4,8) came to
enkindle in the hearts of all the flame of His divine Love: but in
no heart did He enkindle it so much as in that of His Mother; for
her heart was en/irely pure from all earthly affections and prepared
to burn with this blessed flame.--Mary could welI say, My Be·
loved has given Himself all to me, and I have given myself all to
Him: 'My Beloved to me, and I to Him' (Cant. of Cant." (Glo.
ries, IV-II).
St. Alphcnsus' deduction is only sequential. If to the ordi·
nary mother God gives untold wealth of natural love, what pro·
fundities and expanses of love must her heart ~ontain who is tilt
Mother of God and from the pure blood of which beautiful heart
the Holy Ghost form~d the Sacred Heart of Jesus? Mary's rolt
precisely, we must remember, was to give to the Eternal SOli
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human nature. to give to the Divine Word a human heart. From
out the Immaculate Heart the Sovereign Spirit was to build the
real Tabernacle of the New Dispensation. the august and royal
Heart of Jesus. the sacrosanct Repository wherein human and
divine charity would find confluence. God did not call Mary to
cooperate in supplying a spirit. an intellect or a will. but He
appointed her to provide the Word with a human heart. Indeed.
it is in this light that Mary's high motherhood is best understood: when we regard her as the predilect partner of the Holy
Ghost in the formation of the Sacred Heart. "Mother of the
Sacred Heart" is a title of peculiar virtue and efficacy. If. of St.
Paul it was said: 'Cor Christi, cor Pauli: the heart of Paul is the
Heart of Christ-in a much richer sense we may say: Cor Christi,
cor M ariae, the Heart of Christ is the heart of Mary. since the
pontifical Heart of Jesus was fashioned "ex purissimo sanguine:'
from her purest blood (TIl Quest. 22. a. 3 ad. 3).
"God so loved Mary as to give to her as her one only son His
sole-Begotten Son" (John 3.16). Hence. the Immaculate Virgin
not only loved God with her whole heart. mind. and soul as her
God. but she loved Him with all the strength of real maternal
affection as her only Son. St. Thomas points out that "the end of
all human actions and affections is the love of God. whereby we
attain to our last end-so that the more we love God. the better
our love is" (II-II Quest. 27. a. 6). What perfections of charity.
therefore. must Mary have attained since she could and did direct
"all her human actions and affections" as His Virgin-Mother to
her Divine Child! And since. as St. Bernard remarks. "God is
the cause of our loving God; the measure is to love Him without
measure" (De Dilig. Deo). whose love could be so immeasurable.
so constant and intimate and all-absorbing as His Mother's? Illustratively. we know that in the ordinary mother the love with
which she loves her child and the love whereby she loves God are
vastly different loves. Of course a mother does not love simply
her child's body. but rather she loves the person to whom she gives
birth in his constituted integrity. She loves him. moreover. with
idealizing affection as the personification of innocence. goodness.
perfection. Love is ever oriented to the infinite. the absolute. the
Ilema!. the divine. Now let us apply these principles to Mary's
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maternal relationship. Her Child is God. She need entertain no
cleaving distinction-the eternal is her very own Babe! She loves
not simply His Humanity fabricated as a seamless vesture from
her virginal flesh by the act of the Spirit of Love, but most intensely she loves His Personality which is that of the Son of God.
She does not find it necessary to fancy that He is all-perfect, alllovable, infinitely good, because He is divine and absolute Perfection of whom the perfection and goodness of every creature and
of all the universe is but a faint analogy. Whereas the love of other
mothers weaves a halo of actually non-existent perfections around
their progeny. Mary's love can never exaggerate. nay cannot sufficiently worship the lovableness. goodness and beauty of her Child.
Grace does not destroy but perfects nature. and in the VirginMother human love was perfected by supernatural charity in a
manner beyond our mind's reach. Simply. we must never forget
that God was the vital center. not alone of her inner. spiritual.
supernatural life. but likewise of her exterior, physical. natural
activity. In mr. singularly. natural love and grace-love were identified in a unily of surpassing power.
There is. however. one other principle established by St.
Thomas. which indicates most accurately and adequately the superiority of the Virgin-Mother's unitive charity. In answer to the
self-propounded question: "Whether to love is more proper to
charity than to be loved" (II-II Quest. 27. a. 1). the Angelic
Teacher answers: "To love belongs to charity as charity. For
since charity is a virtue. by its very essence it has an inclination to
its proper act. Now to be loved is not the act of the charity of the
person loved; for this act is to love: and to be loved is competent
of him as coming under the common notion of good. insofar as
another tends towards his good by an act of charity. Hence it
is clear that to love is more proper to charity than to be loved;
for that which befits a thing by reason of itself and its essence is
more competent to it than that which is befitting to it by reason
of something else. This can be exemplified in two ways. First.
in the fact that friends arc more commended for loving than
being loved; indeed. if they be loved and love not, they are blamed.
Secondly. because a mother., whose love is the greatest of all, seeIu
rather to love than to be loved." It is most noteworthy that St.
Thomas should clinch his argument by the example of a mother',
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love. Appropriately. therefore. the Virgin-Mather's love was the
greatest of all. In the apt comment of St. Alphonsus. "The more
a heart is pure and empty of itself. the greater is the fulness of
its love towards God. The most holy Mary. because she was all
humility. and had nothing of self in her. was filled with divine
love" (Glories: IV.II).
We love those more "to whom we are united in mutual companionship. living together. and common pursuit." St. Thomas
indicates. And nothing bespeaks more eloquently the love of the
Holy Trinity for Mary than the device of the divine Plan whereby
'thirty full years of Christ's short span on earth were 'spent in the
steady company of the Immaculate Mother. What a testimony is
this to the deep and abiding affection of Jesus for His Virgin
Mother! What a joyous disposition of Providence! What an incomparable earnest of her unequalled love! Who would dare endeavor to analyze methodically the secret intimacies of love experienced by the Blessed Mother and her Divine Child during those
three decades? If Muy's unalloyed charity was so unbounded
before the Incarnation. what must it have grown to be during
the generation and a half of domestic life with Him who came to
cast fire upon the earth and yearned anI y that it be kindled? If in
later years, the disciples. after the one conversation on the road to
Emmaus could assert: "Was not our heart burning within us,
whilst He was speaking in the way. and opened to us the Scriptures" (Luke 24.32). what ardor of luminous charity must have
ravished the heart of the Mother of the Word as her Divine Boy
unfolded to her. as seems most likely. the prophetic writings!
From the womb to the tomb, the Heart of Jesus was an uninterrupted covenant with the heart of Mary. The convincing confiteor
of St, Paul takes on new meaning when uttered by the Christchrismed lips of the Virgin-Mother Mary-how often in her heart
must she have breathed the vow: "Neither death nor life. nor principalities. nor powers. nor things present. nor things to come. no!"
any other creature shall separate me from the love that is in Christ
Jesus. my Son and my Lord" (Rom. 8. 38.39). Her unity of will
with Christ to Calvary is the highest proof of the fidelity of her
consuming love. In fact. the principal precept: "Thou shalt love
the Lord thy God with thy whole heart and with thy whole
mind and with thy whole soul and with all thy strength" (Matt.
22.37) becomes veritably brilliant in the example of Mary. It
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would seem, indeed, that in the superlative degree, at least, only a
consecrated virgin is capable of integral love, and only a mother
with an immeasurable capacity for confidential. sacrificial love
could fulfil adequately the great commandment. As St. Albert the
Great says: "Either wme one fulfilled this precept, or no one; if
anyone, it must have been the Most Blessed Virgin" (Super.
Miss., Quest. CXXXV). It is not mere rhetoric to say, therefore,
that only a virgin can love whole-heartedly, only a mother can
love absolutely selflessly! Only such a Virgin-Mother as Mary
could in the highest measure love God with her whole heart and
mind and soul and all her strength. Her immaculate virginal mater.
nal love was truly integral love! St. Augustine had such a thought
in mind when he penned the deduction: "That birth of one Holy
Virgin is the ornament of all holy virgins, and these with Mary
are mothers of Christ, if they do the will of the Father. For
Mary is also on this account the Mother of Christ in a way more
full of praise and blessing, since He said: 'Whosoever shall do the
will of my Father who is in heaven, he is my brother, and sister,
and mother' (Matt. 12,50)" (De Sanct. Virgo V. 5). In the
mind of the Doctor of Grace, Mary is twice the Mother of Christ
because relationship is ml?asured bl} love!
Finally, in Mary's life, unitive love's responsibilities were
commensurate with unitive love's privileges. Her participation
in the eCOJiomy of redemptive suffering was proportionate to her
place in the order of incarnational love. As the Father's likening of
her to Himself, by pknary grace. was crowned by her election to
the role of co-creatrix insofar as she became the Mother of tlx
Child, so the union wrought by the Son at Bethlehem, and prospered during the thirty years of familial association, was climaxed
by Mary's compassiorr on Calvary. Her suffering was comparable
only to love. The intensity of the one was the gauge of the other.
The hearts that throbbed in unison in Bethlehem and at Nazareth
also beat in perfect h;:Jrmony on the Mount of Sacrifice. Christ
laid down His life out of universal love for all humankind, and
the Blessed Mother offered the very same holocaust, for far more
precious to her maternal heart than her own life was that of hrr
well-beloved Son. There can be no doubt whatsoever tha.t silt
would willingly have taken His place on the Cross, if such an
arrangement were provident!alIy possible. Multiple was her croci116

fixion in the face of a peerless love that could discover no ingenuitv
to relieve her Beloved. Trulv, with the Father Eternal: Mary "s~
loved the world as to give her only-begotten Son." Aptly. St.
Laurence Justinian says: "Never was there such a Son, never was
there such a Mother. never was there such love, never was there
such sorrow.
We need pause but a moment in contemplation of Mary on
the crest of Golgotha to realize the poignant truth of St. Laurenee's appraisal.
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XVII
MARY AND CHARITY
aVER YONE ot those last seven words of her filial love re·
'-'l echoed in the deeps of Mary's soul and were repeated there
with a very personal interpretation. Let us picture the experience
when our Divine Savior petitioned: "Father forgivE' them for they
know not what they do," Mary must have shared His prayer, in
the depths of her heart, saying: "Yes, Father do forgive them, for

they cannot possibly know what they are doing, if they but knew
Him, if they but knew His aU-embracing love as I know it, 'if
they but knew the gift of God' (John 4.1 0), no power. however
diabolical •. could move them to this enormity"; and looking up
into His face "Ah, Son, if they but knew you, as I know you . .. "
And how deeply she must have welcomed the unexpected proffer.
ing of sympathy from the penitent thief. Her eyes searching the
sacred eyes of Jesus, surely seconded tInt reparative prayer, and
Christ replied: "This day thou shalt be with Me in ParaJise."
That shaft of sheerest charity must have plummeted deeply into
Mary's holy heart, causing her to ponder the inscrutable Will of
God:-Oh, if He would but say that sentence to her-if only slit
could die nou) with Him, and never be separated from Him-and
in her sighs: "Dear Son . if onl!l I could be dissolved with Ther
and be this day in raradise with You" . ... Christ's next words
seem to have read her heut. He speaks: "Mother, behold thy son."
Is she not beholding Him? Cor ad cor loquitur. She seems about
to respond: "Son, behold thy Mother" but He looks on St. Jom
and anticipated her: "Behold thy Mother." His promise is f
filled. He would not leave John, His beloved Apostle, an orpha
But more, only John with heart suffused with charity from pro
mity to His Sacred H('art can prop('rly typify His relation to
Mother. She understands. A pure cataract of love spirals from
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fountain-depths of her soul, despite all her grief, to respond to t
subtly beautiful testament of His love. Yes. she recognizes
wonderful response to her secret longing. He does not will her
go to Paradise today with Him. He will somehow remain
her-in the person of John, her adopted son "born not of bl
nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of G
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Already he looes her exceedingly as his mother. She will love him
as one with Christ in looe! The hours of harrowing, excruciating
heart-torture for her pass on. Suddenly, her Son cries: "My God.
My God, why hast thou forsaken Me"? Her innermost being
proves supersensitive to that cry. It resounds in the vault of her
loving heart. Quietly, she reiterates that cry in His name and in
her own: "My God, My God why hast Thou forsaken me, Hif.
Mother?-You entrusted Him to mc-why hast Thou forsaken
Him?"--and watching His drooping eye-lids: "Oh My Divine
Son why hast Thou forsaken me"-it is the lament of a heart
breaking with love. He "with a lond voice" proclaims: "I thirst."
She remembers quenching His first physical thirst at her virginal
breast, and appeasing His first spiritual thirst at her heart. Why is
she restrained? She longs to moisten those parched Lips with the
dew of a maternal kiss. She knows that "He hungers and thirsts
for justice," yea, more, for love. He scorns the bitter wine-the
best wine was not served last to Him. She recollects the miracle at
Cana, she recalls the events of last wening in the Cenacle. He transformed water into wine; He transsubstantiated wine into His Precious Blood. But now He thirst!). "It is consummated." She has
been sensing the approach of the end. The Fiat she pronounced in
the cloister to Gabriel reverberates in her soul. She possesses stability. She adheres always to the Divine Will. It seems to be the end
for her personally. But she tVil! not antIcipate His Will. Finally,
Jesus' sacred lips move for the last time. He prays in utter repose ~
"Father, into Thy hands I commend My Spirit." He bows His
head. Abandunment. She clings to the cross: "Father, J commend
His Spirit into Your paternal hand;;, Father into Thy hands also
I resign my maternal heart." Who will challenge the assessment
that the most transcendent drama of love in human historv was
enacted on the stage of Calvary?
There is a miracle relat.~d in the Gospels so pregnant in the
significance of its details, th,u we are constrained to believe that
perhaps, one of Christ's motives, in His understanding love, was
to provide a becoming consolation for His cherished Mother in
the hour of her bereavement. In any event it was one of His
best known miracles. and Mary must have knov,;'fl it well.
"And it came to pass after this that He went into a city called
Nairn, and there went with Him His disciples and a great multitude.
And when He came nigh to the gate of the city, behold, a dead man
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was carried cut, fbI' ol1ly SOIl at bis motber: and sbe was a widou":
and much people of the city was with her. And when the Lord saw
her, He had compclSSion on he!', and said to her: Weep not. Alld He
came ncar, and tollched the bier. And He 5~id: "Young man, I say
to thee arise": and he that was dead s:tt up, :md began to speak. Alld
He delivered him to /;i.l II/ofber. And there came a fear on them all;
and they glorified God, ~aying: That a great prophet is risen up
among m: and God hath visited His people. And this rumor of
Him went forth throughout all Judea, and throughout al) the
country round about" (Luke 7,11-17).

We need not meditate on this symbolic accourt here. Surely. it
suffices to suggest that the Mother in "the Pieta" was strengthened
by the rem2mbrance of that tremendous event. In the laier light
of tbe Resurrection. its prophetiClI power was transparent.
It may. at first sight. appear s0mewhat incongruous to shift
our attention :lway from the events of Calvary to the considcr.llion of another :lnd suhlime dfcct of love. the first manifestation
of which Wl' find in the interior life of our Blessed Lady. The hel
is. howe\'er. that tb reality we a:e about to contemplate is the
providential prelude to the life of glory represented in the mystery
of the Resurrection. The process of likening whereby Mary's immaculate soul magnified the Father, and the perfect union of love
effected by the Son, had their wondrous counterpart in an achievement of charity especially attributable to the Holy Ghost.
The third great effect of love is mutual indwelling. St. Thomas describes the actuality on the human level in a passage of
fascinating cogency. He unfolds: "It is written (l John 4. I 6) :
'He that abideth in charity abideth in God, and God in him.' Now
charity is the love of God. Therefore, for the same reason. every
love makes the beloved to be in the loved, and vice versa. This
effect of mut ual ir.dwelling J:lay be understood as referring both
to the apprehensive Jnd to the appetitive power: the beloved is said
to be in the lover, imsmuch as the beloved abides in the apprehension of the lovt'[. according to (Phil. 1.7): 'For that I have yO\!
in my heart'; while the lover is said to be in the beloved, according to apprehension. iJ1;Jsmmh :IS the lover is not satisfied with a
supafici:ll apprehension of the beloved, but strives to gain an
intimate knowledge of everything pertaining to the beloved, so as
to penetrate into hi~ vcry soul. Thus it is written concerninF the
Holy Ghost, who is God's Love. that He 'searcheth all things.
v~a tho' deep things of God' (I Cor. 2,10).
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"As to the appetitive power. the object loved is said to be
in the lover, inasmuch as it ;~ in his affections. by a kind of compl;!ccncy: causing him either to take plea.sure in it. or i~ its g~06.
when present; or in the absence of the object loved. by hiS 10nglDg.
ro tend towards it with tbe Im'e of concupi~(ence. or toward~
(be good that he wills to the beloved. with tbe love· of friendship:
not indeed from any exterior callS£' (as when we d~sire one thing
on account of anothE'r. or wish good to .:!!10ther on Jccount of
something else). but because the complacency in the bdoved is
ro ot.2d in the lover's heart. For this reason we speak of love 35
being intimate; and of the hcwe:s of charite.;. On the other band.
(he lover is in the beloved. by the love of concupiscence and by the
Ion of friendship. but not in the same way. For the love of concapiscence is not satisfied with any ('xternal or superficial possession
or rnjoYl11cnt of the bc\owd; but seeks to 90ssess the beloved
perfectly, by penetrating into his heart. as it W2r('. wbereas. in the
love of fricnshio. the 10Y{~!" is in tbe beloved. in2.sIr.uch ciS he
reckons what is good or e"il to his friend as being so to ili!"1self:
and his friend's will as bis own. so that it seems as though he fdt
(he good or suffered the evil in the person of his friend. Hence it
is proper to friends 'to desire the same things, and to grieve and
rejoice at the s.lme.' as the philosopher says (Ethis. IX. 3 and
Rhct. II. 4).
Consequently, in so far as he reckons what afTects his friend
:IS affecring himself the lover seems to be in the beloved, as tbough
he were one with him: but in so far as, on the other hand, h.>
wills and acts for his friend's sake as for his own sake, looking on
his friend as identified with himself. thus the beloved is 111 the
lover. In yet a third way. mutual indwelling in the love of friendship can be understood in regard to reciprocal love: inasmuch as
friends return Icve br love. and both desire and do good thin~s
(for one anothre" (11-1 Quest. 28,2).
One thing becomes immediately and impressively evident
from reflection on this summ-ary. It is simply this: St. Thomas
is profoundlv convinced that mutual indwelling by human love
is but the remote analogy of the great supernatural reality of the
grace-life referred to by St. John the Be loved in the quoted text:
"He that abide~h in charity abidrth in God -lnd God in him"
(I John 4,10). And if this intense dfect characterizing human
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love is but a faint resemblance of the intercommuniol1 with the
God of Love enjoyed by every soul sanctified by grace, how much
more is it but the shadowy similitude of the singular interrelationship existent between Mary overflowing with grace-love and her
Divine Consort, the Sacred Parac1ete, Subsistent Charity! Surely,
'the charity of God was poured abroad in her heart' by the Sovereign Spirit of Grace in an altogeth?r transcendent manner. How
uttingly the Immaculate Mary, Queen cf contemplatives and mystics could say of the Holy Spirit: "For that I have you in my
heart"! How wonderfully the Holy Ghost "who is God's Love"
and who searcheth all things, yea, the deep things of God," must
have "searched" the abyss of divinely constituted sublimities which
resided in Mary! Verily, He "was not satisfied with any external
or superficial possession" of the Immaculate One but took her to
Himself as His one only Spouse. Not in interrogation but in wonderment we may address the Queen of sacred charity: "What manner of One is thy Beloved of the bel:"oved, 0 thou most beautiful
.among women"! (Cant. 5,9).
We can grasp yet more appreciatively the perfection of this
effect of love in Mary's soul from the Angelic Doctor's treatment
of the subject from the supernatural standpoint. He enlightens us:
"Since charity whereby we love God, is in us from the Holy
Ghost, it follows that the Holy Ghost is in us, so long as charity
remains in us. Wherefore, the Apostle says (1 Cor. 3, I 6): 'Know
you not that yeu are the temple of God, and that the Spirit of
God dwelleth in you?" Seeing then that by the Holy Ghost we
are made lovers of God, and that every beloved object is in its
lover as such, it follows that by the Holy Ghost, the Father and
Son also dwell in us. Hence our Lord said (John 14,23): 'We
will come to him,' that is to him that loves God. 'and will make
our abode within him': and (1 John 3,24): 'In this we know'
that He abideth in us. by the Spirit which He hath given us.'
Again. It is clear that God must love very much those whom He
makes lovers of Himself by giving them the Holy Ghost: for He
would not bestow so great a good, except through love. Hence
it is said in the Lord's Person: 'I love th~m that love me' (Prov.
8,17) 'not as though we had first loved God, but because He
hath first loved us' (1 John 4,10). Now ev.:rything that is loved
is in its lover. Consequently, the £ffect of the Holy Ghdst is that
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not only is God in us, but also that ,ve are in God. Hence it is
said: 'He that abideth in charitv, abideth in God, and God in
him: and again: 'In this we know that we abide in Him, and He
in us; because He hath given us of His Spirit' (1 John 4,16-13).
(c. G. Bk. IV. ch. XXI) . If tbis teaching is true and if "God
must love very much those whom He makes lovers of Himsdf by
giving them the Holy Ghost "what shall we say of His love for
Mary who in her very conception W:1S given tl:.e divine presence
of the Holy Ghost and without whose company she never was,
even for an instant of her being? Moreover, since "by this we
know that we abide in Him and He in us: because He h2.th given
us of His Spirit" what shall we tbink of thr mutual communication of love between Mary and the Holy Spirit of Sanctity by
,whose love God dwdt in her not only spiritually but even corporally, because of the Holy Ghost she conceived Him "in whom
dwelt the fulness of the Godhead corpora 11 y" (Col. 2,9).
In repudiating the heresy of those who advance the baseless
thought that Mary was the mother of ether children, the great
Doctor Angelic affirms: "This error is an insul t to the Holy
Ghost whose shline was the virginal womb" (III Quest. XXVIII,
a. 3). Happily, the Church in her liturgy has adopted the same
felicitous phrase: "Sacrarium Spiritus Sancti' , (Off. B. V. M ..
Ant. ad Benedictus). What ianguage could so forcibly convey the
truth that the Virgin Mary in body :>.s well as in soul was the
temple of the Holy Ghost? Truly, if St. Paul can chide us sinners:
"Know you not, that your membl'rs are the temple of the Holy
Ghost?-Glorifv GGd in your r.ody" (1 Cor. 6,19,20), with
how much more justice can the Immaculate Mary's virginal body
be called the shrine of the Divine Paraclete since in fruition of His
love she most marvelously did glorify and bear God actually in
her chaste body i As St. Thomas concludes: "The whole Trinity
effected the concl'ption of Christ's body: nevertheless, this is attributed to the Holy Ghost. FIrst, because this is befitting the cause of
the Incarnation, considered on the part cf God. For the Holy
GhQSt is the Love of the Father and Son . Now that the Son of
God took 10 Himself flesh from the Virgin's womb was due to the
!xcceding laue of God, wherefore it is said: "God so loved the
W
orld as to give His only-b<>gotten Son" (John 3.16)." (III
Quest. XXXII, a. 1).
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There is. finally. a fourth effect of love. an ('ffeet which ordinarily we would hesitate to include in our study. for fear cf misunderstanding. Since. however. we are writing for souls fully
oriented to the supernatural and because we are convinced that
they will properly appreciate the value and power of the completing analogy involved we cannot logically refrain from mentioning: ecstasy. Happily. St. Thomas supplies the fitting foundation
for our thought. Spelking of "ecstasy as an effect of love." the
Angelic Doctor arguing characteristicall y from the highest realities,
comments on Dionysius: "Dionysius says (Div. Nom. IV) that
'the divine love produces ecstasy'. and that 'God Himself suffered
ecstasy through love: Since therefore. according to the same author
(Ibid.) every love is a participated likeness of the divine Love, it
seems that every love causes ecstasy" (II-I Quest. 28, a. 3). It is
clear since' 'every love causes ecstasy" that St. Thomas is here not
concerned with the mystical phenomenon of ecstasy as such.
Defining his terms. he clarifies his subject thus: "To suffer
ecstasy means to be placed outside oneself. This happens as to the
apprehensive power. a man is said to be placed outside himself.
when he is placed outside the knowledge proper to him. This
may be due to his being raised to a higher knowledge: thus, a
man is said to suffer ecstasy, inasmuch as he is placed outside the
connatural apprehension of his sense and reason, when he is raised
up so as to comprehend things that surpass sense and reason: or
it may be due to his being cast down into a st:lte of debasement;
thus a man may be said to suffer ecstasy when he is overcome by
violent passion or madness.-As to the appetitive power. a man
is said to suffer ecstasy, when that power is borne towards something else, so that it goes forth oul from itself, as it were. The
first of these ecstasies is caused by love dispositively, in so far,
namely. as love makes the lover dwell on the beloved, and to dwell
intently on one thing draws the mind from other things.-The
second ecstasy is caused by love directly; by love of friendship,
simply; by love of concupiscence. not simply but in a restricted
sense. Because in love of concupiscence. the lover is carried out of
himself. in a certain sense; in so far. namely. as not being satisfied with enjoying the good that he has. he seeks to enjoy something outside himself. But since he seeks to have th!s extrinsic good
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tor hlmselt, he does not go out from himself simply, and this
movement remains simply within him. On the other hand, in the
love of friendship, a man's affection goes out from itself simply;
because he wishes and does good to his friend, by caring and
providing for him, for his sake" (Loc. cit.)
First, it is clearly evident from the words of St. Thomas
that whereas the love of concupiscence is essentially selfish, that
of friendship is diffusive of g'Jodness. Now the highest kind of
friendship is charitv or low of God. Secondly, it is apparent
that our knowledge by faith which places us outside "the connatnatural knowledge of sense and reason," and our love by charity
by which we "go out from ourselves simply" to the Highest
Good are in reality, causes for ecstasy. And it seems probable that
without advertence to the conscious definition of such an ex!'erience, every devout soul who rejoices in the knowledge of the
divine mysteries and who strives to love God with her whole
heart and mind and soul, and all her strength, has accordingly
experienced this general sort of ecstasy. Hence it is not difficult to
conclude concerning Mary Immaculate who "pondered" all the1:e
mysteries in her heart, and whosc "spirit rejoiced in God her
Savior."
If "God suffered ecstasy through lovc" of men as Dionysius
implies and St. Thomas approves, it is certainly true th;:!t it was
especially through love of Mary. After all. Dionysius' phrase is
but a rendition of the Scriptural assurances: "His dellghts are to
be with the children of men," and again: "God so loved the world
as to give His only-begotten Son. ,. St. Thomas of Vilianova supplies a persuasion th:tt might weil be considered an apt application
of these two texts to the Blessed Virgin: "this Virgin," he remarks. "became so beautiful and so enamored of her God, that
captured as it were. by her love, He descended into her womb and
assumed our human nature" (In Nat. D. Cone. 4). What vistas
lof thought for contemplation such a concept provides' Who can
even imagine the character of Mary's responding ecstasy when not
only her soul went out of herself in love to Him, but when her
body "contained Him whom the hl'avens canno~ contain"?
There are two adjoining passages written by St. Thomas
the mere quotation of which will suffice, we feel sure, to clinch
the truth at issue. He writes: "Since man's perfect h~.ppiness con-
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sists in the enjoyment of God, it was necessary for man's affections to be disposed to desire it, since he has a natural desire for
happiness. Now the desire for the enjoyment of a thing is caused
by love of it. Hence it was necessary for man, who seeks perfect
happiness, to be urged to the love of God. But nothing is a greater
incentive to love someone than the experience of his love for us.
And God's love for man could not be proved more effectively than
by His consenting to personal union with man: since it is peculiar
to love that it unites lover and beloved, <!s fu as this is possible"
(c. G. Bk. IV, Ch. LIV). But Mary experienced most His love,
she understood most intimately the cause of her happiness, she
was urged most intensely to the love of God, th£refore. Or, as
St. Thomas says, again: "Friendship is based on a certain equality, and consequently it would seem that those who are very
unequal cannot be united in friendship. And so, that friendship I
between man and God might be more intimate, it was well for
man that God should become man-since friendship between man
2nd man is natural-in order that by knowing a God made visible to us, we might be drawn to the love of things invisible"
(Ibid.). But this equalizing friendship was consummated through
Mary and in her it was most perfectly effective. Hence, in her
above a1l human cre?otures, the knowlrdge and love which impel
to ecstasy were most triumphant! It is easy to identify the Immaculate Virgin Mary as she "who cometh up from the desert, flowing
with deliqhts, leaning upon her Beloved"! (Cant. 8,5).
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XVIII
MARY AND CHARITY

G

HERE remains one final pbase of the Blessed Virgin's charity
to consider. Happily, it manifests recapitulatively, her personal grace-infu~ed charity, the singular propriety of her title of
Mother of the Sacred Heart, and her pcrduring dignity and official
efficacy as the predestined Spouse of the Holy Ghost, divine subsistent Charity. It is the character of her role as Mediatrix of graces
viewed in the light of charity.
The angelic St. Thomas in discussing "whether the love of
charity stops at God. or extends to our neighbor" (II-II Quest.
XXV. a. I) replies emphatically: "Now the aspect under which
our neighbor is to be loved. is God. since what we ought to love in
our neighbor is that he may be in God. Hence it is clear that it is
specifically the same nct wheteby we (ove God, and whereby we
love our neighhor. ConsequentlY. the habit of charity extends not
only to the love of God. hut also to the love of our neighbor."
But we have demonstrated conclusively that the Immaculate Mary's
love of God exceeded all created comparisons. Therefore. it is evident. as St. Alphonsus decides. that: "As there never was. and
never will be. anyone who loved God as much as Mary loved
Him. so there never was. and never will be. anyone who loved her
neighbor as much as she did" (Glories, IV. 3) .
The whole being. the entire career and mission of the Blessed
Mother is replete with the charity of the Incarnation, the charity
of the Redemption, and the charity of Sanctification. Unfortunately, most of us do not see as perspicuously as St. Thomas the social
significance implicit and inherent in all of Mary's noblest prerogatives. Thus of her personal sanctity the Common Doctor of the
Church tells us that: "She was so full of grace that it overflowed
on all mankind" (Comm. Ang. Sal.) So also he explains as a
major reason for the preservation of her virginity: "This was
fitting as regards the effect of Christ's Incarnation: since He came
for this purpose, that He might take away corruption. Wherefore,
it is unfitting that in His Birth He should corrupt His Mother's
virginity" (III Quest. XXVIII. a. 2). Again, he points out the
universal import of her 'Fiat': "In the Annun::iation the Virgin's
consent was besought in lieu of that of the entire human nature"
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l III Quest. XXX. a I). Hence. Mary's assent was the greatest act
l,f social charity in the history of mankind! Moreover. the following text of St. Thomas supplements the dominant !)()tion in the
preceding one. In respect to the Divine Maternity he remarks:
.. Although the Son of God could have taken flesh from whatever
111.1tter He willed. it was nevertheless most becoming that He
should take flesh from a woman. First. because in this way the
f'I1tire human nuture was ennobled" (III Quest. XXXI. a. 4). In
brief. therefore. Mary's highest ;~.nd most perwnal dignities were
fraught with far-reaching spiritual significations for all mankind.
Charity is demonstrably the supreme law of her wondrous being.
Likewise. a~ a matter of plain record. in virtually every scene
in which Mary's movements are reported in the Scriptures. her
social charity is indicated. Gabriel at the very outset. stressed her
solidarity with mankind when he addressed her: "Blessed art thou
among women." and also in his solemn affirmation of the abiding
corporate ch-aracter of her Son's Sovereignty: "Thou shalt bring
forth a Son-and of His kingdom there shall be no end." Moreover, the plausibility of the miracle wrought in her was to be
attested by the maternity of her cousin Elizabeth in her old age:
"Because no word shall be impossible with God." Surely, charity
was manifested in Mary's hurried trip "over the hill country" to
visit Elizabeth: "and Mary abode with her about three months."
Except for the opening phrases, the whole trend of Mary's "Mag
nificat" is manifestive on the comprehensi'l~ scopz of her mind:
"Behold from henceforth all generations shall call me bl('ss£d.His mercy is from generation to generation.--He hath scattered
the proud-He hath put down the mighty, and hath exalted the
humble-He hath filled the hungry with sood things, and the
rich He hath sent away empty.-And He spoke to our fathers. to
Abraham and to his seed forever." In a swe~pin'~ panoramic perspective. Mary's mind spans all history from eternity to eternity.
But repetition is superfluous since her social significance is abundan t! y evidenced in the successive scenes depiu"d by the Evangelists: in the adoration of the Magi and the Shepherds, in her dealings with St. Joseph. in the events in the Tem::le when it will be
remembered. Simeon prophesied: " Thy own soul a sword shall
pierce. that out of many hearts thoughts may be revealed," in the
flight into exile. at tbe feast of Cana. at the foot of the cross. in the
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adoptive motherhood of the beloved John, and in her presence in
the Cenacle.
Everywhere the Blessed Virgin's love br God is shown
abounding in love of h~r fellow humans. In ~he language of St.
Alphonsus: "So great was Mary's charity when on earth, that
she succored the needy without even being asked; as was the case
at the marriage feast of Cana, when she told her Son that family's
distress: "They have no wine" (John 2,3), and asked Him to
work a miracle. 0, with what speed did she fly when there was
question of relieving her neighbor! Wh('n she went to the house of
Elizabeth to fulfil an office of charity, "she went into the hillcountry with haste" (Luke 1.39). She could not, however, more
fully display her charity, than she did in the offering which she
made of her Son to death for our salvation. On this subject St.
Bonaventure says (Spec. B. V. M. Lect. X): "Mary so loved the
world as to give her only-begotten Son." Henc~, St. Anselm exclaims, "0 blessed amongst women, thy purity surpassed that of
the angels. and thy compassion that of the saints" (Orat. 49)"
(Glories IV -III). Moreover, that this supremacy of charity in
Mary is eminently ccngruous is obvious from Christ's own precepts. Did He not say to His apostles: "a netu commandment I give
unto you that you love one another as I have loved you"? (John
13,34). But who could so perfectly comply with 5uch a lofty ideal
-"as I have loved you"-as the Immaculate Mother of Christ
"full of grace"? And since He proclaimed: "By this shall all m~n
know that you are My disciples that you have love one for another," was it not consonant that His Virgin Mother should be identified by the highest love, if love was to be the distinctive trait of His
chosen ones? "Charity never fallcth away." and neither has nor
ever will the love of the Blessed Mother for all mankind, won ar
"the great price" of Her Son's Precious Blood. As St. Bonaven(llr~
asserts: "Nor has this love of Mary for us diminished now that
she is in heaven. but it has increased; for now she better sees the
miseries of men. Great was the mercy of Mary lowards the wretched when still on earth; but far greater is it now that she reigns in
heaven" (Spec. B. V. M. Lect. X).
But to appreciate fully the spiritual sagacity of these words
of the Seraphic Doctor certain principles must be borne in mind.
The prevalent unwarranted extension of the t~rm charity to ('very
"philanthropic" gesture is rapidly tending to shred the word of its
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real meaning. Charity. however. is not so superficial. Chanty is not
a phosphorescent glow or frothy sentimentality. Indeed. it is not
any of the many strange things with which it is popularly and
libelously identified in the literature and thought of our day. It is
not the traditional mechanism of escape for the timid or weary
nor is it the passive resistance of the neurasth.mic with a martyrcomplex. nor is it yet the instinct for humanitarianism developed
by the tax-conscious modern Dives. least of all is it the benevolent
geniality of the complacently indifferent or :he pseudo-solicitude
of the veneered debutante . Charity is not an accidental refinement.
It is a substantial deep-seated virtue . Wherefore. the volcanic St.
Paul tells us that we must be "rooted and founded in charity"
(Eph. 3 . 17). \Vhy "rooted and founded"? The answer is clear
from the definition of the Angelic Doctor: "The fellowship of
charity is based on the fellowship of happiness. which consists
essentiaIly in God. as the First Principle. whence it flows to all
who are capable of happiness. Therefore. God ought to be loved
as the cause of happiness. whereas our neighbor is loved as receiving
together with us a sharf' of happiness with Him" (II-II Quest.
XXVI. a. 2). In other words, charity is our love for God principally, extending to love of our neighbor because he or she was
created by God with an intellect and will capable, by the grace of
redemptive love. of enjoying with us the Vision of God as our
ultimate good and everlasting beatitude. This is the end we must
unwaveringly maintain in our mind as the constant norm of our
thoughts and actions. if we desire to love "not in word or in
tongue but in deed and in truth" (I John. ).18) . It is because
this fundament.ll is so comnionly obscufed tlut the Apostle could
visualize the distinct possibility of a man disbursing all his goods
to feed the POOf, Of giving his body to be burned. and yet withal
being devoid of charity Jnd hence engaging in enterprises spirtually
barren: "And if I should distribute all my goods to feed the poor.
and if I should deliver my body to be burned. and have not charity. it profiteth me nothing" (I Cor. 13.3).
How luminously the Thomis~ic principle displays the genuine
perfection of the charity of the Mother of God! Is not this great
stabilizing motive power the single and fixed principle of all her
conduct from the utterance of her Fi'Jt to her £xpiring breath? For
example, is this not the real reason that Jesus answered with
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promptitude her loving persuasion at Can a with a miracle? Christ
understood that Mary wished for her assembled friends something
far more delicious than replenishing wine. He knew that she wanted
them to share in the delights of eternal happiness as a consequence
of belief in His Divinity. She wanted Him to reveal to them His
divine Goodness which she knew and loved so that they might
know and love likewise. "This beginning of miracles did Jesus in
Cana of Galilee: and He manife.~tp.d His glory; and His disciples
believed in Him" (John, 2, I) . Certainly far more important was
this gift of faith which Mary occasioned than the blessing of a
beverage, far more tremendous was this heqinning of miracles: the
inner spiritual transformation of these incredulous souls by the
grace of belief than the mere visible transformation from water into
wine. Surely we cannot stress too strongly this logical key to
Mary's quiet confidence. She realized that Jesus understood her
principal motive and interest: desire for the everlasting happiness
of her friends' immortal souls rather than merely transient pleasurable satisfaction of their physical appetite. Admirably, this beginning of miracles, at Mary's behest, reveals the whole economy
of the Divine Plan. Review the scene. The principals: Christ,
Mary, the disciples, friends, neighbors, and we may add: inanimate
matter created for the service of men. Immacnlate Mary's love of
God overflows through the Sacred Heart of Christ in love of her
fellow men. She petitions Him. The Son of God exercises His
Divinity through His Humanity and miraculously changes the
water into wine in order to leach men's souls through their senses
and bodies. And by the grace of God the disciples are led to recognize the Divinity of Christ and they glorify God. The best wine
indeed, was saved till the last-it was 'the wine' of the New Dispensation! What a wonderful spectacle to angel~ and to men is this
drama of pure charity, in the very cen~er of which stands Jesus
and Mary united in one will. Well could the Mother of Christ say
her friends: "With desire have I desired to eat this pasch with
you." How often the minds of the disciples, in later years, must
have reverted to the significant details of this scene when calling
Himself Bridegroom Christ compared the Kingdom of Heaven to
a banquet prepared by the Bridegroom for His friends.

Ito

"Goodness is of itself diffusive" and the goodness of Mary
is diffusive inasmuch as the good which she wishes to have com131

municated is the goodness of Christ, the good of God. This truth
concerns us with th£ advancement of another principle which is a
corollary of the preceding one. The Angelic Doctor's exposition is
profound but translucent. He declares: "Charity is love." Now
love. by reason of the nature of the power whose act it is. is capable
of reflecting on itself; for since the object of the will is the universal good. whatever has the aspect of good. can be an object of the
act of the will; and since the will is itself a good. man can will
himself to will. Even so the intellect whose object is the true.
understands that it understands. because this again is something
true. Love however. even by its own species. is capable of reflecting
on itself. because it is a spontaneous movement of the lover towards
the beloved. wherefore from the moment a man loves. he loves
himself to love. Yet. charity is not love simply. but has the nature
of friendship. Now by friendship a thing is loved in two ways:
first. as to the friend for whom we have the friendship. and to
whom we wish good things; secondly. as the good which we wish
to a friend. It is in the latter and not the former way that charity
is loued out of charity, because charity is the good which we desire
for all those whom we loue out of charity" (II-II Quest. XXV.
a. 2). In other language. just as loving we love ourselves to love.
so loving others we love them to love. Accordingly. postulating
the Blessed Mary's extraordinarily intense and incalculably cumulative charity for God superabounding in universal love of her
fellow humans. what eloquent medium can indicate the transcendent manner in which she desired charity for those whom she loved
out of charity? She yearned that all should love God as she loved
Him. with whole heart and mind and soul. and that all should
love God in their neighbor as she did. She truly loved her neighbor as herself since she desired for her neighbor as for herself:
God. In this especially. is her perfect union with Christ most
manifest that she willed with all the vital energy of her being that
all might be one as He and the Father are on~. she willed powerfully the eternally abiding universal unity of charity. This is the
simple secret of her function as perpetual Mediatrix of all graces.
Aptly. St. Alphonsus Liguori adopts the exposition of the learned
Jesuit exegetist. Cornelius a Lapide. who c'Jmmenting on the
words of the Canticle: "King Solomon hath made him a litter of
the wood of Libanus . . . the midst he covered with charity for
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the daughters of Jerusalem" (3,9) asserts: "This litter was Mary's
womb, in which the Incarnate Word dwelt, filling it with charity for the daughter:s of Jerusalem; for Christ, who is Love Itself
inspired the Blessed Virgin with charity in its highest degree, tha
s11e might succor all who had recourse to her" (Glories : IV, 3)
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XIX
MARY AND CHARITY
(Conel uded)

*

...., ROM whatever aspect we view the truth. Mary is supremely
the Mediatrix of Charity. Charity is the essential source of
the universality and of the efficacy of her heavenly mediation. St.
Thomas' proposition on this point is limpid. He declares: "Since
prayers offered for others proceed from charity. the greater the
charity of the saints in heaven. the more they pray for wayfarers.
since the latter can be helped by prayers: and the m'Jre closehl they
are united to God, the more are their prayers efficacious: for the
Divine order is such that lower beings receive an overflow of the
excellence of the higher. even as the air receives the brightness of
the sun. Wherefore it is said of Christ (Hebr. 7.25): 'Going to
God by His own power . . . to make intercession for us.' Hence
St. Jerome says: 'If the apostles. and martyrs while yet in the
body and h3ving to be solicitous for themselves. can pray for
-others. how much more now that they have the crown of victory
znd triumph' (Cont. Vigilant. 6)" (II-II Quest. 83. a. 11). But
we know that the Blessed Virgin is the greatest of all the saints
.and the most closely united to God.
~

As charity is the motive, so is it the end of all her dispensations. and it is the gift above all others which she wishes for us.
This .. indeed. follows from the axioms already set forth. It is
likewise evident from the fact that "grace is nothing else than a
beginning of glory in us" (II-II Quest. 24, a. 3 ad. 2). "the grace
of God is life everlasting" (Rom. 6,23) _ And it is through charity
that grace operates in us as the principle of merit. Hence the measure of our beatific glory depends upon the degree of our charity.
In one pithy paragraph, the Angelic Doctor manifests how thoroughly it is "through charity that grace is the principle of our
merit." He writes: "Human acts have the nature of merit from
two causes: first and chiefly from the divine ordination. inasmuch
as acts are said to merit that good to which man is divinely ordained. Secondly. on the part of free-will. inasmuch as man, more
than other creatures. has the power of voluntary acts by acting of
himself. And in both these ways does merit chiefly rest with char-
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ity. For we must bear in mind that evzrlasting life consists in the
enjoyment of God. Now the human mind's movement to the fruition of the divine good is the proper act of charity, whereby all the
acts of the other virtues are ordained to this end, since all the other
virtues are commanded by charity. Hence the merit of life everlasting pertains first to charity, and secondly to the other virtues, inasmuch as their acts are commanded by charity. So likewise, is it
manifest that what we do out of love we do most willingly. Hence,
even inasmuch as merit depends on voluntariness, merit is chiefly
attributed to charity" (11-1 Quest. 114, a. 4). Since, therefore, the
eternal contemplation of God, which is the ultimate end and perfection of human life, is the final good which the Blessed Mother
desires for everyone of us, and since charity is the way to the
acquisition of the merit requisite for the attainment of that good,
it is obvious that charity is the dowry beyond compare which the
Immaculate Mary prays for in behalf of her clients. The mediation
of Mary at the marriage feast of Cana when she besought Her Son
to exhibit His omnipotent love of men in order that her associates
might recognize and love His divinity as she did, is truly the
soundest index of the character of her intercessory office.
There is, moreover, another important and consoling concept
which deserves attention. It is especially indicative of the universality proper to Mary's exercise of loving impetration of the gift of
increasing charity for her devotees. We refer to the fact that "charity is given, not according to our natural capacity, but according
as the Spirit wills to distribute His graces." In simple words , our
natural ability, learning, education or other merely native or
acquired endowments do not condition the measure of the charity
infused into our souls. The sale determining influence is the will
of the Holy Ghost. The Angelic Aquinas teaches: "The quantity
of a thing depends on the proper cause of that thing, since the
more universal cause produces a greater effect. Now, since charity
surpasses the proportion of human nature, it depends, not on any
natural virtue, but on the sale grace of the Holy Ghost who infuses
charity. Wherefore the quantity of charity depends neither on the
condition of nature nor on the capacity of natural virtue, but only
on the will of the Holy Ghost who 'divides' His gifts 'according
as He will.' Hence the Apostle says: 'To everyone of us is given
grace according to the measure of the giving of Christ' (Eph. 4.7)"
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(II-II Quest. 24, a. 3). In varied language, a crippled bootblack,
"a Breton peasant," to use Pasteur's phrase, or a common laborer
(like the penitent Matt Talbot), may well have charity exceeding
that of the most brilliant writer, the most erudite philosopher, or
the most renowned theologian. "Spiritus spirat ubi vult." It is
surely superfluous to observe that the principle, "To everyone is
given grace according to the measure of the giving of Christ,"
which makes clear that sanctification is "Christification," is magnificently illustrative of the primacy of the charity of Ma~y, the
Spouse of the Holy Ghost to whom the Sovereign Spirit "gave
Christ to the measure of His being her son: But the principal point
with which we are concerned now is that the comforting doctrine
of the universality of the applicability of charity illuminates the
character of Mary's role, as the perpetual cooperatrix of the Holy
Spirit; and accordingly, it adds insight to our philosophy of
prayer. Since any measure of charity "surpasses the proportions of
human nature," we need not fear that the sheer poverty of our
natural gifts is any hindrance to the increase of charity in us. Our
Blessed Mother herself rejoiced that "He hath regarded the lowliness of His handmaid," and that "He hath filled the hungry with
good things and the rich He hath sent away empty." We have but
to survey the history of the Church from the days of the unacademic fishermen down to our own times to learn how often God
has infused with tremendous charity and used "the foolish things
of this world to confound the wise." In relatively modern timts
have we not witnessed the world-wide conflagrations of charity
enkindled by such seemingly inconsequential figures as St. Margaret
Mary, the Ambassadress of the Sacred Heart, St. Therese of Lisieux, Carmel's Incendiary d charity, and the little child of Mary,
Bernadette of Lourdes? Wherefore, if God in His wisdom does
not grant us through our prayers to Mary, some desired temporal
favor, shall we "kick against the goad"? Shall we remain unmindful of our final end and the fact that charity is the way along '
which the Mother of Christ would lead us regardless of our natural
talents, status or circumstances? Mary's supernal vocation is to
present to the Holy Spirit humanity to be Christified! Hence we
should never neglect the counsel of St. Thomas: "When we pray
we ought principally to ask to be united to God, according to:
'One thing I have asked of the Lord, this will I seek after, that I
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may dwell in the house of the Lord all the days of my life' (Ps.
26,4)" (II-II Quest . 83, a. I ad. 2).
Finally, the place of Mary as mediatrix of charity may be
judged from her place in the heavenly hierarchical order of charity.
We recall those sublimest words ever heard by the ears of huma 11kind which Christ uttered in His Valedictory: "And not for them
only do I pray, but for those also who through their word shall
believe in me; that they all may be one, as Thou, Father, in me,
and I in thee, that they also may be one in us; that the world may
believe that Thou hast sent me. And the glory which Thou ilast
ginn me, I have given to them, that they may be one, as we also
an: one: I in them, and Thou in me; that they may be made perfect
in one; that the world may know that Thou hast sent me. Father,
I will that where I am, they also whom Thou hast given me, may
be with me, that they may see my glory, which Thou hast given
me, because Thou hast loved me before the foundation of the
world. Just Father, the world hath not known Thee; but I have
known Thee, and these have known, that Thou hast sent me.
And I have made known Thy name to them, and will make it
known; that the love wherewith Thou hast loved me, may be
in them and I in them" (John 17,20-26). Such is the rare language in which our divine Lord describes the eternal circuminsessian of charity in the Kingdom of God wherein love reigns with
triumphant absolutism. And St. Thomas, indicating the manner
in which the order of charity endures in heaven, instructs us that
whereas in this life we may wish a better good to those more
closely related to us, in heaven, on the contrary, our will and the
Will of God will be so united that we will love others according
as they are nearer to God in a biding charity. He sa ys: "As to the
order to be observed among our neighbors, a man will simply love
those who are better, according to the love of charity. Because the
entire life of the blessed consists in directing their minds to God,
wherefore the entire ordering of their love will be ruled with
respect to God, so that each one will love more and reckon to be
nearer to himself those who are nearer to God" (II-II Quest. 26,
a. J3). We remember of course, that proximity to God is not
by virtue of spatial dimension or locale, that He "is approached
'not by steps of the body but by the affections of the soul' (St.
Augustine, Tract. in Joan. XXXII), and this approach is the
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result of charity, since it uni~es one's mind to God" (Ibid. Quest .
24, a. 4). It is evident that this principle also demonstrates Mary's
supereminence in eternal charity. But we wish to point out that
since Mary in beaven is immediately and unceasingly aware of thl'
truth, namely, that our measure of beatific union is commensurate
with our final degree of charity, she is accordingly anxious above
all that her lovers be perfected as far as possible in unitive and
universal charity. With St. Augustine our Blessed Virgin Mother
understands that "charity is perfected by being strengthened; and
when it has been brought to perfection, it exclaims: 'I desire to be
dissolved and to be with Chris!'" (In prim. canon Joan.).
There can remain no reasonable doubt, therefore, that OUr
Blessed Mother's mediatorship is supereminently one of charity.
It is truly the extension of her loving Motherhood of Christ. It is
her most intense love of God overflowing perpetually in an allembracing love of men. By way of summary, we can supply no
more excellent epitome of this doctrine than that presented at the
Cambridge Summer School of Catholic Studies in 1934 by the
-eminent Jesuit theolcgian, Father L. E. Bellanti. He admirably
recapitulates the doctrine in the following concise formulae:
"A. The close union of Mary with Jesus in the Incarnation
and Redemption is a union in an order of grace which issues in an
order of glory. Just as the divine lif2 of grace is one with the life
of glory, just as Christ who redeemed us on earth is our iiving
Redeemer in heaven, just as the "vark of our salvation is one
redemptive work, so, too, is Mary's cooperation in the Incarnation
and Redemption enclosed in the onp same order of grac~. and
thereby extended to meet the immensity of the Divine Plan.
"B. The Redemptive Scheme works towards its fulfilment
in the order of grace through the growth of the Mystical Body of
Christ. Of that Body Jesus Christ, the Son of the Blessed Virgin
Mary, is the Head. Head and members form "one Christ," the
members retaining their ina'ienable personality, yet so deified by
the divine life of sanctifying grace, that they form one living,
organic whole "in Christ." Now, even if we had not our Lord's
own words to His Mother at the foot of the Cross making her our
Mother, we would still be right in saying of our Lady, with St.
Augustine, that "as in the flesh she is the Mother of our Head,
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so in the spirit is she the Mother of His members" (Corpore Mater
capitis nostri, mater spiritu membrorum ejus") . By Christ's own
gift on Calvary, His Mother became our Motber also--our Mother
,not in the order of nature but in the order of grace; our Mother
both by an extrinsic designation and adoption as also by ; 1
intrinsic principle, that is by our new birth in grace which incorporates us in Christ, and through that incorporation filially relates
us to the Mother of Christ.

"c. From this it will 1>e evident that Mary's motherhood
of all mankind is, in effect, her motherhood of all whom Christ
died to save. This motherhood of grace is therefore as universal
as the Redemptive Scheme itself. It admits of no exception save
those camed by human perversity and per,~everance in wilful sin.
There is, it would seem, no principle to limit or impair it, which
does not at the same time limit and impair the universality of the
Redemption.
"D. Lastly, this enhanced motherhood of Mary in the order
of grace cannot in a strict sense mean that she ;s the authoress of
grace, nor can it mean that she directly or independently bestows
grace. Her function is one of intercession, and is, in its creaturcly
aspect, in a line with that of the Angels and Saints in heaven, yet
utterly transcending that of other creatures, singly or collectively,
and therefore unique in its universality, as in its subjective appeal
to us, and in its objective efficacy.-That Mary's intercessory
power with her divine Son transcends that of all other creatures is
the belief of all Catholics and has its secure foundation, like all
Mary's prerogatives, in her election to bl' t 1'e Motht>r of God. That
~ift has its issue in her incomparable power in heaven, as it is the
)rigin of all the grace she received on earth."
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Epilogue

Life. truth. and love arc the three essential and abiding realities alone capable of satisfying the soul. the mind. and the heart
of rational man. Any enduring restoration of the social whole
demands a return to these fundamentals. But merely natural vitality. human culture and organiz~d philanthropy will not suffice.
Fallen nature needs the perfecting power of sanctity. The supernatural life of grace. the Wisdom of the Word. and participation
in the Love of the Sacred Paraclete are indispensable exigencies of
social as ~ell as personal happiness. Only Jesus Christ our Divine
Savior. and Jesus Christ "diffused and communicated" in His
Mystical Body. the organic Catholic Church. contains the infinitude of these re-creative redemptive and sanctifying virtualities.
In the Infinite Providence of the Eternal Trinity. the Immaculate Virgin Mary. the greatest of created personalities. stands as
His Mother next to Jesus Christ at tbe center of the divine plan.
Through her the Son of God. Divine Life. Truth and Love
assumed human nature in order by His Passion and Death. to effect
the salvation of all mankind. Moreover. as St. Thomas affirms.
the Virgin Mother "being the nearest of all to their Author and
Principle" is the primary and overflowing beneficiary of the precious realities which Christ came to communicate through His
program for the renovation of human society. In her original and
plenary grace. in her divine virginal Maternity. and (to use the
phrase of St. Andrew Avellino). in her universal "commissionership" of all graces. we behold the sublimest expression of the
supernatural sanctities and spiritual energies which our Lord Jesus
Christ planned to bestow. In Mary. glorified by God with this
triptych of inestimable dignities. we contemplate the triumph to
exuberant perfection of the Life of Life. the Life of Truth. the
Life of Love; the Truth of Life. the Truth of Truth. the Truth of
Love; the Love of Life. the Love of Truth and the Love of Love!
Hence. to deny or dispute the Immaculate Virgin Mother's
most important position and function in any genuinely Christian
scheme for perduring social rehabilitation would be as futile and
unreasonable as to challenge the indispensability and the applicability of the principles of the economy of the Incarnation and
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Redemption . Verily can the Immaculate Mary proclaim: "With
me are riches ... and glorious riches . . . that I may enrich them
that love me" (Prov. 8,5). There is a majestic finality in the
reasons assigned for this bounteous largesse by the Doctor deservedly styled Angelic: "She (Mary) surpasses the angels in her
close association with God, and to indicate this th02 Angel said:
'The Lord is with thee.' as if to say, '1 bow to thee because thou
art more familiar with Ciod than I am, seeing tbt' the Lord is
with thee"-the Lord, quoth he, i.e .. the Father whose Son is also
thy Son, which cannot be said of any angel or of any creature
whatsoever: 'For the Holy One who shalI be born of thee shall be
called the Son of God' (Lukt> 1.35). The Lord God, the Son was
in her womb: 'Rejoice and praise, 0 thou dwelIing of Zion, for
great is he that is in the midst of thee, the Holy One of Israel"
(Isa. 12,6). Wherefore, the Lord is with the Blessed Virgin otherwise than with an angel: with her He is as Her Son, with the
angrl as His Lord.-The Lord God, the Holy Ghost, was with
her as in a temple : thus we say: 'Temple of the Lord, sanctuary
of the Holy Ghost,' because she conceived of the Holy Ghost. 'The
Holy Ghost shaH come upon thee' (Luke 1.35). Wherefore the
Blessed Virgin is more intimately as.~ociated with God than an
angel is, inasmuch as with her are the Lord the Father, the Lord
the Son, and the Lord the Holy Ghost; in a word, the whole
Trinity: for which reason the words of the ch;:nt ("Totius Trinitatis nobile Triclinium") -Throne wherein the three divine
Persons recline!" Hence no greater praise could be addressed to her
than that which is contained in the words: 'The Lord is with
thee': and she well deserves to be thus reverenced by the Angel. in
that being the Mother of our Lord, she is our Lady" (Comm.
Ang. Sal.).
(The End)
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